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A Fuller Flavour Treatment of Leptogenesis
by David Andrew Jones
The theoretical foundations of the seesaw mechanism and baryogenesis are devel-
oped, prior to a discussion of leptogenesis - the idea that the baryon asymmetry of
the universe (BAU) originates in the physics of the seesaw mechanism. Particular
emphasis is placed upon several novel lepton avour eects arising from decays of
the next{to{lightest right{handed neutrino (RHN), N2. Two new eects are identi-
ed: the \avour swap scenario" and \phantom leptogenesis", either of which can
give local order{of{magnitude enhancements to a BAU generated via leptogenesis.
Leptogenesis is next reformulated in terms of the density matrix, where decoherence
and gauge boson themalisation are taken into account and avour{basis{independent
expressions for the BAU are derived and subsequently specialised to the two RHN
model in a two{avoured basis. This model is then studied extensively, for both
standard model and supersymmetric realisations, with N2 decays fully taken into
account. In both cases new N2{dominated regions are identied, corresponding to
models with light sequential dominance. It is shown that these regions get enlarged
upon consistent inclusion of the \phantom terms". Results are altered in the super-
symmetric case where tan becomes large and it is shown that new allowed regions
emerge, strikingly so for the case of an inverted hierarchy.Contents
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xvOverview
Writing at the turn of the previous century, Albert A. Michelson declared that:
\The more important fundamental laws and facts of physical science have all
been discovered, and these are now so rmly established that the possibility of their
ever being supplanted in consequence of new discoveries is exceedingly remote... our
future discoveries must be looked for in the sixth place of decimals." [1]
At that time, there was a widespread sense that all the fundamental problems
were now solved, with only a few \loose ends" remaining to tie up. Ambitious
young men wishing to make new discoveries were advised to specialise in a more
promising eld; for example Munich professor Philipp von Jolly advised a young Max
Planck against going into physics, warning him that \in this eld, almost everything is
already discovered, and all that remains is to ll a few holes." [2]. As we know today,
with the benet of hindsight, and with apologies to Mark Twain, \reports of the death
of theoretical physics had been greatly exaggerated". The twin revolutions of relativity
and quantum mechanics shortly followed Michelson's epitaph for fundamental science
and the rest is history.
We may be on the verge of a similar revolution going into the 21st century;
whilst the Standard Model of particle physics is a fantastically successful theory that
seems to have almost every observation of the past century tied up, it leaves sev-
eral empirical and theoretical problems hanging - such as the hierarchy, avour and
strong CP problems - as intriguing \loose ends" for us to tug upon and see if the
model unravels. Out of all these \loose ends" surrounding the Standard Model today,
probably the two most glaring empirical ones are the origin of neutrino mass and the
1matter{energy content of the universe. If one believes the \standard cosmological
model" of CDM (for Lambda Cold Dark Matter - cold dark matter plus a cosmo-
logical constant) then the latter comprises of baryons ( 4%) dark-matter ( 20%)
and dark-energy ( 75%). Today, rather embarrasingly, we understand the origin of
none of these! This work centers around the hypothesis that the origin of primordial
matter{anti{matter{asymmetry - a.k.a. baryogenesis - lies in the new physics of
the neutrino sector - an idea proposed by Fukugita and Yanagida [3] and known as
leptogenesis.
In recent years there have been many developments around leptogenesis, re-
sulting in an increasingly sophisticated theoretical description. In particular, the im-
portance of lepton avour eects has been appreciated and it has been understood
that a consistent treatment of these can alter the nal baryon asymmetry produced
via leptogenesis by orders of magnitude. Taking full account of all relevant avour
eects is an ongoing project and it will ultimately be necessary to do so if we wish
to get the theoretical errors on leptogenesis predictions under control, so as to enter
into a \precision era" in which leptogenesis might serve as a relevant constraint on a
wide range of interesting particle theories and cosmological models (e.g. inationary
scenarios and Grand Unication, to name two prominent examples). The present
work outlines some of my modest contributions towards, as well as my attempts to
understand, this ongoing challenge, over the past three years.
The thesis is organised into broadly two halves. The rst half comprises mainly
a review of the state of play prior to my beginning this project and is organised as
follows: in chapter 1 I shall introduce the relevant physics of the neutrino sector, in
particular the seesaw mechanism [4], an hypothesis which can elegantly account
for the anomalously light neutrino sector by postulating the existence of a very heavy
right handed neutrino sector. In chapter 2 I consider baryogenesis in general and in
particular Andrei Sakharov's original suggestion [5] of a baryon asymmetry originat-
ing in the decay of a heavy particle species. In chapter 3 I identify this species as the
RHNs of chapter 1 and discuss leptogenesis proper, beginning in Einstein's words \as
simple as possible, but no simpler" with the so-called \vanilla leptogenesis" scenario
before building towards a more sophisticated treatment, gradually taking the lepton
2avour sector more and more fully into account.
The second half details the research I participated in during my PhD studies,
comprising mainly of three papers. The rst of these papers \A Fuller Flavour
Treatment of N2{Dominated Leptogenesis" [6] is the subject of chapter 4. The N2
dominated scenario serves as a nice application of the theoretical machinery developed
in the prior introductory chapters and introduces two novel eects - the \avour swap
scenario" and \phantom leptogenesis", either one of which can modify a predicted
nal baryon asymmetry by orders of magnitude in relevant regions of parameter
space. Chapter 5 is based principally upon the paper \Leptogenesis With Heavy
Neutrino Flavours: From Density Matrix to Boltzmann Equations" [7] and considers
the impact of decoherence eects upon leptogenesis. In particular I include the
impact of gauge boson thermalisation of the leptons, which modies the expression
for the \phantom terms" derived in the previous chapter. In chapter 6 I apply
the nal results of the previous chapter and \revisit" leptogenesis in the two right
handed neutrino (2RHN) model, following the paper \Leptogenesis in the Two Right
Handed Neutrino Model Revisited" [8]. New results are also given, including the
\phantom terms" (which were not included in [8]). These enlarge the N2{dominated
regions discovered in that paper, lowering the bound on the lightest RHN mass M1
in these key regions of parameter space by around an order of magnitude. Finally, in
chapter 7, I extend this treatment to supersymmetric 2RHN models, for which there
is a \gravitino problem" to worry about. However, it is shown in the nal section
that upon taking the \phantom terms" consistently into account it may be possible
to just avoid this problem within the N2{dominated regions, which one fails to do in
their absence. I then bring these results together for the nal Discussion.
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The matter{anti{matter puzzle
The existence of anti{matter { particles with opposite quantum numbers to their
matter counterparts { was rst predicted by Paul Dirac on theoretical grounds from
1928{1931 [11{13]. The consistent solution of Dirac's equation for the electron re-
quired the existence of a new particle with opposite quantum numbers (here its
electric charge) to the electron { the positron (where Dirac referred to it as the
\anti{electron" in 1931 [13]). Dirac's \anti{electrons" were soon observed in 1932
in the cloud chamber experiments carried out by Carl Anderson to detect cosmic
ray showers in the upper atmosphere [14]. Cosmic rays are high energy particles
of extra{solar origin 1. If the centre of mass energy of a cosmic ray is suciently
high then it is able to produce the rest mass energy of new particles { for example a
cosmic ray with an energy greater than twice the electron's rest mass may produce
an electron{positron pair.
Most cosmic rays are high{energy protons, however a much lower ux of anti{
protons are observed (cf. g. I-1). The energy spectrum and uxes of these anti{
proton cosmic rays are consistent with an anti{proton production mechanism of col-
lisions between primary high energy protons in the inter{stellar medium producing
secondary anti{proton cosmic rays [15]. This implies that the source of the initial
high energy particles { the milky way galaxy { is made almost exclusively of mat-
ter rather than anti{matter. It appears too that other galaxies are made of matter,
since for anti{matter galaxies situated within our observable universe there would
1Victor Hess, who discovered cosmic rays, also proved they were not from the sun by carrying
out a balloon ight during a solar eclipse and measuring the same ux of cosmic ray interactions
5have to be matter{anti{matter boundaries in the inter{galactic medium, at which
pair{annihilations would occur at a non{negligible rates. Since the characteristic
gamma radiation signals from such pair{annihilation boundary regions are not ob-
served (see [16]), we can conclude that the all galaxies in our observable universe are
made predominantly of matter.
Figure I-1: The anti{proton to proton ratio for cosmic rays [15].
We can now state the matter{antimatter puzzle as follows: why is it that our
universe is made almost exclusively of matter? Before trying to give a theoretical
answer to this question, I begin by asking the simpler question of how large the
observed excess of matter over{anti{matter is. One way to quantify this excess is the
baryon number to photon number ratio, dened as
B 
nB   n  B
n
 6  10 10 (I-1)
where ns refers to the number{density of a species s.
The predicted freeze{out abundance of a symmetric distribution of baryons and
anti{baryons is many orders of magnitude lower, since the proton, anti{proton anni-
hilation cross section is quite large compared to the Hubble rate during the relevant
6epochs, and so baryons get ample opportunity to annihilate with anti{baryons within
the lifetime of the universe. This is sometimes referred to as the \baryon disaster", in
contrast to the \WIMP miracle"2 { the proton, anti{proton annihilation cross section
is larger than the weak annihilation cross section by a factor of 

mW
m
2
 106.
Historically, the ratio B was rst measured from big bang nucleosynthesis
(BBN), given that the primordial abundances of the light elements are sensitive
to the baryon density (for a review of BBN, see [17]). This is shown in g. I-2
below, where boxes denote the allowed regions. One obtains 5:1  10 10  B 
6:510 10 (95%CL) [17]. Notice that there is some tension between B as determined
from primordial lithium abundance versus the other light elements. More recently, a
more accurate measurement of B has been obtainied from the Cosmic{Microwave{
Background (CMB) anisotropy data. The amplitudes of the acousitc peaks which
develop during structure formation in the early universe are quite sensitive to B
(given that more baryons seed larger temperature perturbations { as is shown in g. I-
3). The observed CMB spectrum is consistent with B = (6:19  0:15)  10 10 [19].
Baryogenesis and Sakharov's conditions
In paper written in 1967 [5] Andrei Sakharov rst argued that the baryon asymmetry
of the universe, quantied as B  610 10GeV (cf. eq. (I-1)), may have a dynamical
origin. Modern inationary cosmology gives extra impetus to this suggestion, since
an inationary epoch would erase any baryon asymmetry existing prior to ination.
It then becomes necessary to explain how an excess of baryons over anti{baryons
may be generated after (or right at the end of) ination within an initially \baryon
number neutral" universe. Sakharov identied three non{trivial conditions for the
dynamical generation of a baryon asymmetry:
1. Baryon number violating processes
2. C and CP violating processes
2This refers to the weak interaction cross section naturally predicting the correct freeze{out
abundance of dark matter remaining after co{annihilations of a weakly interacting, massive particle
(WIMP).
7Figure I-2: The determination of B from BBN [17].
Figure I-3: Sensitivity of CMB anisotropies to B [18].
3. A departure from thermal equilibrium
The rst condition is quite obvious { in order to have _ B 6= 0 (for an overall baryon
number B) there must be some B{violating process with a non{zero rate  B 6= 0.
The second condition is more subtle. Say for instance that  B =  (X ! Y +B)
where X; Y are arbitrary non{baryonic initial and nal states and B is a baryonic
nal state. Clearly in order to generate an asymmetry between baryons and anti{
8baryons there must be a dierence between baryon and anti{baryon production rates.
Explicitly, we must have
 (X ! Y + B)    (XC ! Y C + BC) 6= 0 (I-2)
where C denotes charge{conjugation. The above may be written, using an obvious
short{hand, as  B 6= C  B. However this condition alone is not enough { if the initial
state X can also decay into the parity conjugated nal state Y P + BP then one also
require CP violation to have a non{zero net baryon production rate. To see this,
consider what happens if CP is conserved. Then one has  B = (CP) B and hence
also that P  B = C  B. Adding these two conditions, one has
 B + P  B = C ( B + P  B) (if CP is conserved) (I-3)
Hence without both C and CP violation there can be no overall (left plus right{
handed) baryon asymmetry generated.
Finally, the third Sakharov condition is also quite obvious { without a departure
from equilibrium process like X ! Y +B will be cancelled by an equal inverse process
Y +B ! X. This departure from thermal equilibrium can be due to either the decay
of a heavy particle or a rst{order phase transition.
In practice many hypothetical models can realise Sakharov's three conditions.
A few of the most popular models are:
1. GUT baryogenesis, in which a baryon asymmetry is produced during the de-
cays of a heavy particle at the unication scale. In the original, minimal SU(5)
GUT scenario [20] this particle was the SU(5) gauge boson, which decayed
into quarks and leptons to produce a B + L asymmetry. We now understand
that this scenario is ruled out, given that B + L is not conserved at the non{
perturbative level, but is instead violated by processes called sphalerons active
within the early universe [21]. But non{minimal GUT baryogenesis scenarios
remain viable (i.e. those which generate a non{zero B  L asymmetry { B  L
is fully conserved by SM processes, including sphalerons.)
92. Electro{weak baryogenesis, in which a baryon asymmetry is produced dur-
ing a rst{order electro{weak phase transition (EWPT). B{violation occurs via
sphalerons processes. However, sources of CP violation beyond the standard
model are required (the physics of the CKM{matrix falls short here by many
orders of magnitude [22]). For a review of EWBG, see for example [23].
3. Aeck{Dine baryogenesis, in which a baryon asymmetry is produced when
the inaton eld(s) oscillating about a at direction in the supersymmetric
eld space decays into the super{symmetric scalar partners of SM quarks and
leptons. For a review, see [24].
4. Thermal Leptogenesis, in which the CP violating decays of thermally pro-
duced heavy right{handed neutrinos produce a lepton asymmetry, which is
subsequently partially transferred into a baryon asymmetry via sphaleron pro-
cesses. For a review, see [25].
Each of the above scenarios have their own set of advantages and problems,
summarised in table I-1, some of which will be subsequently explored. In this thesis
I will almost exclusively consider leptogenesis. Leptogenesis [3] aims to account for
the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU) (as quantied in eq. (I-1)) using the
physics of the seesaw mechanism [4] { a class of neutrino mass models that gives a
theoretical explanation for the anomalously light neutrino mass scale measured in
neutrino oscillation experiments. I lay the foundations for leptogenesis in the two
subsequent chapters, rst considering neutrino physics and the seesaw mechanism in
chapter 1 and then in developing a fuller description of early universe cosmology and
each of Sakharov's conditions in chapter 2. The remaining chapters go on to develop
an increasingly sophisticated treatment of the leptogenesis mechanism { culminating
in the \fuller avour treatment of leptogenesis" promised at the outset.
10Table I-1: A summary of various baryogenesis scenarios
scenario pros cons
GUT baryo-
genesis
well motivated (GUTs unify
strong & EW forces, explain
why atoms are electrically
neutral etc.)
high reheat temp. can lead
to over{production of light,
weakly coupled states (e.g.
gravitinos); dicult to explic-
itly falsify.
electro{weak
baryogenesis
testable at colliders; requires
only minimal extensions to
SM physics.
dicult to realise a strongly
rst{order EWPT { several
scenarios already ruled out.
Aeck{Dine
baryogenesis
well motivated, given evi-
dence supporting ination.
SUSY is not yet veried.
thermal lep-
togenesis
well motivated { neutrinos
have mass, at a scale nat-
urally realising leptogenesis
(the \leptogenesis conspir-
acy").
see GUT baryogenesis.
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Neutrino Physics
1.1 The Standard Model and its Symmetries
1.1.1 Space-time Symmetries: Weyl, Dirac and Majorana Spinors
\No one fully understands spinors. Their algebra is formally understood but their
general signicance is mysterious. In some sense they describe the \square root" of
geometry and, just as understanding the square root of -1 took centuries, the same
might be true of spinors." { Michael Atiyah [26]
To formally understand the algebra of spinors, we begin by considering the
algebra of the Poincare group - of \geometry". The Poincare group is the set of space-
time rotations and translations, whose respective generators M and P satisfy the
Poincare Algebra [27]
[M;M] = i(M + M   M   M)
[P; P] = 0
[M; P] = i(P   P) (1.1)
where  = diag(1; 1; 1; 1) is the metric of Minkowski space-time. From the
generator of space-time rotations M we can extract three (hermitian) generators of
rotations as Ji  1
2ijk Mjk and three (anti-hermitian) generators of boosts Ki  M0i.
13These are generators of the Lorentz group SO(3;1) and satisfy a Lorentz Algebra [29]
[Ji;Jj] = iijkJk
[Ki;Kj] =  iijkJk
[Ji;Kj] = iijkKk (1.2)
The Lorentz group is dened by the set of orthogonal transformations  preserving
the metric  (and hence the norm xTx of a four-vector x 7! x) according to
 = T (1.3)
where  is given as some arbitrary combination of the Jj and Kj 4  4 matrices
formed by exponentiating the generators of boosts and rotations
Jj  exp[ijJj] Kj  exp[ ijKj] (1.4)
for angles j in the plane dened by a direction ^ xj in 3-space and boost parameters
vj  tanj for a velocity vj in the ^ xj direction. Explicitly the 4  4 generators of
rotations are given by
J1 =
0
B B
B B
B B
B
@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0  i
0 0 i 0
1
C C
C C
C C
C
A
J2 =
0
B B
B B
B B
B
@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0  i
0 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
1
C C
C C
C C
C
A
J3 =
0
B B
B B
B B
B
@
0 0 0 0
0 0  i 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
C C
C C
C C
C
A
(1.5)
and the generators of boosts by
K1 =
0
B
B B
B B
B B
@
0  i 0 0
 i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
C
C C
C C
C C
A
K2 =
0
B
B B
B B
B B
@
0 0  i 0
0 0 0 0
 i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
C
C C
C C
C C
A
K3 =
0
B
B B
B B
B B
@
0 0 0  i
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 i 0 0 0
1
C
C C
C C
C C
A
(1.6)
14If we next dene two hermitian generators as
Li =
1
2
(Ji + iKi) Ri =
1
2
(Ji   iKi) (1.7)
then the Lorentz algebra of eq. (1.2) decouples into two separate algebras
[Li;Lj] = i"ijkLk
[Ri;Rj] = i"ijkRk
[Li;Rj] = 0 (1.8)
where the generators Li and Ri belong to two separate SU(2) algebras SU(2)L and
SU(2)R. This would suggest that the Lorentz group SO(3;1) can be represented by
the group SU(2)L 
SU(2)R. In practice there is a subtlety to representing SO(3;1)
in this way. The complexied lie algebra of SU(2)L 
 SU(2)R is the group SL(2;C)
and the mapping from SL(2;C) to SO(3;1) is two-to-one rather than one-to-one.
So we can write SO(3;1)  = SL(2;C)=Z2. To see this, compare x, a four vector
representation of SO(3;1), with ^ x, a complex 22 matrix representation of SL(2;C).
Both can contain the same component information
x = xe =
 
x0; x1; x2; x3T (1.9)
^ x = x =
0
B
@
x0 + x3 x1   ix2
x1 + ix2 x0   x3
1
C
A (1.10)
where e are a set of basis 4-vectors and  are the Pauli matrices
0 =
0
B
@
1 0
0 1
1
C
A 1 =
0
B
@
0 1
1 0
1
C
A 2 =
0
B
@
0 i
 i 0
1
C
A 3 =
0
B
@
1 0
0  1
1
C
A (1.11)
Under an SO(3;1) transformation x 7! 

x the interval x x = x2
0  x2
1  x2
2  x2
3
is preserved. Under an SL(2; C) transformation ^ x 7! N 1^ xN the interval det[^ x] =
x2
0   x2
1   x2
2   x2
3 is preserved. However in the SL(2;C) case the interval is also
preserved for N 7!  N and hence the the mapping from SL(2;C) to SO(3;1) is
two-to-one.
15What all this means is that the information of SO(3;1) can be encoded in the
representation of SL(2; C) (but not necessarily vice-versa 1). SL(2;C) is thus referred
to as the universal cover group of SO(3;1) [28] and representations of SO(3;1)
can be denoted by the (spinor) representations of SL(2;C) - or, equivalently, by rep-
resentations of the two SU(2) groups that build it. We can label the fundamental
representation of SU(2)L, a left-handed (LH) Weyl spinor , by (1
2; 0) and the fun-
damental representation of SU(2)R, a right-handed (RH) Weyl spinor  , by (0; 1
2).
The bar in   is not an operator but merely denotes that the eld   is a RH Weyl
spinor, belonging to (0; 1
2). From this (1
2; 0)(0; 1
2)  (1
2; 1
2) corresponds to a Dirac
or Majorana spinor and (1
2; 0)
(0; 1
2)  (0;1)(1;0)(0;0) correspond to covariant
vectors (0;1) contravariant vectors (1;0) and scalars (0;0). This is summarised in
the table 1.1
Table 1.1: SM spinor reps of SO(3,1)
eld name eld label spinor rep # DOF
LH Weyl spinor  (1
2; 0) 2
RH Weyl spinor   (0; 1
2) 2
Dirac spinor 	D (1
2; 1
2) 4
Majorana spinor 	M (1
2; 1
2) 2
Covariant 4-vector A (0; 1) 4
Contravariant 4-vector A (1; 0) 4
Complex Scalar  (0; 0) 2
We rst consider a LH Weyl spinor . This is a two-component object trans-
forming under rotations and boosts respectively as [29]
 7!  e  i
2  7!  e  i
2 (1.12)
The transformation law eq. (1.12) implies that  forms a Lorentz invariant
scalar product, where  is the 22 anti-symmetric tensor - the Weyl spinor analogue
to the 4-vector metric  = diag(1;  1;  1;  1). A Lorentz invariant Majorana
1It works for bosons, but not for fermions. This quirk of group theory is related to the fact that
whilst a boson eld maps to itself when rotated through an angle of 2 a fermion eld maps to minus
itself - it must be rotated through 4 to map to itself. This can be seen from eq. (1.12)
16mass term LM may then be constructed from  as
LM =
1
2
mM
 
T

+ h.c. (1.13)
However, if the eld  also transforms under a unitary symmetry group U then the
above Majorana mass term is not invariant under  7! U  (except for the special case
U = U?). To write an allowed mass term for a general (complex) U, we must dene
a second LH Weyl spinor, , one transforming under the conjugate representation of
U
 7! U  7! U? (1.14)
such that  is eectively an anti-particle of . It is then possible to write the Lorentz
invariant Dirac mass term
LD = mT + h.c. (1.15)
which is invariant under  7! U and  7! U?.
From our two independent LH Weyl 2-spinors ;  we now dene the Majorana
and Dirac four-spinors 2 (each belonging to a (1
2;0)  (0; 1
2) representation of the
Lorentz group)
	M 
0
B
@

?
1
C
A 	D 
0
B
@

?
1
C
A (1.16)
in the Weyl basis for the Dirac gamma matrices, given by
0 =
0
B
@
0 I
I 0
1
C
A i =
0
B
@
0 i
 i 0
1
C
A 5  i0123 =
0
B
@
 I 0
0 I
1
C
A (1.17)
where I denotes the 22 identity matrix. In this basis the projector PL  1
2(1 5)
projects a four-spinor 	  ( L;  R)
T into its pure (1
2; 0) part  L = , while the
projector PL = 1
2(1 + 5) projects 	 into its pure (0; 1
2) part  R = "?    There
are ways to relate the upper and lower halves of 	. We can dene a charge conjugation
2Just to be clear, I am reserving upper case 	 for the four-spinor (Dirac or Majorana) and lower
case   for its component 2-spinors (Weyl).
17operator (in the Weyl basis) as
	c  C0	? C =
0
B
@
  0
0  
1
C
A (1.18)
Applied to 	M this gives the Majorana condition 	c
M = 	M. Applied to 	D it
swaps  $  in eq. (1.16). Hence (given eq. (1.14)) it swaps which of the elds
; transforms under U and which transforms under U? - it swaps particle and anti-
particle, just as a charge conjugation operator should. It is also useful to dene an
operator
 	  	y0 (1.19)
such that mD  	D	D gives a Dirac mass term and mD  	M	M a Majorana mass term 3.
A Lagrangian can be written either in terms of 4-spinors 	,  	 and projectors
PL, PR or in terms of 2-spinors  ,  (plus their hermitian conjugates). The simplest
way to specify the SM Lagrangian is in terms of Weyl spinors ,   - the irreducible
representations (irreps) of the Lorentz group - and not in terms of the Dirac and
Majorana spinors, which are reducible to pairs of Weyl spinors. For example, an
electron eld can be specied by the Weyl spinors e and  e, with e corresponding to
eL and  e to eR in the 4-spinor 	e  (eL; eR)
T. This is how the SM elds are given
in table 1.2.
1.1.2 Internal Symmetries: Gauge, Flavour and Global B   L
The standard model gauge group is 4 SU(3)C 
 SU(2)I 
 U(1)Y where C denotes
quark colour charges, I denotes weak isospin charges and Y denotes hyper-charge.
Each SM representation of this group may be labeled by the notation (c; i; y), where
c denotes the representation of SU(3)C, i the representation of SU(2)I and Y the
3The 4-spinor  	, with the bar denoting an operator acting on 	, should not be confused with
the 2-spinor spinor  , with the bar merely denoting   as a (0;
1
2) representation of the Lorentz
group.
4I prefer to label the weak isospin group by the label \I" rather than the conventional label \L",
in order to avoid confusing an SU(2) gauge symmetry with the
  1
2; 0

representations of the Lorentz
group that happen to be charged under it. The two groups are distinct and so I prefer to reserve
distinct labels for them. For example, the Higgs eld  is an SU(2)I doublet, but is a (0; 0) scalar
representation of the Lorentz group and so is not \left-handed".
18representation of U(1)Y . For example
 
3; 2; 1
3

denotes a left-handed quark with
hyper-charge Y = +1
3.
There are three generations of fermion avours, which can be denoted by a
generation index i;j = 1;2;3. The gauge bosons - the vector representation of the
Lorentz group - couple in exactly the same way to all three generations. Only the
scalar higgs eld  distinguishes them through its Yukawa couplings. When these
Yukawa couplings are negligible, avour symmetry is unbroken and there is an ex-
tra U(3) symmetry for each of the ve fermionic elds in table - an extra global
[U(1)]
5 SM avour symmetry group. Explicitly we can dene ve unique unitary
transformations in avour space as [29]
Qi 7! U
Q
ij Qi
 ui 7! U  u
ij  ui
 di 7! U
 d
ij  di
Li 7! UL
ij Li
 ei 7! U e
ij  ei (1.20)
where Qi  (ui; di)T and Li  (i; ei)T - the LH fermions are grouped into doublets
of SU(2)I (see table 1.2). When the above avour symmetries are partially broken
by   couplings, only a small subgroup of [U(1)]
5 remains unbroken, corresponding
to baryon number
Qi 7! eiB=3 Qi
 ui 7! eiB=3  ui
 di 7! eiB=3  di (1.21)
and lepton number
Li 7! eiL Li
 ei 7! eiL  ei (1.22)
19and so SM particles carry conserved charges B (for baryons) and L (for leptons). In
fact, as we shall see in section 2.3.1, both baryon number and lepton number are
violated anomalously in the SM. Only the anti-symmetric component B   L is a
globally conserved charge. This will turn out to be very important for leptogenesis.
In the SM, B   L is an accidental global symmetry. The word \accidental" refers to
the fact that there is no local symmetry group explicitly forbidding B  L violation -
it just so happens that all the renormalisable terms one is allowed to write down that
conserve Lorentz and gauge symmetry also (\accidentally") conserve global B   L
number 5.
Table 1.2: Symmetries of Standard Model elds
eld gauge rep Lorentz rep B L

u
d
 
c
s
 
t
b

 
3; 2; 1
3
  1
2; 0
 1
3 0
 u  c  t
  3; 1; 4
3
  
0; 1
2

 1
3 0
 d  s  b
  3; 1; 2
3
  
0; 1
2

 1
3 0

e
e
 


 



(1; 2;  1)
 1
2; 0

0 1
 e     (1; 1; 2)
 
0; 1
2

0 -1
g (gluons) (8;1;0) (0; 1) 0 0
W (weak isospin triplet) (1; 3; 0) (0; 1) 0 0
B (weak isospin singlet) (1; 1; 0) (0; 1) 0 0

+
u
0
u

(higgs isospin doublet) (1; 2; 1) (0; 0) 0 0

0
d
 
d

(higgs isospin doublet) (1; 2;  1) (0; 0) 0 0
The results of this section are summarised in table 1.2. All terms in the SM
Lagrangian LSM are built from these eld operators, which create a SM particle
5This is no longer the case when an extra (0;
1
2) spinor charged as (1; 1; 0) is added to the SM -
a RH neutrino  N. As we'll see in section 1.4 this allows L violating terms to be written down.
20with gauge and B, L charges specied above, and their hermitian conjugates, which
annihilate the same SM particle. In table 1.2 I have identied the eld   (+
u ; 0
u)T
as the higgs eld belonging to the (1; 2; 1) SM gauge representation. The \+" and
\0" labels in the components of  denote its electric charge Q  Y=2+I3 after electro-
weak symmetry breaking 6. The \u" label denotes that  gives mass to the upper
components of fermion SU(2)I doublets and so the term Y u
ij  ui Qj + h.c. in LSM
can give mass to up-type quarks 7. Notice that in the SM there is no right-handed
neutrino  N and so the term Y 
ij  Ni Lj + h.c. does not exist - in the SM neutrinos
are strictly massless.
In the SM it is actually not necessary to have a second higgs eld give mass to
down type-quarks and leptons, as the table might imply. If we dene the eld e   "?
then if  belongs to (1; 2; 1) it follows that e  belongs to (1; 2; 1)c = (1; 2;  1) - it
is a \quirk" of the SU(2) group that 2   2. So we can identify e   (0
d ;  1
d )T and
write mass terms Y d
ij  di e Qj +h.c. and Y e
ij  ei e Lj +h.c. where Lj  (j; ej)T. In the
SM one higgs boson goes a long way - it gives mass to all the SM eld representations
and also breaks the electro{weak symmetry SU(2)I U(1)Y 7! U(1)Q - higgs sectors
for extensions to the SM are typically not quite so economical.
1.2 Neutrino Oscillations: Experiment
1.2.1 The Story So Far
Neutrinos (neutrino meaning \little neutral one" in Italian) were rst proposed by
Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 as a \desperate remedy" 8 to account for missing energy in 
decay experiments. Pauli thought he had \committed the ultimate sin" of proposing a
particle that could not be measured and bet a case of champagne that his \neutrinos"
would never be discovered. He eventually lost the bet in 1956 when Clyde Cowan and
6in the standard parametrisation this happens when the neutral component of  acquires a vacuum
expectation value (vev) of



0
u

7Lorentz and gauge indices have been suppressed - appropriate contraction over these indices,
leading to a Lorentz and gauge invariant Lagrangian, is implicitly assumed whenever writing terms
in LSM
8Pauli's famous \Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen" letter, proposing the \neu-
tron" (later renamed \neutrino" by Fermi), can be read at http://www.pp.rhul.ac.uk/
ptd/TEACHING/PH2510/pauli-letter.html.
21Fred Reines detected anti-neutrinos produced by the Savanna River nuclear reactor
in South Carolina, USA [30].
The sun produces electron neutrinos by nuclear fusion in its core, through
the reaction 4p+ 7! 4He + 2e+ + 2e. These solar neutrinos were rst observed
directly at the homestake mine in South Dakota during the 1960s by Ray Davis. In
his experiment, solar neutrinos were detected when captured by radioactive chlorine
isotopes, with the capture occurring via an inverse beta decay, e+37Cl ! e +37Ar.
Davis observed a e ux of only around 1
3 of that predicted by the Standard Solar
Model, as pioneered by John Bachall [31]. This missing e ux became know as the
solar neutrino problem. Neutrino oscillation had rst been proposed as a both a
theoretical possibility and possible resolution of the solar neutrino problem by Bruno
Pontecorvo [32] and Mikeyev, Smirnov and Wolfenstein proposed what came to be
known as the MSW mechanism [33], which nally resolved the problem.
In the MSW mechanism the solar neutrino decit is explained by solar matter
eects which resonantly enhance the j2mi mass eigenstate. The electron neutrinos
states jei produced by nuclear fusion reactions in the sun's core can be written as a
mixture of two mass eigenstates j1mi and j2mi.
0
B
@
jei
j?
e i
1
C
A =
0
B
@
cosm sinm
 sinm cosm
1
C
A
0
B
@
j1mi
j2mi
1
C
A (1.23)
where m is a matter mixing angle and j?
e i is a \non-electron" avour eigenstate
orthogonal to e - in Ray Davis' experiment the j?
e i would not interact with the 37Cl
isotopes, resulting in a e decit. Inverting eq. (1.23) above we obtain
0
B
@
j1mi
j2mi
1
C
A =
0
B
@
cosm  sinm
sinm cosm
1
C
A
0
B
@
jei
j?
e i
1
C
A (1.24)
and the probability of observing an electron neutrino is predicted as jhej2mij
2 =
sin2 m  1
3, thus explaining the solar neutrino decit.
In 1987 the Supernova 1987A produced a burst of neutrinos detected at the
Superkamiokande (SKK) detector in Tokyo, Japan. The observation of dierences
22in arrival times between neutrino avours would have given evidence that neutrinos
have mass (since strictly massless neutrinos would travel at the speed of light and
hence arrive simultaneously). Unfortunately the detector was not calibrated to de-
tect supernova neutrinos and too few events were measures with insuciently precise
timing equipment to draw rm conclusions. Direct conrmation of neutrino oscil-
lations at SKK had to wait another decade until 1998, when the disappearance of
atmospheric  was rst observed [34] - a decit of muon neutrinos arriving from be-
low the detector (traveling through the diameter of the earth) versus those arriving
from above the detector, which had traveled a far shorter distance through the atmo-
sphere alone. The solar neutrino decit was nally resolved once and for all in 2003
when the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) in Canada conrmed the existence
of solar neutrino oscillations [35] which could be accounted for by the MSW eect
and standard solar physics.
The so-called atmospheric and solar mixing angles 23 and 12 and mass-
splittings m2
12, m2
23 have been known for around a decade (though measured
with increasing precision during that time). Non-zero 13 has been very recently
conrmed (2011) by the Daya Bay and Reno experiments [36], [37]. Excitingly, these
non zero measured values of 13 open the door to the measurement of leptonic CP
violation in the coming years, if the Dirac phase  is found to be a non-integer multi-
ple of . The experimental situation today is summarised in the table below, where
upper (lower) gures in a given row refer to NH (IH) best ts.
1.2.2 The Future
As table 1.3 indicates, we have thus far measured two mass splittings, three non-zero
mixing angles and are beginning to get a handle on , the Dirac CP violating phase
of neutrino oscillations, which currently has a best t value of   , though with
large errors. It is also known from solar matter eects that m2 > m1 although we
do not know whether m3 > m2 or m3 < m1. These two possible mass patterns are
referred to as \normal" and \inverted" ordering and are summarised in g. 1.1.
The mass of the lightest neutrino, establishing the overall light neutrino mass
23Table 1.3: Oscillation experiments circa 2012 - data from [38]
parameter best t 1 range 2 range 3 range
m2
21[10 5eV ] 7.62 7:43   7:81 7:27   8:01 7:12   8:20
m2
31[10 3eV ]
2:55
2:43
2:46   2:61
2:37   2:50
2:38   2:68
2:29   2:58
2:31   2:74
2:21   2:64
sin2 12 0.320 0:303   0:336 0:29   0:35 0:27   0:37
sin2 23
0:613
0:600
0:573   0:635
0:569   0:626
0:38   0:66
0:39   0:65
0:36   0:68
0:37   0:67
sin2 13
0:0246
0:0250
0:0218   0:0275
0:0223   0:0276
0:019   0:030
0:020   0:030
0:017   0:033
Figure 1.1: The two possible L mass spectra - image from [41]
scale, is also not known (as the \?" in g. 1.1 indicates). There is currently an
indirect bound of mcosmo  m1+m2+m3 . 0:2eV from the CMB data [39] while the
Katrin experiment (which measures neutrino mass from nuclear recoil momentum
in decays) has a sensitivity down to me . 0:35ev [40]. Experiments like Katrin
may also resolve the ordering in future, since if the absolute mass scale is low enough
the so-called \normal" and \inverted" orderings can be distinguished. Prospects for
measuring the absolute neutrino mass scale and/or resolving the ordering using the
various nuclear decay experiments are summarised in g. 1.2.
24Figure 1.2: Prospecs for resolving the hierarchy. Lines show 99% condence limits on me measured
in -decay experiments (left panel) and mee measured in 0 experiments (right panel). Taken
from [18]
Also unknown is whether neutrinos are Majorana or Dirac particles. If neutri-
nos are Majorana then the interaction shown below in g. 1.3 {known as neutrinoless
double beta decay { is allowed. If L are instead Dirac then 0 is disallowed, since
then lepton number remains unbroken. Several experiments are currently searching
for 0 decay, but without success thus far. The observation of 0 decay would
also give support to the idea of leptogenesis, since 0 decay conrms that lep-
ton number symmetry is broken in neutrino interactions, a key requirement of the
leptogenesis mechanism for baryogenesis, as we shall see in chapter 2.
Figure 1.3: Standard (left) versus neutrinoless (right) double beta decay. From [42]
251.3 Neutrino Oscillations: Theory
Neutrino oscillations can be understood from ordinary non-relativistic quantum
mechanics [43]. A avour eigenstate may be written as a sum over mass eigenstates
ji 
X
j
hjjijji 
X
j
U?
j jji (1.25)
where we have dened Uj  hjji as the matrix which rotates between the mass
and avour basis. The initial state ji above will evolve after a time t into the state
j(t)i =
X
j
eiEjt U
j jji (1.26)
given that Hjji = Ejjji because jji is a mass/energy eigenstate of H. The energies
Ei of the neutrinos in the beam are given in terms of their momentum and masses as
Ei =
q
m2
i + p2
i  jpj +
m2
i
2jpj
(1.27)
where the nal approximation is made using a binomial expansion with p2
i >> m2
i
and replacing p1  p2  p3 by a common momentum jpj, given that the i are
all highly relativistic. A -beam velocity v  c = 1 also implies that an oscilla-
tion time, t, may be exchanged directly for an oscillation length, x. Making these
approximations, one obtains an oscillation probability of
P!0  jhj0ij2  0   4
X
i>j
Re[U?
i U0i Uj U?
0j]sin2
 
m2
ij
4E
x
!
+2
X
i>j
Im[U?
i U0i Uj U?
0j] sin
 
m2
ij
4E
x
!
(1.28)
where m2
ij  m2
i  m2
j and E  jPj is the beam energy. The U-matrix of eq. (1.32)
is the mixing matrix rotating between mass and avour basis for neutrinos. We can
similarly dene a V-matrix as the mixing matrix rotating between mass and avour
26basis for the charged leptons. Together they give
ji 
X
j
hijijii 
X
j
U?
j jji
jei 
X
j
heijeijeii 
X
j
V ?
j jeji (1.29)
and hence matrices Ui  hjii and Vi  hejeii will diagonalise the mass-matrices
m and me. These mass-matrices appear as the Lagrangian terms below
Lm = (m)  L(L)c (1.30)
Lme = (me)  eLeL (1.31)
where I have assumed a Dirac mass term for charged leptons and a Majorana mass
term for neutrinos. The above mass matrices are diagonalised as
UymU?  diag(m1;m2;m3)
V ymeV  diag(me1;me2;me3) (1.32)
From the above we can now dene the Pontecorvo{Maki{Nakagawa{Sakata (PMNS)
matrix as
UPMNS
 
X
i
Vi (Ui)
T (1.33)
which is exactly analogous to the matrix V CKM of the quark sector. It is convenient
to work in a basis for which V = I is xed by redening the phases of the jei states
(since they belong to a U(1)Y group we have the freedom to rephase each particle
separately). In such a basis we have that UPMNS = U.
As with V CKM, many of the phases in UPMNS = U are not physical. In
the quark sector the story goes like this: a general N  N complex matrix for N
generations of quarks has 2N2 (real) parameters. A general unitary N  N matrix
such as V CKM only has N2 given that there are N2 unitarity constraints UyU = I.
Of these N2 parameters 2N   1 of them are not physical, because 2N   1 phase
dierences between 2N particles (N dR and N uR) can be eliminated by rephasing 9.
9Each of the 2N elds can be separately rephased given that they belong to complex representa-
27This leaves N2   (2N   1) = (N   1)2 physical parameters. Of these there will be
1
2N(N   1) mixing angles, leaving (N   1)2   1
2N(N   1) = 1
2(N   1)(N   2) CP
violating phases. As such, one needs at least N = 3 generations of quarks to have a
non-zero number of physical CP violating phases.
The lepton sector comes with a twist, however. If the neutrinos are Majorana
representation of U(1)Y then it is no longer possible to eliminate a further N   1
parameters by rephasing these elds. This means only N unphysical phases can be
removed rather than the 2N   1 that could be removed with Dirac neutrinos. The
additional N  1 physical phases are known as Majorana phases. Adding them back
to the 1
2(N  1)(N  2) Dirac phases gives a total of 1
2N(N  1) phases for Majorana
lepton sector - unlike the quark sector it is possible to have CP violation with N = 2
generations only 10 The standard way to parametrise the PMNS matrix is to separate
out these Majorana phases i from the \quark{like" mixing angles and Dirac phase,
as below (for N=3)
U =
0
B
B B
B
@
c12 c13 s12 c13 s13 e i
 s12 c23   c12 s23 s13 ei c12 c23   s12 s23 s13 ei s23 c13
s12 s23   c12 c23 s13 ei  c12 s23   s12 c23 s13 ei c23 c13
1
C
C C
C
A
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
ei
1
2 ; ei
2
2 ; 1

(1.34)
where cij  cosij, sij  sinij and the ij and  of course will dier from those of
the CKM matrix for quark mixing.
1.4 Neutrino Mass Models: the Seesaw Mechanism
We now consider a class of models that have been proposed to \naturally" account
for the neutrino masses and mixings just described - \the seesaw mechanism" [4].
In a quantum eld theory, the \philosophy" when constructing a Lagrangian is that
\terms not forbidden by any symmetries are mandatory". A right handed neutrino
tions of a U(1)Y gauge group.
10You might say \so what" given that we know there are three generations of neutrinos. However,
it was not clear until quite recently that all of them mixed with one another. 13 = 0 would have
ruled out Dirac CP violation, but still allowed Majorana CP violation.
28is a singlet under the standard model gauge group SU(3)C SU(2)LU(1)Y . Upon
adding a right-handed neutrino eld  N to the standard model elds, two new terms
can be added to the standard model Lagrangian LSM as follows 11
LSeesaw = LSM   Y 
i  Ni L  
1
2
Mij  Ni  Nj + h.c. i = 1; 2; 3  = e; ;  (1.35)
where I have suppressed spinor and gauge indices. These should be suitably con-
tracted to obtain an invariant Lagrangian - for example  Ni  Nj implies a contraction
over RH Weyl spinor indices " _  _   N _ 
i  N
_  is made. Notice that the nal term in LSeesaw
is a Majorana mass term for  Ni - allowed given that this is a real representation
of the standard model gauge group (in contrast to the SM fermion elds, which have
non-zero gauge charges). The above Lagrangian LSeesaw is for a type 1 seesaw
mechanism [4]. Type 1 refers to the fact that the standard model is extended by
adding an isospin singlet fermion (called  N). It could also have been extended by
adding an isospin triplet boson (this is called \type 2" [44]) or an isospin triplet
fermion (this is called \type 3" [45]). This is summarised in the table below
Table 1.4: Adding seesaw elds to the SM
seesaw eld gauge rep Lorentz rep B L
type 1  N (RH neutrino) (1; 1; 0) (0; 1
2) 0 ?
type 2 ^  (scalar triplet) (1; 3; 0) (0; 0) 0 ?
type 3 ^  (fermion triplet) (1; 3; 0) (0; 1
2) 0 ?
I have put a \?" for the lepton number of the new \seesaw" elds - as we shall
soon see for the type 1 case, extending the SM with extra elds that couple to SM
leptons breaks the \accidental" global lepton number symmetry of section 1.1.2. Once
lepton number violating terms exist, lepton number cannot be uniquely assigned. I
won't consider type 2 or type 3 seesaws in this thesis, so whenever I subsequently
refer to \the seesaw mechanism" I am referring to the minimal extension of the SM
made by adding an extra  N eld row to table 1.2.
Why is this called \the seesaw mechanism" then? Consider the neutrino mass
11For now I will assume three generations of  N, as with the SM elds. However this is not a
requirement, as it is possible to account for the date described in section 1.2 with only two  N (a
possibility I consider in chapter 6) or with more than three  N.
29matrix we derive from eq. (1.35), which can be written in the

;  N
	
basis as
m =
0
B
@
0 mD
mT
D MM
1
C
A (1.36)
where the Dirac mass-matrix mD  v Y  mixes  and  N elds and the Majorana mass
matrix MN can gives mass exclusively to the  N eld. If we assume that MN  EW
then we can diagonalise the above to obtain an eective neutrino mass matrix
m
eff =
0
B
@
mT
d M 1
M mD 0
0 MM
1
C
A (1 + O(EW=MN)) (1.37)
where we can identify
(m) 
 
mT
D M 1 mD

 (1.38)
as a light Majorana mass matrix mixing  $  avour eigenstates. This explains
the name \seesaw" - to derive (m) above we assumed MN  EW and as we have
just shown, the more the scale MN is raised, the more the scale m will be lowered.
Using the eective mass, we can next write an eective Lagrangian for the seesaw
mechanism as
L
eff = (m)  c
 (1 + O(EW=MN) + :::) (1.39)
The above describes the low energy physics contained in Lseesaw. Notice that we have
got back to eq. (1.30) of section 1.3 and so we can once again identify the U-matrix
by
diag(m1; m2 m3) = Uym U? (1.40)
where m1; m2; m3 are the light neutrino mass matrices. Recall from section 1.2 that
we have measured the mass splittings m2
21  7:6  10 5 eV2 and m2
31  2:5 
10 3 eV2 in oscillation experiments and we know that m2 > m1 from solar neutrino
matter eects. We also have a bound on the light neutrino mass scale m . 0:2ev
from cosmology, which according to eq. (1.38) should be given by m  (v Y )
2 =MN.
The seesaw mechanism thus works for quite a range of Y , from \natural" values O(1)
with MN  GUT all the way down to O(10 6) with MN  EW, where there is
30potential scope to test the seesaw mechanism at the LHC (see for example [46], [47])
It is particularly interesting to speculate that the origin of neutrino mass is
associated with GUT scale physics. This is \natural" for reasons other than just the
Y   1 it allows in Lseesaw. Considering SO(10) unication (for a nice introduction
see [48]), the SM elds plus three  Ns t perfectly into three 16 representations of
SO(10) (one for each generation). One might then claim that SO(10) unication
\predicts" an  N eld with mass MN  1016GeV and hence an observed neutrino
mass scale of m  0:1ev. To me, this is rather reminiscent of some theoretical
physicists' claims that string theory \predicts" gravity 12.
1.5 Sequential Dominance
As already mentioned, the presence of a Majorana mass term allows the theoreti-
cal possibility of large dierences between the inter-generational mixing angles for
the quark and lepton sector, as turns out to be the case experimentally. Order of
magnitude wise, experiments measure
V CKM 
0
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B B
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@
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0:01 0:1 0:001
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The idea of Sequential Dominance [49{52] (SD) is to develop a parametrisation of
the neutrino Yukawa matrix Y  whereby the large neutrino mixing angles above are
realised naturally for hierarchical light neutrino masses. We begin by parametrising
Y  and MN in eq. (1.35) for Lseesaw as
Y  
0
B
B B
B
@
A1 B1 C1
A2 B2 C2
A3 B3 C3
1
C
C C
C
A
MRR =
0
B
B B
B
@
MA 0 0
0 MB 0
0 0 MC
1
C
C C
C
A
(1.42)
12Or at least string theory \postdicts" it, to use Ed Witten's terminology. With SO(10) we can
potentially claim \prediction" as opposed to \postdiction", since SO(10) and the seesaw mechanism
came decades before evidence for m  0:1ev.
31In terms of this parametrisation eq. (1.39) for L
eff is given as
Lm
eff =
(T
i Ai)(AT
j j)v2
MA
+
(T
i Bi)(BT
j j)v2
MB
+
(T
i Ci)(CT
j j)v2
MC
(1.43)
One can see above that the contributions of a given NR to L mixing depend upon a
given column of the Dirac Mass matrix. In SD one then makes the following ansatz
AiAj
MA

BiBj
MB

CiCj
MC
: (1.44)
Though ad hoc in this context, the above ansatz can be realised in models containing a
discrete avour symmetry [53], through choosing specic alignments of avon vevs 13
The SD ansatz eq. (1.44) ensures that the three NR contribute hierarchically to
L mixing, one dominantly (A), one sub{dominantly (B) and a nal one eectively
decouples from the seesaw (C). Thus SD realises an eective two RHN scenario { this
observation will have applications in chapter 6. Eq. (1.44) implies a fully hierarchical
mass spectrum m1  m2  m3, where explicitly one obtains
m3 
(jA2j2 + jA3j2)v2
MA
m2 
jB1j2v2
s2
12MB
m1  O(jCj2v2=MC) (1.45)
Also, two large mixing angles 12 and 23 are naturally realised, where explicitly one
obtains
tan23 
jA2j
jA3j
tan12 
jB1j
c23jB2jcos ~ 2   s23jB3jsin ~ 3
13  ei~ 4 jB1j(A
2B2 + A
3B3)
[jA2j2 + jA3j2]
3=2
MA
MB
+
ei~ 5jA1j
p
jA2j2 + jA3j2 (1.46)
13Flavons are higgs-like elds carrying some charge under a discrete avour symmetry group. The
breaking of this discrete symmetry group proceeds via the avon elds acquiring vevs and hence
alignment in a given direction of this discrete avour space. Such a broken symmetry may explain
the observed lepton mixing pattern and why this is so dierent to the quark mixing pattern. Although
such models will not be considered in this thesis, it is worth mentioning here that they exist: they
are both popular within the literature and have relevant implications for leptogenesis.
32where further setting A1  A2; A3 above, one naturally realises 13  12; 23. The
phases i are not important here for considering the natural scale of the parameters.
There are then 3! = 6 dierent possibilities for realising SD:
1. Light Sequential Dominance (LSD), where the lightest NR contributes dom-
inantly to mixing (A=1)
AiAj
M1

BiBj
M2

CiCj
M3
or
AiAj
M1

BiBj
M3

CiCj
M2
(1.47)
2. Medium Sequential Dominance (MSD), where the intermediate mass NR
contributes dominantly to mixing (A=2)
AiAj
M2

BiBj
M1

CiCj
M3
or
AiAj
M2

BiBj
M3

CiCj
M1
(1.48)
3. Heavy Sequential Dominance (HSD), where the heaviest NR contributes
dominantly to mixing (A=3)
AiAj
M3

BiBj
M1

CiCj
M2
or
AiAj
M3

BiBj
M2

CiCj
M1
(1.49)
The rst possibility (an LSD with MA < MB < MC) is considered later, in the
context of two-right handed neutrino models.
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Cosmology and Baryogenesis
2.1 The Friedmann Robertson Walker Metric
The cosmological principle is the idea that the part of the universe in which we
nd ourselves is not \special". More formally, we can say that on cosmological scales
our universe becomes homogeneous - it looks the same in each place - and isotropic
- it looks the same in all directions from a given place. The homogeneity and isotropy
of an n + 1 dimensional space-time imply a metric of the form
ds2 = c2dt2   R2(t)d2 (2.1)
In the above t is the time co-ordinate of an observer whose word-line is a geodesic of
the above metric. If R(t) increases with t, this corresponds to a co-moving observer
in an expanding universe. Homogeneity and isotropy also imply that the spatial part
of the metric d2 describes an n dimensional surface  of constant curvature - this
is the Friedmann{Robertson{Walker (FRW) metric, given explicitly by [56]
d2 =
1
1   kr2 dr2 + r2d
2 (2.2)
Here r(t) is the co-moving distance between events and 
 the solid angle between
events, as measured by a co-moving observer living on the surface  described by
the above metric. To show where the metric d2 comes from and the meaning of the
35co-ordinates R(t); r;
, consider the 2 + 1 dimensional universe of g. 2.1 for which
d
2 = d2, the circles of radius r
0
< R give lines of latitude parametrising the surface
of a 2-sphere of radius R(t) and the normalised parameter r  r
0
R may be dened for
convenience as a co-moving distance between events A and B below.
Figure 2.1: The parametrisation of a 2-sphere universe (k = +1). Observers on the sphere's surface
travel in the orthogonal directions indicated by arrows
The 2 + 1 dimensional universe of g. 2.1 is closed and has the nite area
4R2. An observer located at point A could discover that this universe is positively
curved by counting galaxies within a circle of radius r
0
and noticing that as the
circle is made bigger the number of galaxies per unit area within it increases, with
galaxies bunching up more and more at the edges of the circle. To describe our 3+1
dimensional universe, we simply replace d
2 = d2 with d
2 = d2 + sin2d2.
Hence the full FRW metric for our 3 + 1-dimensional universe is
ds2
FRW = c2dt2   R2(t)

1
1   kr2 dr2 + r2 d2 + r2 sin2 d2

(2.3)
36k = 1 describes a closed 3-sphere universe of nite volume 162R3. k =  1 describes
an open hyperbolic universe. k = 0 describes an innite Euclidean 3-plane or \at"
universe (an innite cubic lattice). The latest WMAP 7-year results constrain the
geometry of our universe as at to within . 1% [39]. To go from the metric of
the universe to its dynamical evolution (i.e. to nd R(t) explicitly) we must solve
Einstein's equation:
R  
1
2
Rg = 8GT (2.4)
The left-hand side of Einstein's equation is a function of the metric tensor g, dened
in terms of interval ds2 as
ds2 = gdxdx (2.5)
applying the above to eq. (2.3) obtains the FRW metric
gFRW = diag

c2;
R2
1   kr2; r2; r2 sin2 

(2.6)
The right-hand side describes the matter-energy content of the universe; in other
words \Matter tells space how to curve, space tells matter how to move" (Wheeler).
A good approximate description of the right-hand side is to assume a stress{energy
tensor of the form
T = diag(; p; p; p) (2.7)
which describes a so-called `perfect uid' of energy density  and pressure p. Putting
eq. (2.3) for g and eq. (2.7) for T into Einstein's equation and solving obtains
two independent equations for the expansion parameter, R(t):

d
dt
R
2
=
8G
3
(R) R2   k (2.8)
d2
dt2R =  
4G
3
((R) + 3p(R)) R (2.9)
The equation for dR=dt is the Friedmann equation, describing the spatial expan-
sion of the universe given its matter-energy content. The second for d2R=dt2 is the
acceleration equation describing the ultimate fate of the universe. To solve the
Friedmann equation, we must derive an expression for  as a function of R(t). This
37is done by noting that the behaviour of the energy-density in expanding space is con-
strained by matter-energy conservation. In the language of General relativity, there
is a constraint is on the co-variant derivative of the stress-energy tensor
T
; = 0 (2.10)
Taking the zero-zero component, one arrives at the more familiar rst law of ther-
modynamics
d
 
R3
+ pd
 
R3
= 0 (2.11)
To solve this equation, we must assume an equation of state relating p to . We
assume them to be proportional, with constant of proportionality w.
p = w (2.12)
Applying the above ansatz to eq. (2.11), one rst nds that
d

=  (1 + w)
d(R3)
R3 (2.13)
and upon integrating the above one obtains
(R) / R 3(1+w) (2.14)
This expression can now be substituted into the Friedmann equation (2.8), which for
k = 0 (our at universe) becomes
dR
dt
/ R  1
2(1+3w) (2.15)
In a radiation dominated universe w = 1
3 and the above is solved by R(t) / t
1
2, as
may be veried by substitution. The proportionality can be made into an equality
by dividing through by a reference value R(t0) of R at time t0, the present age of the
universe. This obtains
a(t) 
R(t)
R(t0)
=

t
t0
 1
2
(2.16)
38where I have introduced a(t) 
R(t)
R(t0) as a normalised scale factor, such that at the
current age of the universe t0 we have a(t0) = 1. Similarly, for w = 0 - a matter
dominated, at universe - we nd the solution
a(t) =

t
t0
 2
3
(2.17)
and for w =  1 - a dark-energy dominated, at universe
a(t) = exp

t
t0

(2.18)
The early universe is populated by the set of SM particle species fsg with number
densities ns and energy densities s given by
s =
g
23
Z
d(3)kfs(k;t)Es =
2
30 gT4
s
 7
8
 2
30 gT4
s
(bosons)
(fermions)
(2.19)
ns =
g
23
Z
d(3)kfs(k;t) =
(3)
2 gT3
s
 7
8
 (3)
2 gT3
s
(bosons)
(fermions)
(2.20)
where the last equality applies in the ultra-relativistic limit. From the above we can
dene a total plasma energy density  and a total plasma number density n as
 =  g? T4
n =
(3)
2 g?s T3 (2.21)
where   2
30 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and
g? 
X
bosons
gs

Ts
T
4
+

7
8
 X
fermions
gs

Ts
T
4
(2.22)
g?s 
X
bosons
gs

Ts
T
3
+

7
8
 X
fermions
gs

Ts
T
3
(2.23)
where T is a common plasma temperature and factors of
 Ts
T

account for particle
species' s which have decoupled from the plasma. For T >> TeV all the SM particles
species are coupled to the plasma in ultra-relativistic equilibrium and g?
SM = g?s
SM =
39106:75. The Hubble Parameter is dened as
H(t) 
_ a
a
=
1
2t
(2.24)
where the last equality applies for w = 1
3 only, having substituted eq. (2.16). H(t) is
an important quantity - it is the constant of proportionality relating the recessional
velocities of galaxies / _ a to their distances / a, as measured on cosmological scales
by a co-moving observer. Substituting eq. (2.21) we may re-express eq. (2.8) for a
at (k = 0) radiation dominated universe as
H(T) =
s
83g?
90

T2
Mpl
(2.25)
where Mpl = 1 p
G  1019GeV is the Planck mass and T is the plasma temperature.
As the universe expands and cools, more and more massive species go non-
relativistic and \freeze out" to nal abundances nmatter  nradiation. The light neu-
trinos are unique insofar as they decouple from the plasma whilst still relativistic.
At Tdec  MeV the 3 generations of light neutrinos decouple from the plasma of
electrons-positron pairs (with ge  + ge+ = 4) and photons (with g = 2). Shortly
after neutrino decoupling the electron-positron pairs co-annihilate, transferring their
heat energy to the photons, but not to the decoupled neutrinos. The photon number
density after this energy transfer must be equal to the photon plus electron number
density before it. Equating these using eq. (2.20) for ns one obtains

T
T

=
 
g
g +
 7
8

ge  +
 7
8

ge+
! 1
3
=

4
11
 1
3
(2.26)
where T is the neutrino temperature - equal to the plasma temperature before
electron-positron co-annihilation - and T is the plasma temperature after electron-
positron co-annihilation, into photons.
Today a relic neutrino \sea" with a temperature T = TCMB
  4
11
 1
3  1:9K
is predicted to be observed. Note that it is possible for part of the matter anti-
matter asymmetry to end up \stored" in this relic neutrino sea. In fact, one of the
40predictions of leptogenesis is that there is an excess of anti-neutrinos over neutrinos
approximately twice the excess of baryons over anti-baryons (this will be shown later,
in section 3.3). Given that the relic neutrinos have not even been detected yet, it
will probably take a long time to conrm this prediction - the relic photons were
rst measured in 1964 [54] but it wasn't until the COBE measurements in 1992 [55]
that anisotropies in the CMB spectrum, of order T
T  10 6 were rst probed. Still,
neutrino telescopes have started to be developed 1, so perhaps one day this direct
test of a prediction of leptogenesis will be possible?
2.2 Boltzmann Equations
The Boltzmann equation describing the collisions of a particle species  , with statis-
tical distribution f (E ;t), is [56]
^ L[f ] = ^ C [f ] (2.27)
Notice that we are assuming that f  depends only upon jp j = E , the modulus of
the   particle's three-momentum vector, and not upon its direction. This is merely
as a consequence of assuming an isotropic universe, as we did beginning section 3.1.
The covariant Liouville operator ^ L is in general given by
^ L = p @
@x    
 pp @
@x (2.28)
For the FRW metric (c.f. eq. (2.3)), the above operator becomes
^ L[f(E ;t)] = E
@f
@t
  H(t)E 
@f
@E 
(2.29)
1For example Icecube: http://www.icecube.com/ and Antares: http://antares.in2p3.fr/
41To obtain the RHS, we consider a collision operator ^ C applying to a process   +a+
b + ::: $ i + j + :::
^ C[f ] =  
Z
dadb:::didj:::(2)4(4)(p  + pa + pb + :::   pi   pj   :::)
 fjMj2
  ab:::!ij :::fafb:::f (1  fi)(1  fj):::
  jMj2
ij :::!  ab:::fifj:::(1  fa)(1  fb):::(1  f )g (2.30)
where for  the sign + applies to bosons and the sign   to fermions and ds denotes
an integral over phase space for particle species s
ds 
gs
(2)3
d(3)ps
2Es
(2.31)
The number density of species s, ns, is dened in terms of fs as
ns =
gs
(2)3
Z
d(3)psfs(Es; ps) (2.32)
We would now like to go from an equation in terms of f (E ;t) to one in terms of
n (t). This is managed straightforwardly by applying the operator
R
d  to both
sides of eq. (2.27). Using integration by parts, one obtains that
Z
d ^ L[f] =
dn 
dt
+ 3Hn  (2.33)
and for the RHS that
Z
d  ^ C[f ] =  
Z
d dadb:::didj(2)4(4)(p  + pa + pb + :::   pi   pj   :::)
 ff fafb:::jMj2
  ab:::!ij :::   fifj:::jMj2
ij :::!  ab:::g (2.34)
where we have assumed above that factors (1  fs)  1 i.e. we ignore quantum
statistical eects of stimulated emission and Pauli blocking. We have also assumed
that upon applying
R
d  to obtain an equation in terms of n , important informa-
tion is not lost from the original Boltzmann equation by thermal averaging over
p   (E ; p ). The validity of both assumptions is discussed at the end of the
42section. Putting both sides together, one obtains a general Boltzmann equation as
dn 
dt
+ 3Hn  =  
Z
d dadb:::didj:::(2)4(4)(p  + pa + pb + :::   pi   pj   :::)
 ff fafb:::jMj2
  ab:::!ij :::   fifj:::jMj2
ij :::!  ab:::g (2.35)
The above can be simplied by factoring out the expansion of the universe. This is
achieved by dening the co-moving number density Ns of a particle species s,
according to
Ns  a3ns (2.36)
The chain rule then implies that
dns
dt
= a 3 dNs
dt
  3a 2_ aNs = a 3

dNs
dt
  3HNs

(2.37)
where the nal step uses H  _ a
a. Hence the Hubble parameter will cancel out of
eq. (2.35) when reformulated in terms of N  as
dN 
dt
=  
Z
d dadb:::didj:::(2)4(4)(p  + pa + pb + :::   pi   pj   :::)
 ff fafb:::jMj2
  ab:::!ij :::   fifj:::jMj2
ij :::!  ab:::g (2.38)
If we now assume kinetic equilibrium for all species, we can take
fs
f
eq
s  Ns
N
eq
s above
and hence replace fs by its equilibrium density, pulling a factor of Ns
N
eq
s out to the
front of the integral for each species. If we furthermore identify eq, the space-time
density (i.e. # per unit volume per unit time) of various equilibrium processes as
eq ( ab::: ! ij:::) =
Z
d dadb:::f
eq
  feq
a f
eq
b :::
Z
didj:::(2)4 (2.39)
 (4)(p  + pa + pb + :::   pi   pj   :::) jMj
2
 ab:::!ij:::
then the eq. (2.38) can be recast as
dN 
dt
=  eq ( ab::: ! ij:::)
N NaNb:::
N
eq
  N
eq
a N
eq
b :::
+ eq (ij::: !  ab:::)
NiNj:::
N
eq
i N
eq
j :::
(2.40)
43Strictly speaking eq. (2.40) should be called a rate equation rather than Boltzmann
equation (a strict Boltzmann equation is given in terms of f  rather than n  or
N ). However, equations like eq. (2.40) for N  are referred to as a Boltzmann
equations throughout the literature and so I shall do the same, having noted this
possible objection. Now recall that to derive eq. (2.40) we made some simplifying
assumptions:
1. We performed thermal averaging over the statistical distribution of   by ap-
plying the operator
R d(3)p 
(2)22E  to both sides of eq. (2.27)
2. We ignored quantum statistical factors by taking (1  fs)  s for fsg and
assumed Boltzmann statistics, taking f
eq
s = exp
Es
T

.
3. We assumed kinetic equilibrium, taking
fs
f
eq
s  Ns
N
eq
s .
A recent study [57] has investigated the impact of relaxing some of the above
assumptions. A relevant result from their paper is shown below in g. 2.2. The
four curves in each of the panels refer to which assumptions the authors relaxed to
obtain the curve. D1 assumes both Boltzmann statistics and Kinetic equilibrium. D2
relaxes the assumption of kinetic equilibrium but keeps the assumption of Boltzmann
statistics - and vice versa for D3. D4 relaxes all assumptions to study the full collision
integrals without simplifying assumptions. The classical Boltzmann equations of
the D1 curves eq. (2.40) appear to give a good approximation to the full quantum
mechanical Boltzmann equations of the D4 curves. The authors of [59] similarly
report 15 30% corrections due to quantum mechanical eects in the relevant regions
of parameter space and so the classical Boltzmann equation (cf. eq. 2.40) can be
regarded as a reliable approximation.
However, thermal averaging was still taken in g. 2.2. Other recent studies [58],
[61] have looked at the eects of further relaxing this simplication and undertaken
to study the full Kadano{Baym equations [60] - including thermal corrections
and the so-called \memory eects" - comparing them with the simplied Boltzmann
of eq. (2.40) and \quantum Boltzmann equations" of the D4 curves in g 2.2. No
large (i.e. greater than  50%) corrections have yet been discovered in the physically
relevant regions of the parameter space I shall consider for this thesis. Hence it will
44Figure 2.2: Plots from [57] comparing classical with quantum Boltzmann equations. Upper panels
(lower panels) show evolution of RHNs (lepton asymmetries) as the universe expands and cools. Left
panels (right panels) are for weak (strong) washout.
be acceptable to make all the simplifying assumptions discussed in this section and
use eq. (2.40) in subsequent sections to study the evolution of a baryon asymmetry.
2.3 Sakharov's Condition #1: B Violation
Recall from the Introduction section that three Sakharov conditions must be sat-
ised to dynamically generate the baryon asymmetry. These are:
1. Baryon number (B) violating processes
2. C and CP violating processes
3. A departure from thermal equilibrium
45For the remainder of this chapter, we shall consider the SM and BSM physics which
can satisfy each of the three Sakharov conditions, beginning with #1, baryon number
violating processes.
2.3.1 Instantons and B-violation
The (classically) conserved current J =  	T	 for a chiral fermion eld 	 =
(;  )T will have an (anomalous) non-zero divergence associated with the gauge 3-
vertex, arising from the diagram below
Figure 2.3: Triangle diagrams responsible for anomalous J

The divergence of the current can be evaluated explicitly from the above Feyn-
man graphs as (see [62] chapter 22.3)
[@J]anom =  
1
322 DF
F
 (2.41)
where F
 is the eld operator associated with the covariant derivative of the gauge
eld A
 belonging to the adjoint rep T for  = 1;2;:::N2   1 of a gauge group
SU(N) and the symmetric quantity D is given by
D =
1
2
Tr[fT;TgT] (2.42)
In the SM all gauge anomalies cancel generation by generation when we sum over all
irreducible representations (irreps) (see [62] chapter 22.4) -
P
irreps [@J]anom = 0.
However, recall from section 1.1.2 that the SM also has an \accidental" global U(1)B
symmetry and so a baryon number current also \goes along for the ride" whenever a
baryon decays into two gauge boson in g. 2.3. To see what happens to a classically
conserved global U(1)B symmetry, we now take ta 7! B = 1
3 for a quark doublet
46decaying into two gauge bosons. This gives a baryon current of
J

B = B  	

1 + 5
2

	 (2.43)
When the baryon decays into two SU(3)c gauge bosons we still obtain D =
0. However when it decays into SU(2)I we take T; 7! i;j and obtain D =
ijTr[B] 6= 0 (using

i; j	
= 2ij I22) and when it decays into two U(1)Y gauge
bosons we take T; 7! Y and obtain D = 1
2Tr[BY 2] 6= 0. Taking the traces
over all SM irreps and generations results in total SU(2)I  U(1) anomalous baryon
current of
[@J

B]anom =
Ng
162

BB  
N2
2
Wi
Wi


(2.44)
where N2 = 1
2 for SU(2) and Ng = 3 is the number of SM generations, with each
generation contributing equally to [@J

B]anom 6= 0 and where B and Wi
 are gauge
elds belonging to the adjoint representations of U(1)Y and SU(2)I. Repeating the
same steps for the leptons we nd that a lepton current
J

L = L  	

1 + 5
2

	 (2.45)
satises [@J

L]anom = [@J

B]anom. As such the quantum number B+L is anomalously
non-conserved (J

B +J

L 6= 0) while the quantum number B  L is fully conserved at
the non-perturbative level (J

B J

L = 0). What are the implications for baryogenesis?
If we write the baryon asymmetry as a sum of its symmetric and anti-symmetric parts
in B and L then
B 
1
2
B+L  
1
2
B L 6= 0 (2.46)
and we see that the second component is protected, whereas the rst component
may be washed out via non-perturbative B + L-violating interactions. This turns
out to be the fate of the original minimal SU(5) GUT baryogenesis scenario (see [48]
chapter VII.5 for an introduction), which being B  L conserving cannot account for
the baryon asymmetry.
To work out [@J

B]anom explicitly, we now consider the change in macroscopic
47charge B 
R
JB
0 d3x associated with the non-conservation of J

B
@oB =
Z
d3x
 
@0J0
B

=
Z
d3x[@J

B]anom (2.47)
If we integrate the above with respect to time, dening the change B = B(tf)  
B(ti) in B between times ti = 0 and tf ! 1 and substituting eq. (2.44) for
[@J

B]anom, we obtain
B =
Ng
162
Z
d4x

F1F1  
N2
2
F

2F

2

(2.48)
To progress further with the above integral we can introduce the Chern{Simons 3-
form. In the mathematician's notation of forms, the Chern{Simons 3-form is given
by JCS = Tr[F ^ A   1
3A ^ A ^ A]. This important quantity can be written in the
physicist's index notation as the current
Ji
CS = ijkl
2
Ng
Tr

AjFkl +
2i
3
AjAkAl

(2.49)
where we have just performed a Wick rotation, to go from Minkowski to Euclidina
space. Note that the sum runs only over the spatial components fi;j;k;l = 1;2;3g
of the vector elds A and that J0
CS = 0. This is because we can gauge-x to set
A0 = 0, simplifying the calculation. The current J

CS has the key property that its
divergence is the dual product of F with itself. In form notation dJCS = F ^ F, or
in index notation
@J

CS =
1
2
ijklFijFkl (2.50)
The above property allows us to replace the 4-volume integral in eq. (2.48) by a 3-
surface integral over JCS. Using the 4D analogue of Gauss' theorem - recalling that
we have Wick rotated to Euclidian 4-space - obtains
B =
Z
d4x@J

CS =
Z
S3
^ xi Ji
CS (2.51)
where the unit 3-vector ^ x points radially outward from the origin. As well as the
gauge condition A0 = 0 over S3, the eld strength Fjk must vanish over S3, such
48that the energy of a given eld conguration will be nite. Substituting eq. (2.49)
for Ji
CS with this simplication obtains
B =  
iNg
242ijk
Z
S3
Tr[AiAjAk] (2.52)
Theoretical physicists are used to the vector elds A doing \strange" things - the
Aharanov{Bohm eect [63] being one famous example. Here is another example -
there are congurations for which the A
i do not vanish at innity despite having an
associated zero eld strength Fij. One such conguration was found by Belavin et
al [64] and is know as the instanton
iAj(x) =

r2
r2 + R2

g 1(^ x@jg(^ x) (2.53)
g(^ x) =

x0 + 2i  x
r

(2.54)
where r 
p
x2 and R is a characteristic size for the above instanton eld congura-
tion. Substituting the instanton eld conguration into eq. (2.52) we may perform the
integral over S3 by parametrising the surface using co-ordinates f1;2;3g according
to
B =
Ng
242I (2.55)
where
I =  i lim
r!1
r3
Z
d1d2d3abc@^ xi
@a
@^ xj
@b
@^ xk
@c
Tr[AiAjAk]
=
Z
d1d2d3abc Tr

g 1()
@g()
@a g 1()
@g()
@b g 1()
@g()
@c

(2.56)
Mathematicians are familiar with the integral I above - they call it a Cartan-Maurer
Form. It is a manifestly topological object, since any local perturbation to g() leaves
I[g()] invariant. It can be computed explicitly (see [62], chapter 23.4) and is given
as
I = 242NCS (2.57)
where NCS is an integer known as the Chern-Simons or winding number. The integer
value of NCS (and hence of I itself) depends only upon the topology of the instanton's
49gauge eld conguration - it corresponds to the number of times these are wound
around S3. In topological notation we can say that 3(S3) = Z - meaning that
the mapping of S3 onto S3 gives the group Z, the integers. This statement can be
generalised to N(SN) = Z for a positive integer N. The N = 1 case of a circle
mapping to a circle is illustrated below, where a \rubber band" is shown wound
around a \post" NCS = 1;2;3;::: times (having been given NCS = 1;2;3;::: half-
twists).
Figure 2.4: A rubber band can be wound NCS times around a post. Image from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winding number
Are instanton eects important? For an instanton action
Sins = ng INCS =
82
g2 NCS (2.58)
an instanton tunneling rate 2 goes like exp[ Sins]. For example, the B +L violating
decay He3 ! e++++  can proceed via instanton processes (see [62], chapter 23.6),
with a probability estimated by exp
 
 8jNCSj2=g2
 exp( 373), so instanton
processes such as this decay are very unlikely to be observed. However, in the early
universe instanton-like processes can be important as the potential barrier separating
vacua with distinct winding numbers can be surpassed via thermal uctuations (as
opposed to quantum tunneling). We now turn to this possibility.
2This tunneling between vacuum states with distinct values of NCS is a fully non-perturbative
eect, since the function exp
 
 8jNCSj
2=g
2
is a power series in
1
g2, which can never be written
as a power series in g. As Tony Zee says [48] \you could draw Feynman diagrams until you were blue
in the face" and never discover instantons.
502.3.2 Sphalerons and B-violation
In the previous section we considered the pure Yang-Mills theory. The inclusion of
matter and Higgs elds can change things signicantly - a new instanton-like solution
appears, known as the Sphaleron. Sphalerons are saddle points solutions of the
Weinberg-Salam theory [65]. They are the solutions to the classical equations of
motion for the electro-weak elds where energy density is minimised in all directions
of eld conguration space except one, and hence the eld conguration is unstable
- \sphaleron" means \ready to fall" in Greek. Hence passing through the sphaleron
conguration can allow a transition between two topologically distinct vacuum states
separated by an energy \ridge" in eld conguration space - a journey which can end
with anomalous B + L violation. The exact sphaleron solution cannot be given in
general, but in the limit sinW ! 0 it takes the following analytic form
Ai =
i
g
ijkxjk
r2 f() (2.59)
 =
iv
p
2
xii
r
0
B
@
0
1
1
C
Ah() (2.60)
where i  1
2i are the normalised Pauli matrices. For   r
r0 = rgv - a radial
parameter, normalised by the characteristic sphaleron size r0 = 1
gv - the functions
f(), h() have the asymptotic behaviour
f() !  2;  ! 0 (2.61)
h() !  ;  ! 0 (2.62)
The sphaleron solution interpolates between a vacuum state for  ! 1 and the
maximum of the Higgs potential for  ! 0. One can estimate the characteristic
sphaleron energy and temperature (T) dependent B violation rate via sphalerons as,
51respectively [21]
Esph 
8v
g
 10TeV (2.63)
_ B  B T exp

 
Esph
T

(2.64)
Sphaleron processes are active where their rates are greater than the Hubble rate
H 
p
g?
SMT2=Mpl (c.f. eq. (2.25)), which occurs for temperatures Tsph & 100GeV
and are a key component of the leptogenesis mechanism. They violate baryon number
per unit co-moving volume at a rate _ B / B  sph [56] , thereby partially converting
an initial lepton asymmetry into nal baryon asymmetry. The baryon number B
will \freeze out" to its nal value at T . Tsph. Sphalerons put  1=3 of the B   L
asymmetry generated by NR decays (which are the only processes violating B   L)
and initially stored in lepton and higgs doublets, into a nal baryon asymmetry. The
exact fraction is derived later, in section 3.3
Since electro-weak gauge eld congurations can't carry colour or avour
charges, sphalerons can only couple to a avour and colour singlet combination of the
left-handed fermions. We can write the allowed B+L violating (and B L conserving)
sphaleron-fermion interactions as an eective dimension 18 operator, given by
b OB+L =
Y
i;
 
Qi
r Qi
g Qi
b L

i = 1; 2; 3  = e; ;  (2.65)
which violates B +L by six units. The above operator can be represented schemati-
cally by pictures such as g. 2.5.
2.4 Sakharov's Condition #2: CP Violation
There is both C and CP violation in the SM, so Sakharov's second condition is also
satised. C is violated maximally in the weak interaction and CP is violated through
quark mixing, parametrised by a VCKM matrix accounting for the mismatch between
weak eigenstates and mass eigenstates in quark mixing. In terms of VCKM mixing
angles ij and Dirac phase  it can be shown that the magnitude of CP violation
52Figure 2.5: One of the sphaleron processes coupling a colour and avour singlet combination of
left-handed quarks and leptons. B   L is conserved. B + L violated by 6 units. Image from [67]
goes like [66]
JCP = s12 s12 s13 s23 c12 c23 c2
13 sin (2.66)
The above parameter is equal to twice the area of each of the six triangles in the
complex plane dened by unitarity constraints
 
V y V

ij = ij for i 6= j. One of these
triangles - known as \the unitarity triangle" - has three sides of similar length and
is illustrated in g. 2.6, which summarises experimental measurements of SM CP
violation in quark mixing. However, it can be shown that the for the CKM matrix as
the only source of CP violation, one fails to account for the BAU by many orders of
magnitude [22]. A new source of CP violation is required, such as from additional CP
violating phases in Higgs doublets, super-symmetric particles, or, in the context of
leptogenesis, neutrinos. For a thermal leptogenesis, occurring at a scale  & 109GeV ,
the decay Ni ! li +  may violate CP directly. For the rest of this section, we shall
consider this potential new source of CP violation explicitly.
One has direct CP violation in the decay Ni ! li +  if there is a dierence
between decay rates  i   Ni!li+ and   i   Ni! li+y. It is convenient to nor-
malise this dierence, dividing by the total decay rate to dene a dimensionless CP
53Figure 2.6: The unitarity triangle, circa 2012. Note some tension between sin2 and jVubj measure-
ments.
violating parameter "i as 3
"i   
 Ni!li+    Ni! li+y
 Ni!li+ +  Ni! li+y
  
 i     i
 i +   i
(2.67)
where the decay rates  i and    can be written as phase space integrals involving the
square modulus matrix elements jMj2 for the decay Ni ! li +  and j  Mj2 for the
decay Ni !  li + y respectively. The dierence  i      can be obtained from the
interferences between the tree{level and loop{level wavefunction and vertex graphs
of g. 2.7.
The total CP violating parameter "i may be calculated explicitly (from the
3I have chosen to dene "i with an explicit minus sign, such that a negative lepton asymmetry
implies a positive baryon asymmetry (recall from section 2.3.2 that B L is conserved by sphalerons).
Since the baryon asymmetry of the universe is indeed positive, the above denition makes "i > 0
the \physical" result and avoids the need to carry around any extra minus signs in expressions for a
nal B   L asymmetry produced via leptogenesis.
54Figure 2.7: The interference of the tree diagram (left) with wavefunction (middle) and vertex (right)
diagram results in CP violating decays in leptogenesis scenarios [68]
sum of its tree-wavefunction and tree-vertex interference terms) as [68]
"i =
3
16
X
k6=i
Im
h 
Y yY 2
ik
i
(Y yY )ii
 (xki)
p
xki
(2.68)
where I have dened the kinematic functions (x)  2
3x
h
(1 + x) ln
 1+x
x

  2 x
1 x
i
and
xki 

Mk
Mi
2
. In the hierarchical limit Mk  Mi one nds (1) = 1 and an upper
bound on "i may be derived as [69]
j"ij   "i 
3Mimatm
16v2 (2.69)
known as the Davidson{Ibarra bound for hierarchical neutrinos 4.
2.5 Sakharov's Condition #3: Departure From Equilib-
rium
There are two generic ways to produce baryon asymmetry during a departure from
equilibrium:
1. A rst order phase transition
2. The decay of a heavy particle species
Electroweak baryogenesis is an example of the rst idea. In electroweak baryo-
genesis a strongly rst order electroweak phase transition may produce sucient
4In their original paper, Davidson and Ibarra derived the supersymmetric version of this bound,
which is relaxed by a factor of two compared to the SM case.
55baryon asymmetry to account for cosmological observations. Whether the phase
transition is rst or second order depends upon the one loop, nite temperature
eective higgs potential V
(1)
eff, given explicitly in the SM by [23]
V
(1)
eff(;T) =
 
3
32
g2 +

4
+
m2
top
4v2
!
(T2   T2
?)2  
3g2
32
T3 +

4
4 (2.70)
where  
p
y and T? is a critical temperature. For T > T? there is a potential
barrier separating a local minimum of V
(1)
eff at  = 0 from the global minimum
of V
(1)
eff. For T < T? this potential barrier disappears and the transition becomes
second order. In the SM the phase transition is only strongly rst order for m .
80GeV [70] ruling out SM electroweak baryogenesis. The presence of additional light
particles, such as light stops in the MSSM, can increase the eect of the 2 term in
eq. (2.70), making the phase transition more strongly rst order and thereby rescuing
electroweak baryogenesis. These new particles may also provide the additional CP
violating phases required for successful electroweak baryogenesis.
During a rst order phase transition, bubbles of \true vacuum" hi = v form
inside regions of \false vacuum" hi = 0 due to tunneling through the potential
barrier separating the two vacuum states. Above a critical size, a bubble of \true
vacuum" will grow to ll the universe. If more quarks than anti-quarks are reected
by the bubble wall as it sweeps through the quark-gluon plasma then a baryon excess
will be generated inside the bubble. Baryon number violating processes partially
erase the anti-baryon excess outside the bubble, but these processes are suppressed
inside the bubble and so the baryon excess here is entirely preserved.
The second idea - baryogenesis through the CP and B (or L) violating decays
of a heavy particle - was Sakharov's original suggestion (of \maximons") and also
how minimal SU(5) GUT baryogenesis worked. It was later realised that sphaleron
processes rule out the latter, by washing out the pure B + L asymmetry generated
by the decays of the SU(5) gauge bosons. However, non-minimal versions of GUT
baryogenesis which generate a non-zero B L component of baryon asymmetry (which
sphalerons, being B   L conserving, cannot touch) are still viable. In leptogenesis
the heavy particle is of course the RHN.
56To consider the decay of a heavy particle species quantitatively, we return to
eq. (2.40) derived in section 2.2 and consider the special case x $ i+j where   7! x
is a particle species with mass Mx much greater than that of its decay products i and
j. Eq. (2.40) then becomes
dNx
dt
=  eq(x ! ij)
Nx
N
eq
x
+ eq(ij ! x)
NiNj
N
eq
i N
eq
j
(2.71)
One further approximation that can be made is to take Boltzmann statistics f
eq
s =
exp
 Es
T

for s = x; i; j above and hence by energy conservation one has that f
eq
x =
f
eq
i f
eq
j and can therefore take eq (x ! ij) = eq (ij ! x) given eq. (2.39). We can
further assume that, being much heavier, only x departs from equilibrium whereas
Ni  N
eq
i and Nj  N
eq
j . Applying these consideration, eq. (2.71) reduces to
dNx
dt
=  eq(x ! ij)

Nx
N
eq
x
  1

(2.72)
The spacetime density integral eq(x ! ij) can be evaluated as
eq(x ! ij) = Neq
x  x

1


(2.73)
where  x is the vacuum decay rate in the rest frame of the x particle
 x =
Z
didj(2)4(4)(px   pi   pj)jMj2
x!ij (2.74)
and
D
1

E
is a thermal averaging dilation factor of

1


=
1
N
eq
x
Z
dx exp

 
Ex
T

(2.75)
Substituting these relations back into eq. (2.72) then obtains
dNx
dt
=   x

1


(Nx   Neq
x ) (2.76)
The parameter z  Mx
T is a more natural parametrisation for the x dynamics, which
are governed by how relativistic the x particles are (with z = 0 being fully relativistic,
57z ! 1 fully non-relativistic). Using eq. (2.24) for H(t) = 1
2t and eq. (2.25) for
H(z) = H(z = 1)=z2 (given T  Mx =z) we may derive that z(t) =
p
2tH(z = 1)
and hence that dNx
dt = dNx
dz
dz
dt = Hz dNx
dz . Eq. (2.76) then becomes
dNx
dz
=  
 x
Hz

1


(Nx   Neq
x ) (2.77)
Performing the integral eq. (2.75) explicitly obtains [57]

1



K1(z)
K2(z)
(2.78)
where K1 and K2 are the rst and second modied Bessel functions. One can make
accurate interpolating approximations to the Bessel functions K1 and K2, valid for
all z, as [71]
K2(z)  (
15
8
+ z)K1(z)

1
z2(
15
8
+ z)

1 +

2
z
 1
2 e z (2.79)
It is useful to introduce a so-called washout parameter K as
K 
 x
H(z = 1)
(2.80)
Given that H(z) / 1
z2 we have H(z = 1) = z2H(z) and hence eq. (2.77) may be
expressed in terms of K above as
dNx
dz
=  zK
K1
K2
(Nx   Neq
x ) (2.81)
where a thermally averaged equilibrium abundance of a heavy species x is given
explicitly by
Neq
x (z) =
1
2
Neq
x (z = 0)z2K2(z) (2.82)
The relevant case for thermal leptogenesis will be for x 7! N, a RHN with a mass MN
of order at least 109GeV (considering the bound eq. (2.69)). I have chosen to adopt
a normalisation convention where N
eq
N (z = 0) = 1 i.e. there is one ultra-relativistic
58RHN per unit of co-moving volume. This in turn implies a photon number density
of 4
3 at T  MN. Calculating  D   Ni7!li from the Feynman diagrams read o
from eq. (1.35) of section 1.4 and H(z = 1) from eq. (2.25), one nds explicitly
 D =
3Mi
8

Y  y Y 

ii
and H(z = 1) =
r
83g?
90
M2
1
Mpl
(2.83)
and hence for the washout parameter eq. (2.80) for RHNs one nds
Ki =
~ mi
m?
for ~ mi 
(m
y
DmD)ii
Mi
m? 
165=2 p
g?
3
p
45
v2
MPl
(2.84)
where mD  v Y  is the Dirac neutrino mass-matrix and m?  1:08  10 3 in the
SM. The eq. (2.81) for x 7! Ni can be integrated either numerically or analytically
to obtain NNi(z).
Fig. 2.8 compares analytic and numerical estimates for NNi(z) (for i = 1).
From an initial equilibrium population of RHNs their number falls after z  1 due to
Boltzmann suppression of the inverse decay rate by a factor of exp[ z]. At K = 10 4
it takes longer for the RHN population to re-equilibrate than at K = 10 2, given that
the decay and inverse decay rates are proportional to K. Notice that N
eq
N1(z = 0) 6= 1
in g. 2.8since the authors of [71] adopted the normalisation convention N
eq
N1(z =
0) = 3
4 (i.e. one photon per unit co-moving volume at T  MN1) as opposed to my
convention of N
eq
N1(z = 0) = 1 (i.e. one ultra{relativistic RHN per unit co-moving
volume).
59Figure 2.8: N1 decays for K = 10
 2 and K = 10
 4. Plot from [71]
60Chapter 3
From Vanilla to Flavoured
Leptogenesis
3.1 Vanilla Leptogenesis
Now we are ready to put the results of the previous section together and consider
an explicit example of baryogenesis via leptogenesis. We consider rst the simplest
possible viable scenario for generating the BAU via leptogenesis, often referred to in
the literature as \vanilla leptogenesis". The \vanilla" case is that for which BAU is
generated by the decays N 7! l +  of lightest RH neutrinos N  N1 and avour
eects do not play a role, so we consider only the evolution of leptons l  l1 and
anti-leptons  l   l1 number. To obtain a Boltzmann equation for the dierence
between leptons and anti{leptons one must include higher order terms in Y  and so
the derivation is more involved than that for the RHN abundance (cf. section 2.5).
A thorough derivation is given in chapter 6 of [25] resulting in a nal Boltzmann
equation for l1 (neglecting 2 $ 2 scattering terms) of
dNl1
dz
=  D1 "1

NN1   N
eq
N1

  W1

Nl1 + N

+ O(2) (3.1)
61where CP violating parameter 1 "1 is dened as
"1   
 1     1
 1 +   1
(3.2)
for decay rates dened by

1


 1 =
(N1 ! l1)
N
eq
N1
and

1


  1 =
(N1 !  l1y)
N
eq
N1
(3.3)
and the decay and washout functions D1(z) and W1(z) are dened as
D1(z) 

1


 1 +   1
Hz
(3.4)
W1(z) 

1


1
2
 ID
1 +   ID
1
Hz
(3.5)
for inverse decay rates dened by equilibrium conditions
N
eq
N1 1 = N
eq
l1 N
eq
  ID
1 and N
eq
N1
  1 = N
eq
 l1 N
eq
y  ID
1 (3.6)
Next, recall that the only processes violating B  L are the RHN processes. We will
assume for now that Nl1 + N =  NB L - in other words we assume for now
that all of the B   L asymmetry initially stored in lepton and Higgs doublets after
N1 7! l1+ remains there and is not shared out amongst other SM species 2. Making
this further simplications (and neglecting O(2) terms) allows us to write a nal
set of Boltzmann equation for the evolution of dB L =  dl1 as
dNN1
dz
= D1

NN1   N
eq
N1

(3.7)
dNB L
dz
= D1 "1

NN1   N
eq
N1

  W1 NB L (3.8)
One can see each of Sakharov's conditions implicit in the rst term of eq. (3.8) - D1
contains  1, a B L violating decay, "1 parametrises CP violation and NN1 N
eq
N1 6= 0
implies a departure from equilibrium. There is a kind of \competition" going on
1I have chosen to dene "1 with an overall minus sign such that for positive "1 the nal B   L
asymmetry is positive (as required for a positive nal baryon asymmetry after sphaleron conversion).
2This simplifying assumption will be relaxed in for section 3.3, where it is shown how to calcu-
late the fraction of B   L asymmetry redistributed amongst all of the various SM particle species
comprising the relativistic plasma lling the early universe.
62between this rst term, which produces B   L asymmetry and the second term,
which washes it out. But since the inverse decay rate is Boltzmann suppressed by a
factor of exp[ z] when z > 1 and this is precisely the moment when the departure
from equilibrium is largest, it is the production term that \wins" this competition,
in the sense that some nal B   L asymmetry will survive the washout. Why does
asymmetry production go like the decay rate and asymmetry washout like the inverse
decay rate? Say there is some initial excess of leptons over anti-leptons. The inverse
decay l1 +  ! N1 is then more likely to happen than  l1 + y ! N1. When there is
no CP violating decay N1 ! l1 + ;  l1 + y to compensate this eect, more leptons
than anti-leptons will be annihilated per unit time, whereas the same number of each
are produced per unit time. So over time an initial lepton excess will be erased 3.
Integrating eq. (3.8) obtains the solution
NB L(z;zin) = NB L(z = zin)e
 
R z
zin
dz
0
W(z
0
)   "1 (zin;z) (3.9)
where the eciency factor (zin;z) is dened by the integral
(zin;z) =
Z z
zin
dz
0
D(NN   N
eq
N )e
 
R z
z0 dz
00
W(z
00
) (3.10)
and so the nal eciency factor f  (0;1) gives the nal B L asymmetry
produced from zin 7! 0 4 until after all the RHNs have frozen out at z 7! 1
N
f
B L = Nin
B L e 
R 1
0 dz
0
W(z
0
)   "1f f  (0;1) (3.11)
where we have dened Nin
B L  NB L(z = zin 7! 0) above as a potential B L
asymmetry present prior to leptogenesis. To evaluate the above integrals we must
give D(z) and W(z) of eq. (3.5) explicitly in terms of z. Recalling eq. (3.5) and
3As an analogy to this \competition" between production and washout, I like to imagine lining
up a row of coins which can be \heads" or \tails" - the production term tries to turn over more
heads than tails and the washout term tries to ip the coins. Without the continued action of the
production term, one would soon arrive back to a 50% heads 50% tails situation.
4In taking zin 7! 0 to simplify the calculation of N
f
B L we are assuming a reheat temperature
of the universe TRH > MN such that the baryon asymmetry starts being produced when z  1.
63eq. (2.78) one obtains
D(z) = K z

1


= K z
K1(z)
K2(z)
(3.12)
and recalling eq. (3.6) we may relate W(z) to D(z) as
W(z) =
1
2
N
eq
N
N
eq
l N
eq

D(z) =
3
16
Kz3K1(z)N
eq
N1(z = 1) (3.13)
where the second equality follows from eq. (3.12) for D(z) and
N
eq
N1(z) =
1
2
z2K2(z)N
eq
N1(z = 1)
N
eq
l1 = N
eq
N1(z = 1)
N
eq
 =
4
3
N
eq
N1(z = 1) (3.14)
Henceforth I will adopt the convention that N
eq
N1(z = 1) = 1 - that there is one
ultra-relativistic RHN per unit of co-moving volume.
From eq. (2.79) it can be seen explicitly that eq. (3.13) for W(z) / K1
is Boltzmann suppressed by exp[ z] when z > 1 whereas D(z) / K1
K2 is unsup-
pressed. Eq. (3.13) now allows the rst term of eq. (3.11) to be integrated exactly
- using properties of the rst modied Bessel function K1 it can be shown that
R 1
0 dxx3 K1(x) = 2 and hence
Z 1
0
dz
0
W(z
0
) =
3
16
K
Z 1
0
dz
0
z
03 K1(z
0
) =
3
8
K (3.15)
Substituting the above result back into eq. (3.11) the nal B L asymmetry becomes,
for zin 7! 0
N
f
B L = Nin
B L e  3
8 K   "1f (3.16)
Various analytic approximations exist for the nal eciency factor. If we dene the
function  (z
0
;z) by
(zin;z) 
Z z
zin
dz
0
e  (z
0
;z) (3.17)
then the above integral is dominated by the region of z
0
where  (z
0
;z) is a minimum.
If we dene zB as the value of z
0
which minimises   over the interval fzin;zg then
64(zin;z) can be evaluated using the method of steepest descent. For Nin
N = 1 or
a thermal initial abundance of RHNs an accurate analytic approximation for f 
(0;1) is given by
f(K) 
2
KZB(K)

1   exp

 
1
2
KZB(K)

(3.18)
where zB(K) is approximated by
zB(K)  2 + 4K0:13exp

 
2:5
K

(3.19)
while for Nin
N = 0 or a vanishing initial abundance of RHNs an accurate analytic
approximation is given by
f(K) 
2
KZB(K)

1   exp

 
1
2
KzB(K)N
eq
N (K)

(3.20)
where zB(K) was already given and
N
eq
N (K) =
3K
4 
1 +
q
3K
4
2 (3.21)
is the equilibrium RHN abundance in terms of the washout parameter K. One can
see that in the limit K 7! 1 one obtains N
eq
N (1) = 1 and hence eq. (3.18) and
eq. (6.81) become the same as required - strong washout eliminates all dependence
on initial conditions.
Fig. 3.1 compares analytic and numerical approximation for strong and weak
washout, showing how the B   L asymmetry evolves from zin to z 7! 1. Notice
that the RHNs begin from zero initial abundance in these plots, so at rst a B   L
asymmetry of the \wrong" sign (i.e. negative) is produced because the inverse decay
rate of RHNs is larger than its decay rate. These rates equalise at z = zeq after which
decays dominate inverse decays to produce a nal positive B   L asymmetry. Note
that since the negative B L asymmetry produced during z < zeq is washed out more
than the positive B L asymmetry produced during z > zeq the nal B L asymmetry
after all the RHNs have decayed will be net positive. However, one gets close to a
65cancellation in the upper panel plot, because K  1 here making the z < zeq and
z > zeq phases almost symmetric. The analytic approximations for f used to obtain
g. 3.1 are accurate to within  1% [71]. This is more than good enough for our
purposes, given there are theoretical uncertainties of probably  50% on N
f
B L 6= 0
in most regions of leptogenesis parameter space 5. As emphasised in section 2.2 this
uncertainty arises from approximating the full quantum kinetic treatment [57] to a
Boltzmann equation treatment and from non-equilibrium thermal corrections [58,61].
Figure 3.1: Final B L asymmetry for K = 10
 2 (upper panel) and K = 100 (lower panel). Plot
from [71].
5and perhaps signicantly higher than this in the resonant regime, where two RHNs have almost
degenerate masses or in the weak washout regime, where thermal and quantum corrections can be
large.
66A nal Baryon to photon ratio is obtained from the nal B   L asymmetry as
B 
N
f
B
Nrec

= asph
Nf
B L
Nrec

' 0:01Nf
B L (3.22)
asph = 28
79  1
3 is a factor accounting for the partial redistribution, via sphalerons, of
a nal B L asymmetry into a nal B asymmetry 6 (the result will be derived in sec-
tion 3.3). Nrec
  36 is the photon co-moving number density after \re"combination
- the epoch where electrons rst combine with nuclei to form atoms. This can be
calculated using a normalisation convention where NN1(z = 0) = 1 implying that
N = 4
3 when all SM species are still relativistic. By \re"combination all SM species
have co-annihilated into photons and the three light neutrino species, conserving total
co-moving number densities before and after co-annihilation, hence
Nrec
 =
4
3
g?s
SM
g?s
rec
 36 (3.23)
where g?s
SM = g?
SM = 106:75 and g?s
rec = 2+ 7
823
  4
11

 3:91 was calculated using
eq. (2.23) and eq. (2.26) from section 2.1. If leptogenesis is really the mechanism by
which the BAU is generated then eq. (3.22) for B should equal the observed CMB
baryon-to-photon abundance [19]
CMB
B = (6:19  0:15)  10 10 (3.24)
3.2 The Importance of Flavour Eects
Flavour eects are quite important within leptogenesis scenarios, where they can give
order{of{magnitude wise enhancements to the nal baryon{to{photon ratio [72,73]
and so in this section I show how to incorporate them. The decays Ni 7! li +  and
Ni 7!  li + y produce the respective lepton states jlii and jlii, which are coherent
6Notice here that N
f
B 
1
3N
f
B L implies a nal lepton asymmetry of N
f
L   
2
3N
f
L stored
in the e; ; cosmic neutrino \seas", as was discussed at the end of section 2.1, where it was
noted that there are no immediate prospects to test this prediction of leptogenesis using neutrino
telescopes.
67states in lepton avour space
jlii 
X

hljliijli 
X

Cijli
j lii 
X

h lj liij li 
X

 Cij li (3.25)
where fg gives a complete basis in avour space - for example  = e;;
The coherences of jlii, j lii above are broken by leptonic Yukawa interactions
which \measure" avour, thus projecting into a given avour  with probability
pi = jhljliij2  jCij2
 pi = jh lj liij2  j Cij2 (3.26)
The above probabilities can be identied as the branching ratios for the avoured
decay rates
 i  pi  i for  i   Ni7!li+  i   Ni7!l+
  i   pi   i for   i   Ni7! li+y   i   Ni7! l+y (3.27)
It is also convenient to dene pi and  pi in terms of their symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts
pi  p0
i +
1
2
pi
 pi  p0
i  
1
2
pi (3.28)
where p0
i  1
2(pi +  pi) and pi  pi    pi. We can next dene a avoured
washout parameter as
Ki  p0
iKi (3.29)
and a avoured CP asymmetry as
"i   
pi  i    pi  i
 i +  i
 p0
i"i  
pi
2
(3.30)
where the nal identity follows from eq. (3.28) and "i     i   i
 i+  i. Hence the avoured
68CP asymmetry may be obtained from the unavoured symmetry of section 2.4, pro-
vided we can calculate p0
i and pi explicitly. Recall from eq. (3.28) that these are
given in terms of coecients Ci  hlijli and  Ci 

 lij l

as
p0
i =
1
2
 
jCij2 + j Cij2
and pi = jCij2   j Cij2 (3.31)
The Ci are given in terms of the neutrino Yukawa matrix Y  and Ni masses Mi. At
tree level one has
C0
i =
Y 
i p
(Y  Y )ii
and  C0
i =
Y ?
i p
(Y  Y )ii
(3.32)
and at one loop order 7 [74]
Ci =
1
p
(Y y Y )ii   2Re(Y y Y  u)ii
(Y 
i   (Y  u)i)
 C i  =
1
p
(Y y Y )ii   2Re(Y y Y  ?
v)ii
(Y ?
i   (Y ? v)i) (3.33)
where u and v are loop-level kinematic functions given by

u(M2
i )

ki 
h
uT(M2
i ) + Mb(M2
i )(Y y Y )TM
i
ki

v(M2
i )

ki 
h
vT(M2
i ) + Mb(M2
i )(Y y Y )M
i
ki
(3.34)
and u and v terms above are given by
uki(M2
i ) = !ki(M2
i )

MiN;ik(M2
i ) + MkN;ki(M2
i )

vki(M2
i ) = !ki(M2
i )

MiN;ki(M2
i ) + MkN;ik(M2
i )

(3.35)
which depend on the Ni self-energy N
N;ki(M2
i ) = a(M2
i )(Y yY )ki (3.36)
for which the loop factor a is evaluated on mass-shell for the RH neutrino Ni.
7It might seem like \overkill" to give the Ci explicitly like this, rather than just stating a nal
result for "i as was done for "i. The reason I introduce these explicit expressions is that they will
also turn out to be useful in chapter 6, in a dierent context.
69Substituting these explicit expressions back into eq. (3.31) we obtain
p0
i =
jY 
ij
2
(Y y Y )ii
+ O(Y 2) (3.37)
pi =  
2
(Y y Y )ii
X
k6=i
Re[Y ?
i Y 
k (U   ?
V )ki]
+
2 jY 
ij
2
(Y yY )
2
ii
X
k6=i
Re
h
Y y Y 

ik
(U   ?
V )ki
i
+ O(Y 4) (3.38)
where the rst term comes from the loop level terms in the numerator of eq. (3.33)
and the second term from the loop level terms in the denominator (which may be
evaluated using the binomial theorem). The kinematic parts are given explicitly by
1
2i
(U   ?
V )ki = Re

!ki(M2
i )
 h
Mi(Y y Y )ki + Mk(Y yY )ik
i
Im[ai]
+ MiMk(Y yY )ik Im[bki] (3.39)
Since a decaying Ni contains real intermediate states the imaginary parts of ai and
bki are indeed non-zero (by the optical theorem) and are given explicitly (in limit of
hierarchical Mi) as
Im[a(Mi)] =  
1
16
Im[b(xki)] =
1
16MiMk
p
xki

1   (1 + xki)log

1 + xki
xki

(3.40)
where xki 

Mk
Mi
2
. Finally, the real part of !ki, also evaluated on shell, is given by
Re

!ki(M2
i )

=
Mi(M2
k   M2
i )
(M2
k   M2
i )2 + (Mk i   Mi k)2 (3.41)
which in the hierarchical mass limit reduces to Re

!ki(M2
i )

= Mi
M2
k M2
i
. Putting all
70the previous expressions together, we nally obtain for pi
pi =  
3
8
X
k6=i
f
Im

Y ?
i Y 
k(Y yY )ik

(Y yY )ii
(xki)
p
xki
+
2
3(xki   1)
Im

Y ?
i Y 
k(Y yY )ki

(Y yY )ii
g
+
2jY 
ij
2
(Y yY )ii
3
16
X
k6=i
Im
h 
Y yY 2
ik
i
(Y yY )ii
 (xki)
p
xki
(3.42)
where (x)  2
3x
h
(1 + x) ln
 1+x
x

  2 x
1 x
i
and xki 

Mk
Mi
2
. One may also verify
explicitly that
P
 pi = 0. The nal term in pi can be identied as 2p0
i"i (by
recalling eq. (2.68) for "i from section 2.4 and noting that p0
i = jY 
ij
2
(Y yY )ii
) and so by
eq. (3.43) the remaining terms can be identied as  2"i. Multiplying these by  1
2
we obtain the avoured CP asymmetry
"i =
3
16
X
k6=i
f
Im

Y ?
i Y 
k(Y yY )ik

(Y yY )ii
(xki)
p
xki
+
2
3(xki   1)
Im

Y ?
i Y 
k(Y yY )ki

(Y yY )ii
g (3.43)
A similar bound to the Davidson-Ibarra bound "1   "1 (cf. eq. (2.69)) also exists for
the avoured CP asymmetries, for which it can be shown that [8] 8
"1 .
q
p0
1  "1 (3.44)
Flavoured Boltzmann equations for the evolution of a l asymmetry may now be
derived in exactly the same way as eq. (3.1) for a l1 asymmetry. Following exactly
the same steps only for l1 7! l the nal result is
dNNi
dz
= Di

NNi   N
eq
Ni

;
dNl
dz
=  "i Di

NNi   N
eq
Ni

  p0
i Wi
 
Nl + N

(3.45)
We would like to recast the above equation in terms of a   B=3 L asymme-
try, since this is the quantity conserved by SM interactions and not l. In the
8I reproduce the derivation of the exact bound from [8] in section 6.4.3.
71unavoured case we simplied using li +i =  B L. For the avoured case we
need to dene a matrix which converts between the  and l +  bases 9 as
Nl + N   
X

CN (3.46)
which allows us to rewrite eq. (3.45) in the fg basis as
dNNi
dz
= Di

NNi   N
eq
Ni

dN
dz
= "i Di

NNi   N
eq
Ni

  p0
i Wi
X

C N (3.47)
Taking again that C   the above can be integrated to obtain
N
f
B L =
X

"if(Ki) (3.48)
where avoured eciency factors kf(Ki) are dened in an analagous way to
eq. (3.10) by simply replacing an integral over Wi by an integral over Wi  P0
i Wi.
Recall from eq. (3.44) that "i /
q
p0
i. Given a avoured washout of Ki =
p0
i Ki it can also be shown that for K1 & 1 the eciency factor goes roughly like
f(K1) / K 1:1
1 [71] and so it follows that N = "1f(K1) / 1 p
p0
1
, approxi-
mately - the avoured eciency is enhanced by a factor of pi (for K1 & 1) whilst
the avoured CP asymmetry is only suppressed by a factor of
q
p0
i versus the un-
avoured asymmetry. It follows that when K1  1 a far larger nal asymmetry
can be produced versus the unavoured case, by \storing" B   L asymmetry in a
avour  that is \optimally" washed out as K1  1. In this way the nal avoured
B  L asymmetry can receive an enhancement by a factor of  1 p
p0
i
 1 versus the
unavoured case.
I now give a concrete example where the nal avoured B   L asymmetry is
far larger than the nal unavoured B   L asymmetry, showing that avour eects
may give order-of-magnitude-wise enhancements to the nal asymmetry. Consider
9What has been called the \A-matrix" in the literature [75] is not this matrix, but refers only to
the lepton doublets, vis Nl 
P
 AN. It is not really correct to treat this as the leptogenesis
avour coupling matrix, since the rate of  washout goes like l +  and not solely l.
72the asymmetry produced by N1 decays (i = 1) into a two-avour basis fg = ?
1 ;,
which obtains in cases where the  avour alone has been \measured" whilst the
other avours remain in a partially coherent state j?
1 i  hejl1ijei + hjl1iji. To
simplify matters further we will also ignore coupling between distinct avours  6= 
by assuming C =  (this assumption is relaxed for the next sections). The set of
Boltzmann equations for ?
1 and  then simplify down to
dN?
1
dz
= "1 D1

NN1   N
eq
N1

  p0
1?
1
W1 N?
1
dN
dz
= "1 D1

NN1   N
eq
N1

  p0
1 W1 N (3.49)
Integrating the above set of equations and making use of eq. (3.30) obtains a nal
asymmetry Nf
B L = Nf
?
1
+ Nf
 of
Nf
B L ' 2"1 (K1) +
p1
2
h
(K1?
1 )   (K1)
i
(3.50)
where we have also used that p1?
1 + p1 = 0 to simplify the result. The above
can be can be compared to the unavoured case Nf
B L = "1 (K1).
The above equation shows the importance of avour eects when there is an
asymmetry between avoured washouts - when (K?
1 ) 6= (K1). In such cases the
second term may introduce order{of{magnitude{wise corrections to the nal asym-
metry when compared to the un-avoured case. For example, in the case where
K1  1 but K1  1 an un-avoured asymmetry would be strongly washed out,
whereas a avoured  asymmetry is only weakly washed out. Without the second
term in eq. (3.50) (without p1 6= 0) there could be only O(1) corrections due to
avour eects. Non-zero p1  jhljl1ij2  jh lj l1ij2 implies dierences in avour
composition between lepton and anti{lepton states. This eect is the key to the po-
tentially large impact of avour eects in leptogenesis. It also has a further relevant
impact (so-called \phantom leptogenesis") which is explored in section 3.5.
Strictly speaking, it remains to be shown that K1  K1 and p1 .  "i can
be generically realised within the seesaw model's sub-space space of experimentally
allowed parameters. The authors of [76] have shown that this is true, by xing the
73low-energy seesaw model parameters to within their experimentally allowed values
(cf. table 1.3) and scanning over remaining \free" parameters. In g. 3.2 below each
point denotes a region in the (K1;M1) plane found by the scan which is able to repro-
duce both the experimentally observed baryon asymmetry and neutrino oscillation
data. Green points denote a \vanilla" calculation of N
f
B L and red points the (cor-
rect) avoured calculation. One sees that correctly including avour eects allows
successful leptogenesis for lower values of M1. The bound on M1 can be lowered by
1{2 orders of magnitude, demonstrating the strong impact of avour eects. Notice
however that the impact of avour eects is lessened for larger values of the ratio M1
Mk
where k = 2;3. One can see from eq. (3.42) that p1 is sensitive to the ratio

Mk
M1

for k = 2;3 and from g. 3.2 the sensitivity appears to increase when M1  M2; M3.
We will see an explicit example of this behaviour in chapter 6.
Figure 3.2: Three plots from [76] showing maximal impact of avour eects. Red crosses (green
crosses) denote successful avoured (unavoured) leptogenesis in the (K1; M1) plane, for xed PMNS
matrix paramaters and scanning over free parameters. Left and center panels: normal and inverted
hierarchy, respectively, and M2 = M3 = 3M1. Right panel: normal hierarchy and M2 = M3 = 30M1.
All panels for N
in
N1 = 1 (thermal initial abundance) and m1 = 0 (a massless lightest neutrino).
3.3 Spectator Processes and Flavour Coupling
Having dened a C{matrix in eq. (3.46) we now wish to relax the assumption C =
 and consider the eects of coupled avour dynamics. This will require that we
calculate all coecients of C explicitly - I now show how to do this (further details
are given in an appendix).
74What are these coecients, physically? Following the decay Ni ! l +  an
asymmetry initially \stored" within lepton and Higgs doublets does not remain in
these doublets. SM interactions collectively redistribute the initial lepton and Higgs
asymmetry amongst all particles in chemical equilibrium with the thermal bath.
For example, the sphaleron interactions discussed in section 2.3.2 redistribute some
fraction of initial lepton asymmetry into quark asymmetry (cf. g 2.5). The co-
ecients C of eq. (3.46) say what fraction of an initial l + asymmetry is put
into each of the  asymmetries.
To nd the coecients C we solve the set of constraints on the number
densities ns of the set of all particle species fsg in equilibrium with the thermal bath.
Each equilibrium ns is given as the integral over all modes of the Fermi-Dirac (+1
for fermions, f) or Bose-Einstein ( 1 for bosons, b) distributions
neq
s =
gs
(2)3
Z
d3kfeq
s (k)
feq
s (k) =
1
exp(
Es s
T )  1
(3.51)
An expansion in the chemical potential can be performed for relativistic particles
ms  T resulting in number density asymmetries of
nf    nf =
T3
6
gff
nb    nb =
T3
3
gbb (3.52)
The above number densities ns    ns  ns can be made into co{moving number
density asymmetries Ns = a3 ns. In a radiation dominated universe a / 1
T and
so a = k
T for a constant of proportionality k with dimensions of mass. Substituting
ns = kT3Ns into eq. (3.52), one obtains
Ns = k3 1
6
gss (fermions)
Ns = k3 1
3
gss (bosons) (3.53)
The value of k is unimportant, since to determine the C we need only know the
75ratios between the various co{moving number density asymmetries. For a particle
species s, the interpretation of its chemical potential s is as follows: s is the
change in the plasma's internal energy U for a given change in the number density of
that particle species ns, xing entropy (s), volume (V) and the asymmetries of the
remaining particle species fs
0
6= sg
s 

@U
@ns

s;V;n
s06=s
(3.54)
Strictly speaking, chemical potentials cannot be dened in an expanding universe,
since the volume and entropy of a patch of universe can't be xed. Provided the
Hubble rate is much smaller than particle species s's rate of interaction this point
is not important - the particles then don't experience an expanding universe on
timescales relevant to their dynamics. However, this does imply that we cannot
sensibly dene a chemical potential for the RHNs whose decay rates are of the order
of the Hubble rate.
Any and all particle interactions must conserve the total energy of the plasma,
U - assuming this to be a homogeneous perfect uid, which is an excellent approx-
imation at the relevant cosmological scales. Each such interaction translates into a
constraint on chemical potentials of the following form:
U =
X
s
sns = 0 (3.55)
For example, take the leptonic Yukawa interaction , which could redistribute an initial
pure l asymmetry into a mixture of l, R and Higgs asymmetries via l $ ~ +R.
Given that n~  = nR =  nl one obtains the constraint
~  + R   l = 0: (3.56)
Similar constraints obtain for the remaining SM particle interactions. The
full set of SM constraints are given in eqs. (3.57{3.64) below, where i = 1;2;3,
 = e;;,  = u;c;t and  = d;s;b. The rst three constraints eqs. (3.57{3.59)
are for the Yukawa couplings. The next two constraints eqs. (3.60, 3.61) are for
76electroweak sphalerons 10 and eq. 3.62 is for the QCD sphalerons. The penultimate
constraint eq. (3.63) ensures the overall hypercharge neutrality of the plasma 11,
by xing
P
s ns Ys = 0. The nal constraint eq. (3.64) xes N =  Ne  in
the SM, which makes sense given that ~  is the conjugate of  in table 1.2. If this
nal constraint is dropped then eqs. (3.57{3.64) also apply to the super{elds of
supersymmetric leptogenesis within the co-called super{equilibration regime [77].
0 = li + d   R (3.57)
0 = qi + u   R (3.58)
0 = qi + d   R (3.59)
0 =
X
i
li + 3
X
i
qi (3.60)
2Q3 + tR + bR = 2Q2 + cR + sR = 2Q1 + uR + dR (3.61)
0 = 2
X
i
qi  
X

R  
X

R (3.62)
0 =
X
i
qi + 2
X

R  
X

R  
X
i
li  
X

R + u + d (3.63)
0 = u + d (3.64)
Gauge boson interactions are implicitly taken into account by the above con-
straints { the eect of gauge bosons is to equilibrate the dierent colour and isospin
components of each SM particle. For example, the interaction qr + g rb $ qb (a red
quark becoming a blue quark via gluon exchange) will imply the constraint qr = qb
(where I have used that g = 0, given that gauge bosons are in the adjoint represen-
tation). As such, it is not necessary to label colour or isospin components separately,
since the same constraint applies whatever the isospin or colour.
As one goes to higher temperatures T, some constraints become redundant as
the particles they \constrain" are no longer produced within a Hubble time. When
this happens a constraint can be replaced by an initial condition - for example NB =
10Because the electroweak sphalerons populate all three generations equally (cf. g. 2.5) the total
baryon asymmetry in each generation is equal and so Bi =
B
3 is an initial condition { which is
equivalent to eq. (3.63).
11The universe must be electrically neutral to an extremely high degree of precision - just a tiny net
charge would upset galaxy formation given how much stronger the electromagnetic force is compared
to gravity.
770 before electroweak sphalerons come into equilibrium. As a rough \rule of thumb"
constraints apply to all processes with rates at least equal to the Hubble rate (which
falls as the universe expands and cools). Hence as the universe expands and cools,
more and more SM interactions come into chemical equilibrium and develop non-zero
abundances Ns. Equilibrium temperatures for various processes were given in [25]
and I reproduce their results in the table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Processes in equilibrium at various temperatures
T [GeV] processes in equilibrium
 1013GeV top Yukawa
 1013GeV + QCD sphalerons
1012;13 + bottom, tau Yukawas
1011;12 + EW sphalerons, charm Yukawa
108;9;10 + strange, mu Yukawas
 108GeV + all remaining Yukawas
Solving the full set of relevant constraint equations allows one to express all
the s (and hence all the Ns) in terms of the basis fNg, which serves to dene
the coecients C. Further details on how to do this, at various temperatures, are
provided in an appendix.
Here are the C for three relevant temperature regimes:
C(1) =
0
B B
B B
@
4=3 1=3 1=3
1=3 4=3 1=3
1=3 1=3 4=3
1
C C
C C
A
7! 2 (3.65)
C(2) =
0
B
B B
B
@
585=589  4=589 52=589
 4=589 585=589 52=589
52=589 52=589 502=589
1
C
C C
C
A
7!
0
B
@
581=589 104=589
52=589 502=589
1
C
A (3.66)
C(3) =
0
B
B B
B
@
339=358 6=179 6=179
6=179 422=537 64=537
6=179 64=537 422=537
1
C
C C
C
A
(3.67)
where the arrows show a map from the fe;;g basis in which the constaint equa-
78tions are solved, to the avour basis relevant to the given temperature regime. The
mappings 33 7! 11 and 33 7! 22 are obtained by averaging across the rows
and summing down the columns of those avours that cannot be distinguished. The
labels (1), (2), (3) correspond to three dierent avour bases:
1. An un-avoured or \vanilla" regime for T  1012GeV, in which no jli states
are \measured" because no leptonic Yukawas are in equilibrium.
2. A two-avoured regime for 109GeV  T  1012GeV in which jli states are
\measured" because the tau Yukawa is in equilibrium, but not jlei or jli states.
3. A three or \fully avoured" regime for T  109GeV in which jli and jli
states - and hence by default jlei also - are \measured" because both tauon and
muon Yukawas are in equilibrium.
Another important quantity obtained by solving eqs.(3.57-3.64) is the ratio of
B L to B asymmetry, giving the fraction of initial Lepton asymmetry redistributed
into quark asymmetry by Sphaleron processes as
asph 
NB
NB L
=
1
3
P
q gq q
1
3
P
q gq q  
P
l gl l
=
28
79
(3.68)
Sometimes one sees instead 22
31 in the literature. The answer depends upon whether
one assumes the sphalerons drop out of equilibrium before or after the electroweak
phase transition, as is explained in [78]. The dierence, of order a few percent, is not
important. Hence I have assumed sphalerons drop out of equilibrium after EWPT,
as this is the more straightforward of the two cases to calculate.
A common approximation made in the literature is to set C = , which
looks initially plausible given that the o-diagonal elements are order 1=5. This
procedure - that of \throwing away" the avour coupling dynamics - indeed gives a
correct order of magnitude estimate of the nal Baryon asymmetry N
f
B over much
of the leptogenesis parameter space. In [79] the authors consider N1 dominated
leptogenesis and nd correction no larger than  40% due to avour coupling.
However, as I will show in chapter 4, regions of parameter space do exist for which
this procedure can underestimate N
f
B by orders of magnitude.
79In a general j-avour regime an Ni-dominated leptogenesis is described by a
system of j + 1 coupled Boltzmann equations
dNNi
dz
= Di

NNi   N
eq
Ni

dN
dz
= "i Di

NNi   N
eq
Ni

  P0
i Wi
X

C
(j)
 N (3.69)
For the j = 1 or \vanilla" case one simply re-obtains eqs. (3.8) from section 3.1.
For the j = 2 or two-avour case one reobtains the  = f; ?1g 2-avour example
considered in section 3.2. For the j = 3 or three-avour case  = fe;;g given that
both tauon and muon (and hence, by default, electron) avours are \measured". In
chapter 4 I will develop an example of the above coupled equations in some detail
and we will see that order{of{magnitude{wise enhancements to N
f
B L are possible.
But rst we consider leptogenesis with more that one RHN and how this diers from
the N1{dominated scenarios considered thus far.
3.4 The Importance of N2 Leptogenesis
This section takes its name from the paper [80] where the impact of the projection
eect upon N2 leptogenesis was considered. Thus far we have been considering, for
simplicity, that B  L asymmetry has been dominantly produced by the lightest RH
neutrino N1. It will turn out that adding the decays of heavier RHNs introduces many
novel avour eects to leptogenesis scenarios which are absent from the N1-dominated
case. The rst new eect we shall consider are the so-called heavy avour eects.
What are these? Consider hierarchical masses M1  M2  M3 for three RHNs
N1, N2 and N3. These RHNs will decay into coherent states jlii where in general
jlii 6= jlki. However Ni can only washout an asymmetry along the jlii direction in
fe; ; g avour space, so in general part of the asymmetry produced by Nk along
the jlki  Cki jlii + Cki? jl?
i i direction will be left unwashed by Ni (i.e. the part
that is stored along the jl?
i i direction, given hlijl?
i i = 0 by denition). This heavy
avoured scenario is shown in g. 3.3.
Heavy avour eects have relevance concerning the predictiveness of leptogene-
80Figure 3.3: The heavy avoured scenario. Projections of jl1i, jl2i and jl3i are shown in fe; ;g
avour space. Also shown is a possible pre-existing lepton asymmetry aligned along jl
Pi. Image
from [81]
sis. In most leptogenesis scenarios there will be a non-zero component of pre-existing
asymmetry that can survive washout by all three RHNs due to the survival of an
orthogonal component at each stage of washout. However the authors of [81] have
identied a specic scenario - the tauon N2-dominated scenario - where it is still
possible to fully washout a preexisting asymmetry. They refer to this condition as
strong thermal leptogenesis. For now I am not so much concerned with the de-
pendence on initial conditions as describing heavy avour eects in general. In the
paper these eects were studied exhaustively and two relevant scenarios identied:
1. A heavy avoured scenario, where Mi  1012GeV for i = 1;2;3. Light avour
eects play no role.
2. Light avoured scenarios, where Mi  1012GeV for at least one RHN. Vari-
ous light avoured eects play a role depending upon which leptonic Yukawa
couplings are in equilibrium.
The ten possible mass patterns for 3RHNs are illustrated in g. 3.4, where the
top left picture shows the heavy avour scenario and the other nine panels various
light avoured scenarios in which the jlii have been partially or fully been projected
into their jlei, jli and jli components by leptonic Yukawa interactions - the light
avour eects discussed in section 3.2. The grey bands at T  1012GeV and T 
109GeV in g. 3.4 represent transitions from the 1 7!2 light avoured regime and the
812 7! 3 light avoured regime, respectively. Where RHN masses fall between these
transition regimes the leptogenesis can be well described by the classical Boltzmann
equations developed in section 2.2 12. However, where RHN masses fall within the
transition regimes a more general treatment, to be developed in chapter 5, is required.
I shall now consider the heavy avour scenario in detail, to illustrate the impact of
Figure 3.4: The ten dierent three RH neutrino mass patterns requiring 10 dierent sets of Boltzmann
equations for the calculation of the asymmetry. Grey bands denote transitions between distinct light
avour regimes. Image from [7].
projection eects and heavy avour eects.
3.5 Phantom Leptogenesis in Heavy Flavoured Scenario
\Every act of creation is rst an act of destruction" { Pablo Picasso
If there is more than one RHN involved in the generation of N
f
B L 6= 0 a
new avour eect - phantom leptogenesis [6], [7] - becomes possible. Phantom
leptogenesis involves the creation of some nal asymmetry by destroying the per-
fect cancellation between a pair of initially equal and opposite asymmetries (called
\phantom terms"). To illustrate phantom leptogenesis, we consider a simplied heavy
avoured scenario where just two RHNs N1 and N2 both decay in an \unavoured"
12A dierent set of Boltzmann equations obtains for each of the spectra shown in g. 3.4. I develop
some examples later - in chapter 4 the lower left panel for M3  10
14GeV (N2 dominated scenario)
will be studied in detail and in chapter 6 the upper centre panel for M3  10
14GeV (2RHN model)
will be studied in detail.
82regime T  1012GeV . This leptogenesis happens in two stages:
1. The N2 decay at temperature T  M2. They nish decaying at a temperature
TN2 > M1, having produced an asymmetry N
N2
l2
= "2(K2).
2. Next, the N1 decay at a temperature T  M1 and partially washout the N
T2
l2
asymmetry. They also produce their own asymmetry N
N1
l1
= "1(K1).
To asses the eect of N1 washout on the N2 generated asymmetry N
N2
l2
we begin by
writing the jl2i states in the fjl1i; jl?
1 ig basis
jl2i = hl1 jl2ijl1i + hl?
1 jl2ijl?
1 i
j l2i = h l1 j l2ij l1i + h l?
1 j l2ij l?
 i (3.70)
The Nl2 and N l2 number densities can be projected into their Nl1 and Nl?
1
com-
ponents as
N
N2
l1 = p12 N
N2
l2
N
N2
 l1 =  p12 N
N2
 l2
N
N2
l?
1
= (1   p12)N
N2
l2
N
N2
 l?
1
= (1    p12)N
N2
 l2 (3.71)
where p12  jhl1jl2ij2 and  p12  jh l1j l2ij2
The next step is to write these total lepton numbers as a sum of their symmetric
and anti-symmetric parts as
N
N2
l2 
1
2

N
N2
l2 + N
N2
 l2

+ N
N2
l2
=
1
2
Nin
N2 +
1
2
N
N2
l2
N
N2
 l2 
1
2

N
T2
l2 + N
N2
 l2

  N
N2
l2
=
1
2
Nin
N2  
1
2
N
N2
l2
(3.72)
where the nal equalities follow from the fact that all the N2 have decayed into
either l2 or  l2 and so the total number of these is just Nin
N2, the initial abundance of
N2s. We can also write the projectors p12 and  p12 in terms of their symmetric and
83anti-symmetric parts as
p12  p0
12 +
1
2
p12
 p12  p0
12  
1
2
p12 (3.73)
where p0
12  1
2 (p12 +  p12) and p12  p12    p12.
The nal step is substitute eqs. (3.72, 3.73) into eqs. (3.71) and take dier-
ences between the lepton and anti-lepton numbers. This obtains equations for the
projection of N
N2
l2
into its N
N2
l1
and N
N2
l?
1
components as
N
N2
l1
= p0
12N
N2
l2
+ p12Nin
N2
N
N2
l?
1
= (1   p0
12)N
N2
l2
  p12Nin
N2 (3.74)
The nal two terms in the above pair of equations are known as phantom terms
and give a contribution to N
N2
B L = N
N2
l1
+N
N2
l?
1
summing to zero. However, this is
no longer the case after N1 washout, whereupon the asymmetries become
N
f
l1
= "1(K1) +
 
p0
12"2 (K2) + p12Nin
N2

e  3
8 K1
N
f
l?
1
= (1   p0
12)"2 (K2)   p12Nin
N2 (3.75)
where I substituted N
N2
l2
= "2 (K2) and added the additional asymmetry "1 (K2)
produced by N1 decays. The N
N2
l1
component of N
N2
l2
is very strongly washed out
for K1  1, whereas the N
N2
l?
1
component is not washed out at all by the N1
13.
Taking the sum of nal avoured asymmetries, the nal B L asymmetry becomes
NB L = "1(K1) + "2(K2)   p12Nin
N2

1   e  3
8 K1

(3.76)
Notice the similarity of the above to eq. (3.50). In fact, phantom terms are closely
analogous to the more well-known light avour eects discussed in section 3.2. Notice
again that phantom leptogenesis requires both p2 6= 0 - a dierence in avour
13We shall see in chapter 5 that there is in fact some washout of the component of B L along the
jl
?
1 i direction in avour space due to gauge boson interactions, and that these washout the phantom
terms by exactly half as much as N1 inverse decays washout the component of B L along the
jl1i direction.
84composition between lepton and anti-leptons quantum states - and K1 6= K1?
1 - an
asymmetry in washouts.
The scenario is illustrated pictorially in g. 3.5. In the gure, the length of
the coloured \bars" denote the number density of a given particle species and show
how the initially equal and opposite asymmetries produced by N2 decays and stored
in the avours gamma and tau are revealed by a lighter neutrino N1, which rst
\measures" this dierence in avour composition, then washes it out asymmetrically
with respect to each avour. The vertical dashed line shows how the \phantom"
eect will vanish in cases where there is no dierence in avour composition between
leptons and anti{leptons.
From this specic example of the 2RHN heavy avoured scenario we can make
several more general comments about \phantom leptogenesis" 14:
1. Phantom leptogenesis requires that an asymmetry produced in a given basis by
a given RHN gets asymmetrically washed out in a distinct basis by a lighter
RHN.
2. Before asymmetric washout in this distinct basis, the phantom terms cancel
from the nal B   L asymmetry (given that the dierences in avour compo-
sition summed over all avours give zero), but after this asymmetric washout
they do not.
3. Phantom leptogenesis requires a non{zero dierence in avour composition be-
tween leptons and anti-leptons (as measured in the avour basis in which the
produced asymmetry is partially washed out).
4. Phantom leptogenesis is not viable within N1-dominated leptogenesis - here the
B  L asymmetry is produced and washed out in the same basis, at a common
temperature T  M1.
5. Lastly, phantom leptogenesis cannot apply to any asymmetry generated below
a temperature T  109GeV, given that all states jlii have been projected into
14The name \phantom" was meant to suggest the manner in which an asymmetry is at rst hidden
and later \pops out" due to the N1 interactions which measure it. With hindsight we might have
picked a more descriptive name { \phantom" is not meant to imply that this avour eect is not
physically real! It is just as \real" as the standard \light avoured" eects discussed in section 3.1.
85the same fe;;g basis, so condition #1 above is unrealisable.
Figure 3.5: Phantom leptogenesis in the heavy avoured scenario.
86Chapter 4
A Fuller Flavour Treatment of
N2 Dominated Leptogenesis
4.1 The N2 Dominated Scenario
The N2-dominated scenario will serve as a good example of all the various avour
eects discussed in the previous chapter. This chapter is based largely upon the
paper [6], in which the N2{dominated scenario was studied extensively. We begin by
assuming the following mass spectrum for the heavy neutrinos:
M1  109GeV  M2  1012GeV  M3 (4.1)
i.e. the top center panel of g. 3.4. Having assumed this spectrum there are two
independent regimes relevant to the generation of a nal B   L asymmetry. These
are:
1. An N2 production stage: production of  6= 0 in a j = 2-avoured regime,
for  = ; (where   ?
2 denotes the component of jl2i projected along
the direction orthogonal to ji in avour space) and its partial washout by
N2 $ l +  processes.
2. An N1 washout stage: partial washout of the  6= 0 produced by N2 decay,
by N1 $ l +  processes in a j = 3-avoured regime with  = e;; .
87The N2 production stage at T  M2 is described by the set of 3 coupled equations
dNN2
dz
= D2

NN2   N
eq
N2

dN
dz
= "2 D2

NN2   N
eq
N2

  P0
2 W2
X
=;
C
(2)
 N
dN
dz
= "2 D2

NN2   N
eq
N2

  P0
2 W2
X
=;
C
(2)
 N (4.2)
where the quantities "i, Di, Wi and p0
i were dened in sections 3.1, 3.2 and in
section 3.3 we calculated C(2) as
C(2) 
0
B
@
C
(2)
 C
(2)

C
(2)
 C
(2)

1
C
A =
0
B
@
581=589 104=589
52=589 502=589
1
C
A (4.3)
The N1 washout stage at T  M1 is described by a set of 4 coupled equations
dNN1
dz
= D1

NN1   N
eq
N1

dNe
dz
=  P0
1e W1
X
=e;;
C
(3)
e N
dN
dz
=  P0
1 W1
X
=e;;
C
(3)
 N
dN
dz
=  P0
1 W1
X
=e;;
C
(3)
 N (4.4)
where the "1 term is neglected above, given that M1 << 109GeV (cf. eq. (4.1)) and
in section 3.3 we calculated C(3) as
C(3) 
0
B B
B B
@
C
(3)
ee C
(3)
e C
(3)
e
C
(3)
e C
(3)
 C
(3)

C
(3)
e C
(3)
 C
(3)

1
C C
C C
A
=
0
B B
B B
@
339=358 6=179 6=179
6=179 422=537 64=537
6=179 64=537 422=537
1
C C
C C
A
(4.5)
4.2 The N2 Production Stage
The rst step is to calculate the asymmetry produced in N2 $ l + processes only.
The strategy will be to rotate eqs. (4.2) into a avour basis in which they decouple,
integrate the equations within this basis using the results of section 3.1, then rotate
88the nal asymmetry in this diagonal basis back into the physical basis f;g, thus
obtaining the nal  and  asymmetries. We rst dene a (unitary) U-matrix as
that rotating the f;g basis into a diagonal basis f0;0g, according to
0
B
@
N0
N0
1
C
A = U
0
B
@
N
N
1
C
A ; where U 
0
B
@
U0 U0
U0 U0
1
C
A (4.6)
is the matrix that diagonalizes
P0
2 
0
B
@
P0
2 C
(2)
 P0
2 C
(2)

P0
2 C
(2)
 P0
2 C
(2)

1
C
A (4.7)
i.e. U P0
2 U 1 = diag(P0
20;P0
20). In the new primed basis eqs. (4.2) decouple as
dN0
dz2
= "20 D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)   P0
20 W2 N0
dN0
dz2
= "20 D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)   P0
20 W2 N0 (4.8)
where we dened 0
B
@
"20
"20
1
C
A  U
0
B
@
"2
"2
1
C
A (4.9)
Integrating the decoupled equations gives
N
TTL
0 = "20
 
K20

N
TTL
0 = "20(K20) (4.10)
Finally, the above f00g can be rotated back into the physical f;g basis
0
B
@
N
TTL

N
TTL

1
C
A = U 1
0
B
@
N
TTL
0
N
TTL
0
1
C
A ; where U 1 
0
B
@
U 1
0 U 1
0
U 1
0 U 1
0
1
C
A : (4.11)
We would like to compare the case C 6= I with C = I (corresponding to U = I
above). In making this comparison it is useful to dene a ratio R, where
R 
 
 
NB L
NB LjC=I
 
  (4.12)
89If we want to calculate the value of R at the end of the N2 production stage,
we have to express N
TTL
B L in terms of the `unprimed' quantities in eq. (4.10). This
is quite easy for the K20, since one has simply to nd the eigenvalues of the matrix
P0
2. Taking for simplicity the approximation C
(2)
 ' C
(2)
 ' 1, and remembering that
P0
2 + P0
2 = 1, one obtains
P0
20 '
1
2

1 +
q
(P0
2   P0
2)2 + 4C
(2)
 C
(2)
 P0
2 P0
2

P0
20 '
1
2

1  
q
(P0
2   P0
2)2 + 4C
(2)
 C
(2)
 P0
2 P0
2

(4.13)
Notice that, both for  =  and  = , one has P0
20 ' P0
2 + O(
q
C
(2)
 C
(2)
 )
if P2 ' P0
2 ' 1=2 and P0
20 ' P0
2 + O(C
(2)
 C
(2)
 ) if P2  P0
2 or vice-versa.
Considering moreover that, if K2  1, one has approximately (K2)  1=K1:2
2 [71],
one can write
N
TTL
0 ' "20 (K2)
N
TTL
0 ' "20 (K2) (4.14)
We have now to consider the eect of avour coupling encoded in the primed CP
asymmetries. If these are re-expressed in terms of the unprimed CP asymmetries we
can obtain explicitly the avour composition of the asymmetry generated at T ' TL
plugging eqs. (4.14) and eq. (4.9) into eqs. (4.11),
N
TTL
 = U 1
0

U0 "2 + U0 "2

(K2) + U 1
0

U0 "2 + U0 "2

(K2)
N
TTL
 = U 1
0

U0 "2 + U0 "2

(K2) + U 1
0

U0 "2 + U0 "2

(K2)
N
TTL
B L = N
TTL
 + N
TTL
 (4.15)
We can distinguish two dierent cases. The rst one is for P0
2 ' P0
2 ' 1=2, implying
K2 = K2 = K2=2 and therefore (K2) = (K2) = (K2=2). In this situation one
can see immediately that
N
TTL
 ' "2 (K2=2) and N
TTL
 ' "2 (K2=2) (4.16)
90Therefore, barring the case "2 =  "2, one has not only N
TTL
B L ' N
TTL
B L

 
C=I
,
implying RTTL = 1, but even that the avour composition is the same compared
to a usual calculation where avour coupling is neglected. However, if "2 =  "2,
a more careful treatment is necessary. From the eqs. (4.13) one nds P0
20 = (1 +
q
C
(2)
 C
(2)
 )=2 6= P0
20 = (1  
q
C
(2)
 C
(2)
 )=2. This dierence induced by the o-
diagonal terms of the C(2) matrix prevents an exact cancellation or at least it changes
the condition where it is realized, an eect that occurs also within N1 leptogenesis [79].
Let us now see what happens on the other hand when either P0
2 or P0
2 is much
smaller than the other. This situation has not to be regarded as ne tuned, since it
occurs quite naturally for a random choice of the parameters. At the rst order in
the C(2) o-diagonal terms, one has
U '
0
B
@
1 C
(2)

P0
2
P0
2 P0
2
C
(2)

P0
2
P0
2 P0
2
1
1
C
A U 1 '
0
B
@
1  C
(2)

P0
2
P0
2 P0
2
 C
(2)

P0
2
P0
2 P0
2
1
1
C
A
(4.17)
Let us for deniteness assume that P0
2  P0
2 and that K2  1 (this second condition
also occurs for natural choices of the parameters). In this case one has necessarily
(K2)  (K2). We can therefore specify eqs. (4.15) writing approximately for
the avour asymmetries in the two avours,
N
TTL
 ' "2 (K2)   C(2)
 "2 (K2) (4.18)
N
TTL
 ' "2 (K2) (4.19)
where we neglected all terms containing products either of two o-diagonal terms of
C(2), or of one o-diagonal term times (K2). We can therefore see that the total
nal asymmetry cannot dier much from the standard calculation,
N
TTL
B L ' "2 (K2) + "2 (K2)   C(2)
 "2 (K2) (4.20)
implying
RTTL ' 1   C(2)

"2 (K2)
"2 (K2) + "2 (K2)
(4.21)
91This holds because the dominant contribution comes from the tauonic avour asym-
metry that is not changed at rst order. Notice by the way that since C
(2)
 > 0 and
necessarily "2 > 0, the eect of avour coupling even produces a reduction of the
total asymmetry at T  TL
1.
On the other hand the asymmetry in the sub-dominant avour  can be greatly
enhanced since the quantity
R
TTL
 

 
 

N
TTL

N
TTL


 
C=I

 
 

'
 
 1   C(2)

"2 (K2)
"2 (K2)
 
  (4.22)
can be in general much higher than unity. In this respect it is important to notice
that the assumption P0
2  P0
2 does not necessarily imply "2  "2 since "2 .
10 6 (M2=1010 GeV)
p
P0
2 [8]. Notice also that if vice versa P0
2  P0
2, then the 
avour asymmetry is sub-dominant and can be strongly enhanced.
There is a simple physical interpretation to the enhancement of the sub{
dominant avoured asymmetry. This can be given in terms of the eect of tau
avour coupling on the nal  asymmetry that is described by the o-diagonal terms
of the C(2) matrix. The dominant contribution to these terms comes from the Higgs
asymmetry produced in N2 7! l + y decays. Let us still assume for deniteness
that P0
2  P0
2 and that K2  1. This implies that the  asymmetry is eciently
washed-out and there is a substantial equilibrium between decays and inverse pro-
cesses.
On the other hand the  asymmetry is weakly washed-out and for simplicity
we can think to the extreme case when is not washed-out at all (true for K2  1).
An excess of tau over  asymmetry results in an excess of Higgs over  asymmetry.
This excess Higgs asymmetry increases the inverse decays of ` over the  ` states
(or vice versa, depending on its sign) and `soaks up' either more particle or more
anti-particle states generating an imbalance. Hence one can have R
TTL
  1 thanks
to the dominant eect of the extra inverse decay processes that `switch on' when
1This result diers from the one of [79] where, within N1 leptogenesis, the authors nd an en-
hancement instead of a reduction. This is simply explained by the fact that we are also accounting
for the Higgs asymmetry that determines the (correct) positive sign for C
(2)
 .
92C 6= I.
This eect had been already discussed within N1-dominated leptogenesis [79],
where the authors found  40% corrections upon inclusion of coupling terms. Our
results, for the asymmetry at the production stage, are qualitatively similar though we
also took into account the dominant contribution to avour coupling coming from the
Higgs asymmetry and we solved analytically the kinetic equations including avour
coupling without any approximation. As we already noticed, quantitatively, the
account of the Higgs asymmetry produces important eects. For instance, when the
Higgs asymmetry is included, the results are quite symmetric under the interchange
of P0
2 and P0
2 since the total matrix C(2) is much more symmetrical than Cl(2).
There is however a much more important dierence in this respect between
N2-dominated and N1-dominated leptogenesis. While in the latter case a strong
enhancement of the sub-dominant avoured asymmetry does not translate into a
strong enhancement of the nal asymmetry, in the case of the N2-dominated scenario
this becomes possible, thanks to the presence of the additional stage of lightest RH
neutrino wash-out - as we shall see presently.
4.3 The 2 7!3 avour projection stage
Immediately after the N2 production stage there will be an asymmetry N
TTL
 =

N
TTL
 ; N
TTL


. At T  T0 = 109 GeV this asymmetry is projected from the
f; g into the fe; ; g basis obtaining NTT0
 =

NTT0
e ; NTT0
 ; NTT0


. Fol-
lowing the notation and method of section 3.5 this can be written explicitly as
NTT0
e = p0
e N
TTL
 + pe p0
2 Nin
N2
NTT0
 = (1   p0
e)N
TTL
  
pe
2
p0
2 Nin
N2
NTT0
 = N
TTL
 (4.23)
where notice there is an extra factor of p0
2 versus eqs. (3.75) since in the 2-avoured
regime only a fraction p0
2  1 of the initial N2 number density is transferred into
the l doublets after these decay. The tree-level projector p0
e is just the tree level
93branching ratio for l 7! le and hence may be written directly as
p0
e =
p0
2e
p0
ee + p0
2
(4.24)
The loop-level projector pe  jhlejlij2   jh lej lij2 involves a little more work to
derive in terms of known quantities. We begin its derivation by writing it in terms
the loop level branching ratios, as
pe = pe    pe =
p2e
p2e + p2
 
 p2e
p2e + p2
(4.25)
The above expression can be given in terms of the avoured CP asymmetries "2 and
"2e. Recall from eq. (3.43) in section 3.1 that we may write
"i = p0
i"i  
pi
2
(4.26)
Applying the above to eq. (4.25) it is possible to derive the relation
pe =
1
p0
2
 
"2e  
p0
2e
p0
2
"2
!
+ O
 
2
(4.27)
as may be veried upon direct substitution of eq. (4.26) for  = e; into the above.
If we now identify the \phantom terms" in eqs. (4.23) as given by
p  pe p0
2 Nin
N2 (4.28)
then an explicit expression for phantom terms (neglecting O(2) contributions) is
p =
 
"2e  
p0
2e
p0
2
"2
!
Nin
N2 (4.29)
and the nal asymmetries after projection at T  T0 are given by
NTT0
 = p +
p0
2
p0
2
N
TTL
 for  = e; 
NTT0
 = N
TTL
 (4.30)
94where p0
2 = p0
2e + p0
2, p is given by eq. (4.29) and N
TTL
 was given explicitly in
eqs. (4.15).
4.4 The N1 Washout Stage
We next consider how the asymmetries produced by N2 decays and subsequently
projected into a three avour basis - the NTT
0
 given in eqs. (4.30) - get modied by
N1 washout, including coupling eects due to C(3) 6= I. We rst re-write eqs. (4.4)
in the compact form
d ~ N
dz1
=  W1 P0
1 ~ N (4.31)
where ~ N  (Ne;N;N) and I have dened the matrix P0
1 as
P0
1 
0
B B
B B
@
p0
1e C
(3)
ee p0
1e C
(3)
e p0
1e C
(3)
e
p0
1 C
(3)
e p0
1 C
(3)
 p0
1 C
(3)

p0
1 C
(3)
e p0
1 C
(3)
 p0
1 C
(3)

1
C C
C C
A
(4.32)
Applying the same procedure as for the N2 production stage, we begin by rotating
the initial asymmetries into a new basis
~ N00 = V ~ N ; where V 
0
B
B B
B
@
Ve00e Ve00 Ve00
V00e V00 V00
V00e V00 V00
1
C
C C
C
A
(4.33)
is the matrix that diagonalizes P0
1, i.e. V P0
1 V  1 = P0
100  diag(p0
1e00;p0
100;p0
100) and
~ N00  (Ne00;N00;N00). Eqs. (4.31) will now decouple when written in this new
\double primed" basis, as
d ~ N00
dz1
=  W1 P0
100 ~ N00 (4.34)
and integrating the above decoupled equations, one gets
~ Nf
00 =

NTT
0
e00 e  3 
8 K1e00 ;NTT
0
00 e  3 
8 K100 ;NTT
0
00 e  3 
8 K100

(4.35)
95where K100  p0
100 K1. Applying the inverse transformation, we can then nally
obtain nal avoured asymmetries of
~ Nf
 = V  1 ~ Nf
00 for V  1 
0
B
B B
B
@
V  1
ee00 V  1
e00 V  1
e00
V  1
e00 V  1
00 V  1
00
V  1
e00 V  1
00 V  1
00
1
C
C C
C
A
(4.36)
or explicitly for the single components
Nf
 =
X
00
V  1
00
h
NTT
0
00 e  3
8 K100
i
=
X
00
V  1
00 e  3
8 K100
2
4
X

V00 NTT
0

3
5 (4.37)
where the NTT
0
 's are given by eqs. (4.30). This equation is the general analytical
solution and should be regarded as the \master equation" for avour coupling in
N2-dominated leptogenesis. It was rst given in the paper [6]. Expanding the sums
over 
00
= e
00
; 
00
; 
00
and  = e; ;  it can be written more explicitly as
Nf
 ' V  1
e00
h
Ve00e NTT
0
e + Ve00 NTT
0
 + Ve00 NTT
0

i
e  3
8 K1e
+ V  1
00
h
V00e NTT
0
e + V00 NTT
0
 + V00 NTT
0

i
e  3
8 K1
+ V  1
00
h
V00e NTT
0
e + V00 NTT
0
 + V00 NTT
0

i
e  3
8 K1 (4.38)
4.5 The Flavour Swap Scenario
In the \avour swap scenario" the inclusion of avour coupling eects from the o-
diagonal terms of the C(2) and C(3) matrices (plus the phantom terms) can result
in order-of-magnitude-wise enhancements to the nal B   L asymmetry. In this
scenario, the avour  which is dominant at the N2 production stage gets strongly
washed out at the N1 washout stage - however a fraction of this large asymmetry gets
transferred into a  avour by the  $  coupling introducing a large departure from
thermal equilibrium to the  avour via the higgs asymmetry (recall the discussion
at the end of section 4.2). As a result, the dominant avour is swapped from the 
96avour at T  TL to the  avour at T  M1 and hence the nal B   L asymmetry
can be much larger upon inclusion of coupling eects. This \story" is shown in the
\cartoon" below 2.
Figure 4.1: Flavour swap scenario (case A).
The avour swap scenario implies for the washout parameters that out of the
two avours e and , one has K1 . 1 (where  can be either e or ). The other
avour will be denoted by , so if  = e then  =  or vice versa. For K1 we will
assume that K1  K1  K1  1, such that asymmetries in the 00 as well as in the
00 avours will be (almost) completely erased by the exponential N1 washout. The
only asymmetry relevant after N1 washout will be the one in the avour 00.
Obviously, this already simplies eq. (4.37) signicantly. Now one has, simi-
larly to what happened before with the K10, that K100 = K1 (1+O(C
(3)
6=)3) ' K1.
At the same time K1
00 = K1 (1+O(C
(3)
6=)) and therefore K1
00  K1  1. This
implies that in eq. (4.37) only the terms with 00 = 00 survive, while the terms with
00 = 00;00 undergo a strong wash-out from the lightest RH neutrino inverse pro-
cesses and can be neglected. Therefore, if we calculate the nal avoured asymmetries
and make the approximation exp( 3 K1=8) ' 1, from the general eq. (4.38) we can
2The gure shows a \case A" avour swap in which the C
(2){matrix couplings at N2 produc-
tion introduce a large enhancement to the nal asymmetry. There may also be a \case B" with
enhancement due to the C
(3){matrix and described later.
97write
Nf
 ' V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 + V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 + V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 (4.39)
Nf
 ' V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 + V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 + V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 (4.40)
Nf
 ' V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 + V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 + V  1
00 V00 NTT
0
 (4.41)
At the production, for the three NTT
0
 's, we assume the conditions that led to the
eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), i.e. p0
2  p0
2 (notice again that one could also analogously
consider the opposite case p0
2  p0
2) and K2  1, implying (K2)  1. The ma-
trices V and V  1, whose entries are dened by the eqs. (4.33) and (4.36) respectively,
at the rst order in the C(3) o-diagonal terms, are given by
V '
0
B B
B B
@
1 C
(3)
e  C
(3)
e
p0
1e
p0
1
 C
(3)
e
p0
1
p0
1e
1  C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
C
(3)
e C
(3)
 1
1
C
C C
C
A
V  1 '
0
B
B B
B
@
1  C
(3)
e C
(3)
e
p0
1e
p0
1
C
(3)
e
p0
1
p0
1e
1 C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
 C
(3)
e  C
(3)
 1
1
C
C C
C
A
(4.42)
Therefore, we nd for the three Nf
's
Nf
 '  C
(3)
 C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
NTT
0
   C
(3)
 NTT
0
 + C
(3)
 C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
NTT
0
 (4.43)
'  C
(3)

(
p +
p0
2
p0
2
h
"2(K2)   C(2)
 "2 (K2)
i)
Nf
 '  C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
NTT
0
 + NTT
0
   C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
NTT
0
 (4.44)
' p +
p0
2
p0
2
h
"2(K2)   C(2)
 "2 (K2)
i
  C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
"2 (K2);
Nf
 ' C
(3)
 C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
NTT
0
   C
(3)
 NTT
0
   C
(3)
 C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
NTT
0
 (4.45)
'  C
(3)

(
p +
p0
2
p0
2
h
"2(K2)   C(2)
 "2 (K2)
i)
The total nal asymmetry is then given by the sum of the avoured asymmetries.
It can be checked that if avour coupling is neglected (C(2) = C(3) = I), then one
98obtains the expected result
Nf
B L ' NTT
0
 = p +
p0
2
p0
2
"2(K2) (4.46)
corresponding to an asymmetry produced in the avour , i.e. in the only avour
that survives washout by the lightest RH neutrino.
However, taking into account avour coupling, new terms arise and the nal
asymmetry can be considerably enhanced. More explicitly, we have approximately
Nf
B L '

1   C
(3)
   C
(3)


(
p +
p0
2
p0
2
h
"2(K2)   C(2)
 "2 (K2)
i
)
(4.47)
 C
(3)

p0
1
p0
1
"2 (K2)
where we have neglected all terms that contain the product either of two or more
o-diagonal terms of the coupling matrix, or of one or more o-diagonal term with
(K2)  1. From eq. (4.47) one can readily see examples for strong enhancement of
the asymmetries due to avour coupling, i.e. conditions under which Rf  1. There
are two generic cases for which Rf  1, referred to henceforth as \case A" and \case
B":
Case A: Enhancement from avour coupling at N2 decay
Let us assume (K2)  (K2) and in addition P0
1=P0
1 = K1=K1  1.
Then the rst and third terms in eq. (4.47) dominate and we can estimate
Nf
B L ' p   C(2)

P0
2
P0
2
"2 (K2) (4.48)
In order to show more clearly the conditions for this case to be realized, we
have plotted in the g. 4.2 the R iso-contour lines (cf. eq (4.12)) in the plane
(K2; K2). We have xed K1 . 1; K1e; K1  1, so that only the muonic
asymmetry survives the lightest RH neutrino wash-out. We have also set
K2
K2 =
1
2 
K1
K1 , so that the last term in the eq. (4.47) can be neglected. Concerning
the CP asymmetries, in the left panel we have set "2 = "max
2 and "2 = "max
2 .
One can see that in this case the enhancement of the asymmetry becomes
99relevant when K2  K2 but for K2 . 100 (a reasonable maximum value), it
cannot be higher than about R  2:5. Notice that, since we choose
"2
"2 > 1, a
reduction is also possible due to a cancellation of the traditional term and of the
new term due to avour coupling. In the right panels we have set "2 = 0:1"max
2
and this time one can see how R can be as large as one order of magnitude.
This shows that for "2 7! 0 the enhancement can be arbitrarily large.
Case B: Enhancement from avour coupling at N1 washout
Another interesting case is when (K2)  (K2) and in addition P0
2=P0
2 
P0
1=P0
1. In this case the rst and fourth terms in eq. (4.47) dominate and we
obtain approximately
Nf
B L ' p   C
(3)

P0
1
P0
1
"2 (K2) (4.49)
Also for this case B, we have plotted, in the g. 4.3 , the R iso{contour lines (cf.
eq. (4.12)) in the plane (K2; K2). We have set K1e . 1 while K1; K1  1,
so that now only the electron asymmetry survives the lightest RH neutrino
wash-out. Moreover this time we have set "2 = "max
2 and
"2
"2 > 1 so that the
last term in the eq. (4.47) becomes dominant and case B is realized. For the CP
asymmetries, as before, in the left panel we xed j"2j = "max
2 while in the right
panel j"2j = 0:1"max
2 and in both cases "2 = "max
2 . Now the enhancement of
the nal asymmetry R is  1 in both cases, simply because the traditional term
is this time suppressed by K2e
K2  1. This means that after the decoherence of
the  lepton quantum states, there is a negligible asymmetry in the electron
avour. However, at the lightest RHN washout, an electron asymmetry is
generated thanks to avour coupling.
4.6 Examples of Flavour Swap Scenario for Sequential
Dominance
Recall from section 1.5 that Sequential Dominance [49{52] is a way of specialising to
regions of the seesaw model's parameter space in which neutrino mixing angles are
100Figure 4.2: Contour plots of R (cf. eq. (4.12)) in the avour swap scenario for K1; K1e  1; K1 .
1; K2e = K2. The latter condition implies that the last term in eq. (4.47) is negligible. Left panel:
j"2j = "
max
2 ; right panel: j"2j = 0:1"
max
2 (cf. eq. (4.48)). In both panels "2 = "
max
2 and
"2
"2 > 1.
Figure 4.3: Contour plots of R (cf. eq. (4.12)) in the avour swap scenario for K1; K1  1; K1e .
1;
K2e
K2 
K1e
K1 . The last condition implies that the last term in the eq. (4.47) dominates. Left panel:
"2 = "2; right panel: "2 = 0:1"2 (cf. eq. (4.49)). In both panels "2 = "
max
2 and
"2
"2 > 1.
naturally large - as they are observed to be in oscillation experiments. Recall that
for a neutrino Yukawa matrix parametrised as
Y  = (A; B; C) =
0
B B
B B
@
a1 b1 c1
a2 b2 c2
a3 b3 c3
1
C C
C C
A
(4.50)
sequential dominance involves making the ansatz
AiAj
MA

BiBj
MB

CiCj
MC
(4.51)
101resulting in two large mixing angles 12 and 23. In addition, we shall shortly see
that small 13 and almost maximal 23 require
jA1j  jA2j  jA2j (4.52)
In [6] we found that Case A can be realised within heavy sequential dominance
and case B can be realised within light sequential dominance, as I now explain.
4.6.1 Example for Case A within Heavy Sequential Dominance
To understand how heavy sequential dominance works, we begin by writing the RH
neutrino Majorana mass matrix MRR in a diagonal basis as
MRR =
0
B B
B B
@
MC 0 0
0 MB 0
0 0 MA
1
C C
C
C
A
(4.53)
where we have ordered the columns according to MRR = diag(M1;M2;M3) where
M1 < M2 < M3. We identify the dominant RH neutrino and Yukawa couplings as
A, the subdominant ones as B, and the almost decoupled (subsubdominant) ones as
C i.e. the heaviest RHN is identied as giving the dominant contribution to light
neutrino mixing. Working in the mass basis of the charged leptons, we obtain for the
lepton mixing angles:
tan23 
jA2j
jA3j
(4.54a)
tan12 
jB1j
c23jB2jcos ~ 2   s23jB3jsin ~ 3
(4.54b)
13  ei~ 4 jB1j(A
2B2 + A
3B3)
[jA2j2 + jA3j2]
3=2
MA
MB
+
ei~ 5jA1j
p
jA2j2 + jA3j2 (4.54c)
where the phases do not need to concern us.
102The neutrino masses are:
m3 
(jA2j2 + jA3j2)v2
MA
(4.55a)
m2 
jB1j2v2
s2
12MB
(4.55b)
m1  O(jCj2v2=MC) (4.55c)
Tri-bimaximal mixing corresponds to:
jA1j = 0; (4.56)
jA2j = jA3j (4.57)
jB1j = jB2j = jB3j (4.58)
AyB = 0 (4.59)
This is called constrained sequential dominance (CSD). For N2 leptogenesis, the
avour specic decay asymmetries are "2 where the leading contribution comes from
the heavier RH neutrino of mass MA = M3 in the loop which may be approximated
via eq. (3.43) as:
"2   
3
16v2
M2
M3
1
ByB
Im
h
B
(ByA)A
i
(4.60)
Clearly the asymmetry vanishes in the case of CSD due to eq. (6.81) and so in the
following we shall consider examples which violate CSD. The mixing angles are given
by the following estimates:
tan23 
A2
A3
 1; tan12 
p
2B1
B2 + B3

1
p
2
; 13 
A1 p
2A2

r
p
2
(4.61)
Suppose we parametrize the Yukawa couplings consistent with these mixing angles
as:
A2 = A3; A1 = rA2; B3 = q B2; B1 =
1
2
(1 + q)B2 (4.62)
where r < 1 is related to 13 via eq. (4.61), then we nd
"2   
3
16v2 M2m3 "2  q "2 "2e 
r
2
"2 (4.63)
103The avoured eective neutrino masses e m2, e m1 are given by:
e m2 =
jBj2v2
MB
 m2 e m1 =
jCj2v2
MC
 m1 (4.64)
Neutrino oscillation experiments tell us that r < 1 is small (here we shall assume
r  0:2 as a specic example consistent with current experimental results) and we
nd
K2 =
e m2
m?

m2
m?
 10; K2e 
(1 + q)2
4
K2; K2  q2 K2 (4.65)
which allows strong washout for K2 ( =  + e) with weak washout for K2. By
assuming that C1;C2  C3 we have
K1 =
e m1
m?
 10
m1
m2
K1e K1  K1 (4.66)
which allows for strong washout for K1 (at least if m1  m2) with weak washouts
for K1e;K1.
Thus, without avour coupling and phantom terms, we would have strong
(exponential) N1 washout for K1  10, with negligible N1 washout for K1e;K1 < 1.
Since "2e  r
2"2 < 0:1"2 we may neglect "2e and then we nd that the term
proportional to "2 (K2) is strongly washed out since K2  10. Therefore, without
avour coupling and phantom eects, Nf
B L tend to be quite small in this scenario.
While, allowing for the eects of avour redistribution and including the phan-
tom term, we nd (cf. eq. (4.48)),
Nf
B L  p +
K2
K2
"2 (K2)  
K2
K2
C(2)
 "2 (K2) (4.67)
Since
K2
K2  4
5+2q and p 
1+2q
5+2q"2 Nin
N2, then we have
N
f
B L 
1 + 2q
5 + 2q
"2Nin
N2 +
4
4 + (1 + q)2
h
"2(K2)   C(2)
 "2(K2)
i
(4.68)
where K2  q2K2  10q2 leads to only weak wash out with "2    3
162v2M2m3
104being large. Notice that there is a partial cancellation of the two terms but this
is just depending on the particular choice of values for r and q and on Nin
N2. This
is an example, consistent with neutrino data, where N
f
B L would be very small
without avour coupling and phantom term, but will be quite large including the
two eects that both produce a large contribution. If we indeed, for deniteness,
assume Nin
N2 = 0 and q  0:5 such that K2  1 corresponding to )K2  0:3, then
we nd for R (cf. eq (4.12))
R 

 
1   C(2)

(K2)
(K2)
"2
"2

 
 (4.69)
In g. 4.4 we plotted R as a function of q = "2
"2. One can see that this example
realizes a specic case of the general situation shown in the left panel of g. 4.2. In
particular, one can see that there can be a relevant suppression for positive q and up
to a 50% enhancement for negative q. On the other hand, in case of initial thermal
abundance, one can easily verify that the presence of the phantom term can yield an
enhancement up to three orders of magnitude 3.
Figure 4.4: Plot of R as a function of q as from the eq. (4.69).
3As we shall soon see in chapter 5, the phantom terms are not quite the \free lunch" they are
presented as here - they do in fact receive some washout from gauge bosons. Taking this into account,
the phantom terms are supressed by an additional factor of (
K2
2 ) 

K2
2
 1:2
for K2  1.
1054.6.2 Example for Case B within Light Sequential Dominance
To give an example for case B (i.e. an example where K1e  K1;K1 while "2 
"2;"2e and K2e  K2), we may consider another class of sequential dominance,
namely light sequential dominance (LSD). Now, in eq. (4.47) and eq. (4.49) we have
to replace  = e and  = .
In the example of LSD we will consider, using the same notation for the domi-
nant, subdominant and subsubdominant RH neutrinos and corresponding couplings,
we have:
MRR =
0
B
B B
B
@
MA 0 0
0 MC 0
0 0 MB
1
C
C C
C
A
(4.70)
i.e. the lightest RH neutrino with mass M1 = MA dominates the seesaw mechanism.
More specically, let us now consider, within LSD, a variant of CSD called partially
constrained sequential dominance (PCSD) [82] where jA2j = jA3j = a and jB1j =
jB2j = jB3j = b, but A1 6= 0. In addition, we may assume C = (C1;C2;C3) with
C1 = 0 and C2=C3 =   1 as a specic example. Under these conditions, and using
A1 = rA2 =
p
213A2 dened in the previous section, we can write the neutrino
Yukawa matrix as
 =
0
B B
B B
@
p
213a 0 b
a c b
 a c b
1
C C
C C
A
(4.71)
The avoured eective neutrino masses e m2, e m1 in this specic LSD scenario are
given by:
e m2 =
jCj2v2
MC
 m2 e m1 =
jAj2v2
MA
(4.72)
For e m1e, e m1 and e m1 we obtain explicitly
e m1e =
j
p
213 aj2v2
M1
= m3 2
13 e m1 = e m1 =
jaj2v2
M1
=
m3
2
(4.73)
The parameters Ki are related to the e mi's simply by Ki = e mi=m. Since we
know from neutrino oscillation experiments that the leptonic mixing angle 13 is small
106(at least < 10) we have that K1e  K1 = K1, i.e.
K1 = K1 
m3
m  50 (4.74)
and
K1e
K1
=
K1e
K1
= (
p
213)2 (4.75)
Consequently, the asymmetries in the  and in the  avours will be almost com-
pletely washed out by the N1 washout related to K1 and K1. In the e-avour we
have weak N1-washout. Furthermore, using
jCj2v2
MC  m1, we obtain at the N2 decay
stage
K2 
m1
m; K2  
m1
m  K2 and K2e = 0 (4.76)
which implies
K2 = K2 + K2e  K2 (4.77)
The N2 decay asymmetries, ignoring the contribution with N1 in the loop which is
very small for the considered case that N1  N2, are given via eq. (3.43) by
"2   
3
16v2
M2
M3
1
ByB
Im
h
B
(ByC)C
i
(4.78)
Using B and C as specied above eq. (4.71) and m1 
jCj2v2
MC , we obtain for the
decay asymmetries "2:
"2   
3
16v2 M2 m2; "2 = "2  "2; "2e = 0 (4.79)
Considering eq. (4.47) and noting that K2e = 0 together with "2e = 0 implies
p = 0 we see that all terms apart from the one proportional to C
(3)
e are strongly
suppressed provided that  is suciently tiny (  r). In other words, the considered
LSD scenario provides an example for case B, a nal asymmetry dominated by avour
coupling eects at the N1 washout stage, as in eq. (4.49). Explicitly, we obtain for
the nal asymmetry
Nf
B L   C(3)
e
K1e
K1
"2 (K2) 
3C
(3)
e
16
M2 m2
v2 (
p
213)2
m1
m

(4.80)
107Here one can see that
R ' 1 + 0:01 1

13
10
2 (m1=m?)
0:3
(4.81)
This case is quite interesting because it shows that, if 13 6= 0 and m1 & m?, one can
obtain a huge enhancement for  ! 0, indicating that accounting for avour coupling
one can have an asymmetry in a situation where one would otherwise obtain basically
a zero asymmetry. This happens because part of the tauon asymmetry, thanks to
avour coupling at the lightest RH neutrino wash-out, escapes the wash out from the
lightest RH neutrinos.
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Decoherence and the Density
Matrix
5.1 The Quantum Theory of Measurement
As Richard Feynman wrote in Statistical Mechanics, A Set Of Lectures [83]:
\When we solve a quantum-mechanical problem, what we really do is divide the
universe into two parts - the system in which we are interested and the rest of the
universe."
I will denote the state of \the system in which we are interested" as jSi and the
state of \the rest of the universe" as jEi (the \environment" in which that system is
immersed). The total system-environment quantum state j	SEi may be written as
a direct product of system and environment states
j	SEi = jSijEi (5.1)
Given that the initial state of the system (call this jSini) is a coherent state, it may
be written as a super-position of the set of basis eigen-kets fjsnig of an operator
OS acting upon jSi, where n denotes the set of quantum numbers dening the nth
eigen-ket in the basis. In a coherent state all jsni will have the same phase, which can
be eliminated for simplicity by a phase rotation of j	in
SEi (the initial state of j	SEi).
109Hence we may write
jSini =
X
n
hsnjSinijsni (5.2)
j	in
SEi =
X
n
hsnjSinijsnijEi (5.3)
In quantum mechanics, the outcomes of physical measurements upon a state 	SE
can be calculated from the expectation values h^ OSEi  h	SEj^ OSEj	SEi of operators
^ OSE. Any measurement of the coherent initial system state jSini which leaves the
state of its environment jEi unperturbed corresponds to an operator of the form
^ OSE = ^ OS 
 ^ IE, where ^ IE denotes that identity operator leaving jEi invariant. The
expectation value of such a measurement can be written as
h^ OSEi	SE  h	SEj^ OSEj	SEi =
X
nm
CnC?
mhsnj^ OSjsmi (5.4)
For example if ^ OS = ^ HS, the Hamiltonian of S, then h^ OSi is the expectation energy
of the state jSi. The above equation represents an idealised situation whereby an
experiment can discover the properties of jSi without any unwanted inuences from
jEi. This idealised situation may not hold in practise - as physicists trying to build
a quantum computer know all too well!
An alternative way to formulate quantum mechanics is using the density ma-
trix [83]. The density matrix SE corresponding to the state j	SEi is dened as
SE  j	SEih	SEj (5.5)
One may then dene the reduced density matrix as the trace of the full density
matrix SE over the states of the environment, vis
S  TrE SE  hEjSEjEi (5.6)
This tracing procedure amounts to taking a statistical average over the physical
impacts of the various system-environment couplings acting upon state jSi between
time t = 0 and the time at which a property of S is measured. The outcomes of this
110measurement (i.e. the expectation values of an operator ^ OS acting upon jSi) may be
obtained from S according to
D
^ OS
E
= TrS
h
S^ OS
i
 hSjS^ OSjSi (5.7)
The density matrix serves an especially convenient formalism to describe the phe-
nomena of decoherence, the subject of the subsequent section (for a nice review on
decoherence, see [84]).
Evaluating the expectation values of operators is merely a calculational pro-
cedure to obtain the outcomes of quantum measurements, and not a meaningful
description of such measurements. What actually happens in \a measurement"? A
measurement requires some physical apparatus, A, to become entangled with the sys-
tem upon which a measurement is being performed. The apparatus state jAi will be
the super-position of a set of macroscopically distinct \pointer states" fjanig. Why
macroscopically distinct states? Any suitable measurement apparatus must comprise
of these, otherwise we will not perceive distinct outcomes for the measurement. Of
course, this is not an explanation of how such macroscopically distinct states arise -
that is the subject of the next section - merely the statement that they must arise
(somehow) in order for the word \measurement" to have any meaning.
Hence a suitable measurement apparatus jAi comprises some basis of pointer
states fjanig which \mirror" the set of eigenstates of the system fjsnig. This one{to{
one correspondence between system and pointer states implies a system-apparatus
state of the following special form (as introduced by Von Neumann [85] )
j	SAi =
X
n
Cnjsnijani (5.8)
Here is a very famous example of such a state, as introduced by Schrodinger [86,87]:
j	SAi = j+ijlive cati + j ijdead cati (5.9)
The cat above makes a good \pointer", because an alive cat corresponds to a par-
ticular quantum state (say a spin-up atom j+i) whereas a dead cat corresponds to
111an orthogonal quantum state (say a spin-down atom j i). Why don't we see a su-
perposition of live and dead cats though? This is resolved by consistently taking
into account the role of the environment state jEi in suppressing such superposition
states. This is discussed in the next section on decoherence, which explains what
makes an \observable" - a distinct macroscopic conguration with denite properties
- observable.
A \faithful" measurement of jSi by jAi is one for which jSi is unaected
by the inuence of the environment that jAi and jSi are embedded within. A
formal way of stating this requirement is the notion of envariance (\environmentally
assisted invariance") as introduced by Zurek [88{91]. If we dene two operators as
^ US  ^ uS 
 IE
^ UE  IS 
 ^ uE (5.10)
then a state j	SEi is envariant under the operator ^ US if
^ US

^ UEj	SEi

= j	SEi (5.11)
is satised. If ^ US is an envariant operator then its eigenvalues can be \faithfully" mea-
sured through subsequent entanglement with a distinct pointer state jani of jAi. All
\faithful" measurements hence emerge as the macroscopically distinct direct products
of three states: the system jSi its environment jEi and an apparatus jAi
j	SEAi = jSijEijAi (5.12)
The above 3-product state has a unique basis due to the tri{decompositional unique-
ness theorem. This solves the preferred basis problem - the environment state jEi
becomes entangled with states of jSi and jAi, thereby selecting a preferred basis for
these. The outcomes of measurements - \observables" - are then just the eigenvalues
of jSi in the basis where jSi satises the \envariance" property.
Hence \observables" are observable by virtue of the fact that other remaining
properties of jSijAi are dissipated through entanglements with jEi. The mechanism
112for this \dissipation" (known as decoherence) is now explored.
5.2 Decoherence - A Toy Model
The following two-state \toy model" was proposed by Zurek [92] to illustrate the
concept of decoherence. For the state j	SEi  jSijEi we are to imagine the \system"
as a single atom prepared in the coherent state
jSi = aj+i + bj i (5.13)
and the \environment" as a bath of N atoms in a box with either spin up (j+i =
(1;0)T) or spin down (j i = (0;1)T) and with the state vector
jEi =
N Y
k=1
[kj+i + kj i] (5.14)
The Hamiltonian of this system is given by H = H0 + Hint, where
Hint = ^ 3
N X
k=1
2
4
0
@
k 1 O
j=1
^ I
1
A 
 ~gk ^ 3
N O
j=k+1
^ I
3
5 (5.15)
This interaction describes the coupling between system (S) and environment (E). If
an atom of jSi has the same (opposite) spin as an atom of jEi it couples to with
strength ~gk then the energy of the system will be raised (lowered) by an amount
Ek = +~gk, given that ^ 3 ji = ji. I have retained ~ (and not set ~ = 1) above
in order to make it clear that this system-environment coupling alters the energy
of the system by some minimum discrete amount, determined by a fundamental
constant of nature and hence impossible to arbitrarily reduce to zero (as would be
the case in the classical limit ~ ! 0).
Since S is initially prepared in a coherent state we have
j	in
SEi = [aj+i + bj i]
N O
k=1
[kj+i + kj i] (5.16)
113At time t this becomes
j	SE(t)i = eiHintt j	in
SEi = aj+i
N O
k=1
h
ke+i~gktj+i + ke i~gktj i
i
+ bj i
N O
k=1
h
ke i~gktj+i + ke+i~gktj i
i
(5.17)
The state j	SE(t)i above will have a density matrix SE  j	SE(t)ih	SE(t)j. From
this we can calculate the reduced density matrix S  TrE [SE] as:
S = jaj2j+ih+j + jbj2j ih j + z(t)ab?j+ih j + z?(t)a?bj ih+j (5.18)
where
z(t) =
N Y
k=1

cos2gkt + i(jkj2   jkj2)sin2gkt

(5.19)
The co-ecients k and k will satisfy jkj2 + jkj2 = 1 and have a random dis-
tribution of values within the unit circle on the complex plane. This results in the
expectation
hjz(t  tD)j2i = 2 N
N Y
k=1

1 + (jkj2   jkj2)2
 2
N
2 (5.20)
where
tD 
1
N
N X
k=1
gk (5.21)
is the 'Decoherence time' - the characteristic time over which the system S becomes
entangled with the environment E, such that  (t > tD) 6=  (t = 0)iE.
Decoherence is closely analogous to entropy - for example a ball (\the system")
is observed to stop bouncing not because its motion is absolutely \lost", but because
this is dissipated throughout the many atoms of the oor (\the environment") in a
process that is, for all practical purposes, irreversible. A ball in motion is somewhat
like a quantum coherent state - it must be carefully prepared and becomes unstable
and impermanent once any coupling to the environment is introduced. And so,
perhaps the resolution to Schrodinger's cat is that asking: \why don't we see a cat
that is both alive and dead?" is the same as asking: \why don't we see a ball
114spontaneously bouncing higher and higher?". The answer to both questions being
that such states are practically impossible to prepare, given that the environment
consists of many unknown degrees of freedom which interact with (and hence over
time will randomise or \de{cohere") the component parts of the systems we wish to
study.
5.3 Decoherence and Leptogenesis
The rest of this chapter is based upon the paper [7], in which we considered deco-
herence in leptogenesis scenarios. Decoherence will occur during the production of
a B L asymmetry via leptogenesis, in a manner precisely analogous to the \toy
model" of the previous section. The various correspondences between the relevant
quantities in leptogenesis and the \toy model" of the previous section are given in
the table below:
Table 5.1: Decoherence: toy model vs leptogenesis
quantity toy model leptogenesis
coherent spin state: coherent avour state:
system (S)
aj+i + bj i jlii =
P
 hljliijli
a thermal bath
environment (E) N incoherent atoms
of SM particles
coupling to kth atom: Higgs-jli coupling:
S-E coupling
~gk hi
decoherence time tD  1
N
PN
k=1 gk tD  1
 l!e+
To describe decoherence we extend the avour number densities of section 3.2
to avoured density matrices. Recall that the lepton and anti-lepton number densities
evolved according to
dN`
dz
=
 1
H z
NN1  
 ID
1
H z
N`1
dN `
dz
=
  1
H z
NN1  
  ID
1
H z
N `1 (5.22)
We now dene a lepton number density matrix l
ij  jliihljj in the basis fl1; l?
1 g and
an anti-lepton number density matrix 
 l
ij  jliihljj in the basis f l1;  l?
1 g. These will
115be given explicitly by
l =
0
B
@
1 0
0 0
1
C
A 
 l =
0
B
@
1 0
0 0
1
C
A (5.23)
given that the N1s always decay initially into into jl1i, j l1i states and never into jl?
1 i,
j l?
1 i states, by denition. If we now dene the lepton and anti-lepton number density
matrices as Nl
ij  Nl1 l
ij and N
 l
ij  N l1 
 l
ij then eq. (5.22) can be recast as a density
matrix equation
dN`
ij
dz
=

 1
H z
NN1  
 ID
1
H z
N`1

`
ij ;
dN
 `
ij
dz
=
   1
H z
NN1  
  ID
1
H z
N `1


 `
ij (5.24)
The above equation is only valid in a limit where interactions modifying the lepton
number density matrix - the gauge and charge lepton interactions - are negligible.
We begin, in the next section, with the case where both these interactions are neg-
ligible, before generalising eq. (5.24) to incorporate charged lepton interactions in
section 5.3.2 and also gauge interactions in section 5.3.3
5.3.1 Neglecting Both Charged Lepton and Gauge Interactions
In this section we shall simply take eqs. (5.24) for granted. In order to obtain from
these an equation for the total B   L asymmetry matrix NB L  N
 `   N`, we
have rst to write the two equations in the same avour basis, for convenience the
lepton avour basis {?
1 , and then subtract them. The matrix rotating between the
unavoured fi; jg and avoured f; g lepton basis will be dened by
R(1) =
0
B
@
C1  C?
1?
1
C1?
1 C?
1
1
C
A  R(1) =
0
B
@
 C1   C?
1?
1
 C1?
1
 C?
1
1
C
A (5.25)
where the second equalities follow from substituting jlii 
P
 Cijli and j lii 
P
  Cij li for  = ; ?
1 . Hence an equation for the B   L asymmetry matrix is
given as
dNB L

dz
=  R
(1)
i
dN
 `
ij
dz
 R
y(1)
j   R
(1)
i
dN`
ij
dz
R
y(1)
j (5.26)
116whose trace gives the B   L asymmetry NB L. We can also dene a avoured
projection matrix P
(1)
 as
P(1)  R(1) l Ry(1) =
0
B
@
p1 C1?
1 C?
1
C1 C?
1?
1
p1?
1
1
C
A (5.27)
P
(1)
 R
(1) 
 l R
y(1) =
0
B
@
 p1  C1?
1
 C?
1
 C1  C?
1?
1
 p1?
1
1
C
A (5.28)
and a avoured lepton number density matrix Nl
 in terms of R(1) above as
Nl
  R
(1)
i Nl
ij R
y(1)
j  P
(1)
 Nl
N
 l
   R
(1)
i N
 l
ij  R
y(1)
j   P
(1)
 N l (5.29)
In terms of these matrices then, eq. 5.26 can be recast, rst as
dNB L

dz
= "
(1)
 D1

NN1   N
eq
N1

  W1 NB L
2
4
P
(1)
  1 + P
(1)
   1
 1 +   1
3
5 (5.30)
and then, neglecting terms O("1 NB L) and O(pNB L), as
dNB L

dz
= "
(1)
 D1 (NN1   N
eq
N1)   W1 NB L P
(1)0
 (5.31)
where recall that this result has been obtained assuming that there are only `1 leptons
and  `1 anti-leptons. Notice that we dened the CP asymmetry matrix for the lightest
RH neutrino N1 as
"(1) =
P
(1)
 1   P(1)  1
 1 +  1
= "1
P
(1)
+ P(1)
2
 
P(1)
2
(5.32)
where P(1)  P
(1)
 P(1). This expression [93] generalises the eq. (3.43) of section 3.2
that is obtained for the diagonal terms in the charged lepton avour basis where the
diagonal terms simply correspond to the avoured CP asymmetries, "
(1)
 = "1, while
the o-diagonal terms obey "
(1)
 = ("
(1)
)? and are not necessarily real. This expression
can be generalised to the CP asymmetry matrix "
(i)
, of any RH neutrino species Ni
117that in terms of the Yukawa couplings can be written as
"
(i)
 =
3
32(hyh)ii
X
j6=i
fi
h
hih?
j(hyh)ji   h?
ihj(hyh)ij
i (xj=xi)
p
xj=xi
+i
2
3(xj=xi   1)
h
hih?
j(hyh)ij   h?
ihj(hyh)ji
i
g (5.33)
where the  function was dened underneath eq. (3.43). This expression slightly
diers from that one in [73,94] (simply the rst term there is minus the imaginary
part of the rst term written here, so that the o-diagonal terms are real) while it
agrees with the expression given in [97].
5.3.2 Including Charged Lepton Interactions
The result eq. (5.31) is valid only in the absence of charged (and gauge) lepton
interactions - for T  1012GeV . We consider next what happens when tau lepton
interactions \turn on" at T  1012GeV . Eq. (5.22) then generalises to [73,95{97]
dN`
dz
=
 1
H z
NN1
0
B
@
1 0
0 0
1
C
A  
1
2
 ID
1
H z
8
> <
> :
0
B
@
1 0
0 0
1
C
A;N`
9
> =
> ;
+  + G
dN
 `
dz
=
  1
H z
NN1
0
B
@
1 0
0 0
1
C
A  
1
2
  ID
1
H z
8
> <
> :
0
B
@
1 0
0 0
1
C
A;N
 `
9
> =
> ;
+   +  G (5.34)
where the matrix  contains the charged lepton interactions that induce decoherence
through and the matrix G contains the gauge interaction which thermalise the leptons
to their chemical equilibrium abundances. Using eq. (5.27) the eq. (5.34) may be
recast in the avoured basis as
dN`

dz
=
 1
H z
NN1 P
(1)
  
1
2
 ID
1
H z
n
P(1);N`
o

+  + G
dN
 `

dz
=
 1
H z
NN1 P
(1)
  
1
2
 
ID
1
H z
n
P
(1)
;N
 `
o

+  + G (5.35)
118where the  and   matrices are given explicitly in this f; ?
1 g basis as
 =  i
Re()
Hz
0
B
@
0 Nl
 ?
1
 Nl
?
1  0
1
C
A  
Im()
Hz
0
B
@
0 Nl
 ?
1
Nl
?
1  0
1
C
A
  = +i
Re()
Hz
0
B
@
0 N
 l
 ?
1
 N
 l
?
1  0
1
C
A  
Im()
Hz
0
B
@
0 N
 l
 ?
1
N
 l
?
1  0
1
C
A (5.36)
The rst terms describe avour oscillations, which precess in opposite senses for
particles, with sign  i, and anti-particles, with sign +i. The second terms describes
decoherence via the damping of o-diagonal terms in the Nl matrix. Explicitly the
real and imaginary parts of , the tau lepton self-energy, are given by [98,99]
Re() 
f2

64
T Im()  8  10 3 f2
 T (5.37)
Decoherence - implying here the transition from an un-avoured to a two-avoured
regime - will start to kick in when its eective \rate" Im()(T) is similar to the
Hubble rate H(T) =
p
83g?=90T2=Mpl. This gives an approximate decoherence
temperature T12 of
T12  8  10 3 f2

r
90
83g?
Mpl  1012GeV (5.38)
given that f  10 2, g?  102 and Mpl  1019GeV.
This result justies our earlier treatment in section 3.2, where we regarded the
temperature T12  1012GeV as a transition temperature between unavoured and
two-avoured regimes. Taking T  1012GeV we would expect to recover the set of
unavoured Boltzmann equations from eq. (5.35), since decoherence eects in the -
matrix term are then negligible. Conversely, taking T  1012GeV we would expect
to recover the two-avoured Boltzmann equations from eq. (5.35), since decoherence
eects from the -matrix term are then strong.
1195.3.3 Including Both Charged Lepton and Gauge Interactions
If we now take into account the eect of gauge interactions, these will thermalise not
only the abundances of the leptons `1 and of the anti-leptons  `1, independently of
the strength of the Yukawa interactions and of the RH neutrino abundance, but also
the abundances of their orthogonal states `1? and  `1?. Since they are avour blind
and CP conserving, their presence is described by an additional unavoured term in
the lepton and anti-lepton abundance matrices that in this way get generalised as
N` = N`
eq I + N`1 P(1)  
N`1 + N `1
2
P(1)0
N
 ` = N`
eq I + N `1 P
(1)
 
N`1 + N `1
2
P(1)0 (5.39)
The third terms in the right-hand side describe how annihilation's mediated by gauge
interactions drag out of the `1 and  `1 their tree-level components, CP conjugated of
each other, that are thermalised 1. In this way the gauge interactions annihilations
act as a sort of detector of the dierences of avour compositions of leptons and anti-
leptons, though they cannot measure the avour compositions themselves, as implied
by the term N
eq
` I that is invariant under rotations in avour space. One could
wonder whether instead of the tree level components / P(1)0 one should subtract, for
example, the average components /

P
(1)
+ P(1)

=2. However one can verify that
the same result is obtained unless O(P2) terms. If we now write N`1 and N `1 in
terms of their symmetric and anti-symmetric parts as
N`1 =

N`1 + N `1
2

 
1
2
NB L ; N `1 =

N`1 + N `1
2

+
1
2
NB L (5.40)
1The third term cancels the CP{even part of the second term (as can be seen substituting eq. 5.40)
given that the gauge bosons re{equilibrate the CP{even part of eq. 5.39, but cannot touch the CP{
odd part.
120then eqs. (5.39) can be recast as 2
N` = N`
eq I +

N`1 + N `1
2

(P(1)   P(1)0)  
1
2
NB L P(1)
N
 ` = N`
eq I +

N`1 + N `1
2

(P
(1)
  P(1)0) +
1
2
NB L P
(1)
(5.41)
From these equations one can nd an expression for the asymmetry matrix,
NB L =
N`1 + N `1
2

P
(1)
  P(1)

+
NB L
2

P(1) + P
(1)
(5.42)
that has to be compared with the eq. (5.32) for the CP asymmetry matrix: the rst
term gives the contribution to the avour asymmetries from the dierence in avour
compositions, the phantom terms, while the second term is the usual contributions
proportional to the total asymmetry. Notice that the quantity (N`1 + N `1)=2 has to
be regarded as a dynamical quantity, like the total asymmetry NB L. We can also
write an expression for the sum
N`+ `  N` + N
 ` = 2N`
eq I +
N`1 + N `1
2

P(1) + P
(1)
+
NB L
2

P
(1)
  P(1)

(5.43)
where we dened P(1)  P(1)   P(1)0 and P
(1)
 P
(1)
  P(1)0. Considering that in
the tree level basis one has (i0;j0 = 10;1?
0 )
P
(1)
i0j0 =
0
B
@
0 p
p? 0
1
C
A (5.44)
with p = C0
1?
1
C1   C0
1 C1?
1 and C1  C1   C0
1, one obtains the equalities
n
P(1);P(1)
o
= P(1) + O(P2);
n
P
(1)
;P
(1)o
= P
(1)
+ O(P
2
) (5.45)
2Notice that now these equations also describe consistently the case of vanishing initial RH
neutrino abundance that yields seemingly unphysical negative values of N`1 + N `1 since now these
correspond to the production of the orthogonal states `1? and  `1?, considering that P
(1) = I  P
(1)
? ,
P
(1)0 = I   P
(1)0
? and analogously for the anti-leptons.
121and neglecting terms O("P) and O(P2), one arrives at the following equation
dNB L
dz
= "(1) D1 (NN1   N
eq
N1)  
1
2
W1
N`1 + N `1
2

P
(1)
  P(1)

  W1
NB L
2

P(1) + P
(1)
(5.46)
Using the eqs. (5.45), it can be also recast more compactly as 3
dNB L
dz
= "(1) D1 (NN1   N
eq
N1)  
1
2
W1
n
P0(1);NB L
o
(5.47)
The eq. (5.46) implies that, having accounted for the unavoured thermal bath from
gauge interactions, phantom terms are washed out - contrarily to the calculation
in section 4 from chapter 3, where the eects of gauge interactions were not taken
into account. However, non trivially, the wash-out term acting on phantom terms is
half compared to that one acting on the total asymmetry. Let us show this result
explicitly, nding the solutions for the diagonal components in the charged lepton
avour basis, NB L
 and NB L
?
1 ?
1
. If one rst considers the eq. (5.47) in the tree
level basis, in this basis the decomposition of "(1) in the right-hand side of eq. (5.32)
specialises into
"
(1)
i0j0 =
0
B
@
"1 0
0 0
1
C
A +
0
B
@
0 "
"? 0
1
C
A (5.48)
where " = ( p   p)=2 = p=2. In this way in this basis the 1010 term is just the
total asymmetry NB L that gets washed out by W1. Instead the o-diagonal terms,
upon rotation to the charged lepton avour basis, give the phantom terms that are
washed by W1=2. In this way, in the charged lepton avour basis, one nds
NB L;f
 ' p0
1 Nf
B L +
p1
2
(K1=2)
N
B L;f
?
1 ?
1
' p0
1?
1
Nf
B L  
p1
2
(K1=2) (5.49)
This result conrms the presence of phantom terms but it also clearly shows how
the eect of the gauge interactions annihilations in detecting the dierences between
3We wish to thank M. Herranen and B. Garbrecht for pointing out that the eq. (5.47) implies
some wash-out of the phantom terms and that, therefore, is not equivalent to the eq. (5.31) taking
into account the dierences of lepton and anti-lepton avour compositions.
122lepton and anti-lepton avour compositions, results into a wash-out of the phantom
terms, though with a wash-out rate that is halved compared to the wash-out rate
acting on the total asymmetry. If we next consider a generic three RHN mass patterns
with masses Mi  106 GeV, the set of density matrix equations eqs. (5.35) further
generalises. It can be written explicitly in the fe; ; g basis (in which the charged
lepton matrices  of eqs. (5.35) take a simple denite form) as [7]
dNB L

dz
= "
(1)
 D1 (NN1   N
eq
N1)  
1
2
W1
n
P(1)0;NB L
o

+ "
(2)
 D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)  
1
2
W2
n
P(2)0;NB L
o

+ "
(3)
 D3 (NN3   N
eq
N3)  
1
2
W3
n
P(3)0;NB L
o

  Im()
2
6
6 6
6
4
0
B
B B
B
@
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1
C
C C
C
A
;
2
6
6 6
6
4
0
B
B B
B
@
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1
C
C C
C
A
;NB L
3
7
7 7
7
5
3
7
7 7
7
5

  Im()
2
6 6
6 6
4
0
B B
B B
@
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
1
C C
C C
A
;
2
6 6
6 6
4
0
B B
B B
@
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
1
C C
C C
A
;NB L
3
7 7
7 7
5
3
7 7
7 7
5

(5.50)
for ; = ;;e. The eect of gauge interactions is implicit in the above: they set a
condition of thermal equilibrium on the abundances of the leptons and anti-leptons,
leading to the anti-commutator structure of the washout terms (and the resulting
\half-washout" of the phantom terms). If one of the three masses is lower than
 106 GeV, electron avour interactions terms have to be included as well, though
they have no real impact, within this framework, on the nal asymmetry. This is
because the electron asymmetry is in any case already measured as a `neither-muon-
nor-tauon' asymmetry.
This \master equation" can now be used to calculate the nal asymmetry not
only for all the ten mass patterns shown in g. 3.4 of section 3.4, but also when
the Mi's fall in one of the avour transition regimes. Note that although in this
thesis I am only considering hierarchical RH neutrino mass patterns, the eqs. (5.50)
can also be used to calculate the asymmetry beyond the hierarchical limit [100]
123and even in the resonant case [101]. In this latter case, however, many dierent
eects can become important and should be included [102]. Solutions of this set of
equations are particularly dicult when at least two of the ve kinds of interactions
are simultaneously eective, something that goes beyond our objectives. The aim of
the subsequent sections of this chapter are more modest: to recover some of the results
already derived in previous chapters in the limits where we expect the Boltzmann
equations to be a good approximation to the full density matrix equations above.
5.4 From Density Matrix to Boltzmann Equations
As a consistency check that the \master equation" eq. (5.50) we derived at the end
of the last section is correct, we can now rederive the more familiar basis-dependant
Boltzmann equations of the previous two chapters as limiting cases of it. We rst
consider an unavoured case with two RHNs at T  1012GeV . This is the \heavy
avoured scenario" we considered in section 3.5 of chapter 4. We shall also conrm
that the \phantom terms" found in that section can also emerge in the density
matrix formalism, but are partially washed out when gauge bosons interactions are
consistently taken into account.
We shall consider two cases: rst we revisit the heavy avoured scenario of
section 3.5 only this time in the density matrix formalism. We show how to rederive
eq. 3.75 this time with phantom terms modied by a factor of (K2
2 ) due to the \half-
washout" by gauge bosons. Next we shall consider a new case - the two-avoured
two right-handed neutrino model. The equations we derive, including phantom terms,
shall be extensively studied in chapter 6.
5.4.1 Density Matrix Equations for the Heavy Flavoured Scenario
The heavy avoured scenario involved the mass spectrum M2 & 3M1  1012 GeV,
where M2 & 3M1 recovers the hierarchical limit [100] and we can assume for sim-
plicity that M3  1014GeV and so N3 decouples. Note also that tauon avoured
interactions are out of equilibrium for T  1012GeV during leptogenesis, so the 
124term (and of course then the  term also) of the previous section can be \thrown
away" as negligible. Hence eq. (5.50) simplies down to the set of equations below
dNB L
dz
= "(1) D1 (NN1   N
eq
N1)  
1
2
W1
n
P(1)0;NB L
o
+ "(2) D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)  
1
2
W2
n
P(2)0;NB L
o
(5.51)
where we have kept the above basis independent, rather than choosing to project into
the fe;;g basis of eqs. (5.50). There is now a potential ambiguity upon choosing a
new avour basis f; g into which the basis independant eqs. (5.51) above are to be
projected. In general, the basis `1   `?
1 does not coincide with CP( `1    `?
1 ) because
the anti-lepton states that the N1 decay into are in general not CP conjugates of
the lepton states - that is why there are dierences between lepton and anti-lepton
avour compositions (and hence \phantom terms") in the rst place! However the
states j1i and CPj 1i do coincide at tree level and so if we project into the tree level
basis 10  10? then eq (5.51) can consistently describe both N2 and N1 processes. In
this basis then
j2i = h10j2ij10i + h10?j2ij10?i and j 2i = h 10j 2ij 10i + h 10?j 2ij 10?i (5.52)
and therefore, writing eq. (5.51) in this basis, we have at the production (i0
1;j0
1 =
10;10?)
dNB L
i0
1j0
1
dz
= "
(2)
i0
1j0
1
D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)  
1
2
W2
n
P(2)0;NB L
o
i0
1j0
1
(5.53)
where as usual the superscript \0" indicates the tree level quantities that can be
approximately fully employed in the calculation of the washout term. The projection
matrices P
(2)
i0
1j0
1
and  P
(2)
i0
1j0
1
are given explicitly by
P
(2)
i0
1j0
1
=
0
B
@
p102 h10j2ih2j10?i
h10?j2ih2j10i 1   p102
1
C
A
 P
(2)
i0
1j0
1
=
0
B
@
 p102 h 10j 2ih 2j 10?i
h 10?j 2ih 2j 10i 1    p102
1
C
A (5.54)
125where p102  jh10j2ij2 and  p102  jh 10j 2ij2. What about "
(2)
i0
1j0
1
in eq. (5.53) ? Recalling
the general, basis independent eq. (5.53) for "(i) one nds for the diagonal components
in the f10; 10
?g basis
"
(2)
1010 = p0
102"2 +
p102
2
and "
(2)
1010 = (1   p0
102)"2  
p102
2
(5.55)
and hence integrating eqs. (5.53) one obtains the diagonal components of the B   L
asymmetry matrix after N2 decay, but prior to N1 washout, as
NB L
1010 (T ' TB2) ' p0
12 "2 (K2)  
p210
2
(K2=2)
NB L
10?10?(T ' TB2) ' (1   p0
12)"2 (K2) +
p210
2
(K2=2) (5.56)
where notice that having identied p210  jh10j2ij2   jh 10j 2ij2 we have recovered
the \phantom terms" derived in section 3.5, but modied by washouts of 
 K2
2

due
to taking into account the gauge bosons. Finally, taking into account the lightest RH
neutrino washout and asymmetry production, we obtain for the nal asymmetry
Nf
B L = "1 (K1) +
h
p0
12 e  3
8 K1 + (1   p0
12)
i
"2 (K2)
+

1   e  3
8 K1
 p210
2
(K2=2) (5.57)
Therefore, the phantom terms give an additional contribution to both components
and in particular to the orthogonal component. If K1  1, both the parallel and
the orthogonal components are unwashed and the phantom terms cancel with each
other. On the other hand, in the opposite case, for K1  1, the parallel component
is completely washed out so that only the orthogonal one survives (together with the
additional N1-unwashed phantom term contribution). Finally, it should be clear that
an account of the dierent avour compositions of the `1 and  `1 quantum states at
the production from N1, would lead to additional phantom terms. These, however,
cancel with each other and do not contribute to the nal asymmetry.
1265.4.2 Density Matrix Equations for Two-Flavoured 2RHN Model
We consider a two RHN model [103] corresponding to a situation where M3 is su-
ciently large (M3  1014 GeV) to decouple in the seesaw formula for the calculation
of the neutrino masses [104]. In order to reproduce the observed baryon asymmetry
one has to impose M1 & 109 GeV so that the muon interactions can be neglected in
the Eqs. (5.50) On the other hand, in order to have M1 and M2 as low as possible,
it is interesting to consider the case 1012 GeV  M2 & 3M1  3109 GeV in a way
to obtain a RHN mass spectrum corresponding to the third panel (from upper left)
in Fig. 3.4.
This model has been recently revisited in [8]. We want here to re-derive, start-
ing from the density matrix equations eqs. (5.50), the Boltzmann kinetic equations
and the consequent formula for the nal asymmetry that in [8] has been used to
calculate the value of M1 necessary to reproduce the observed baryon asymmetry 4.
Thanks to the hierarchical limit, we can again introduce dierent simplica-
tions. First of all we can impose the complete damping of the  and  ( 6= )
o-diagonal terms in the asymmetry matrix.
Second, we can consider the N2 production at T ' TB2. With these assump-
tions, only the N2-terms can be considered in the Eq. (5.50) and the asymmetry
matrix can be treated as a 2  2 matrix in {?
2 avour space. In this way the
density matrix equations reduce to a set of two Boltzmann equations in an eective
two fully avoured regime,
dNB L

dz
= "(2)
 D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)   p0
2 W2 NB L
 (5.58)
dNB L
?
2 ?
2
dz
= "
(2)
?
2 ?
2
D2 (NN2   N
eq
N2)   p0
2?
2
W2 NB L
?
2 ?
2
(5.59)
Integrating the above, one nds after the N2 production stage
NB L
 (T ' TB2) = "2 (K2) and NB L
?
2 ?
2
(T ' TB2) = "2?
2 (K2?) (5.60)
4It has been shown in [8] that even the N2 production depends just on M1 and not on M2,
provided that this is much smaller than 10
12 GeV:
127The ?
2 component of the asymmetry at the end of the N2 production has now to be
decomposed into a ?
1 parallel component and into a ?
1 orthogonal component that
we indicate with the symbol ?
1?. In this way one nds that the nal asymmetry is
the sum of three avour components (cf. g. 5.1),
Figure 5.1: Relevant lepton avours in the two RHN model.
Nf
B L = NB L
 (T ' TB1) + NB L
?
1 ?
1
(T ' TB1) + NB L
?
1??
1?
(T ' TB1) (5.61)
where following the same steps as lead to eq. (5.57) one nds
Nf
B L = "1 (K1) + "2 (K2)e  3
8 K1
+ "1?
1 (K1?
1 ) +
 
p0
?
1 ?
2
"2?
2 (K2?
2 )  
p?
2 ?
10
2
(K2?
2 =2)
!
e
  3
8 K1?
1
+

1   p0
?
1 ?
2

"2?
2 (K2?
2 ) +
p?
2 ?
10
2
(K2?
2 =2) (5.62)
where each of the three lines corresponds respectively to the , ?
1 and ?
1? compo-
nents and where now p?
2 ?
10  jh?
10j?
2 ij2   jh ?
10j ?
2 ij2. This last example shows,
once more, how phantom terms are present whenever the production occurs either
in one or in a two avour regime, though only those generated by the heavier RHNs
128can be afterwards asymmetrically washed out by the lighter RHNs and contribute to
the nal asymmetry without canceling with each other. The eq. (5.62) is therefore a
second example where \phantom terms" appear and one can check that the general
comments made at the end of section 3.5 - then motivated by the heavy avoured
scenario - also apply to the 2-avoured 2RHN model. We shall use eq. (5.62) exten-
sively in the next chapter \revisit" the 2RHN model, studying it in greater generality
by including for the rst time the role of N2 dynamics and nally phantom terms.
129130Chapter 6
The Two Right Handed
Neutrino Model
6.1 Two or Three Right Handed Neutrinos?
What is the two right-handed neutrino model? Back in section 1.2 I discussed the
experimental data taken from neutrino oscillation experiments. That data was sum-
marised in table 1.3 which gave two mass splittings measured in neutrino oscillation
experiments. Since neutrino oscillations are sensitive to mass dierences only, we
do not yet know the mass of the lightest neutrino. Recall also that in section 1.4 we
discussed the seesaw mechanism, which obtains the new light neutrino scales as an
eective eld theory low-energy limit of new heavy mass scales, arising from RHN
Majorana mass terms. If there are only two new RHNs at high energy then two new
light scales emerge in the low energy eective eld theory limit. This is the 2RHN
model [105,106]. The 2RHN model can account for the data provided that the mass
of the lightest neutrino is exactly zero and hence the splittings measured in neutrino
experiments are equal to the two non-zero masses of the next-to-lightest and heaviest
light neutrinos.
The key point in favour of the 2RHN model vs a 3RHN model is its increased
predictiveness, due to fewer high energy (free) parameters - leading for example to
testable relations between lepton avour violating decay rates [107]. Of course, this
131predictiveness comes at the price of losing the exibility to describe three non-zero
light neutrino masses. As such the 2RHN model may be ruled out by experiments
such as KATRIN in the coming years [40]. One might also object on theoretical
grounds - for example in the context of Grand Unication (see chapter VII of [48]
for an introduction) it can be noticed that the 15 SM matter representations (cf.
table 1.2) + 1 additional gauge singlet - the RHN - t neatly into three 16s of
SO(10) - one for each generation. But this is no longer works if there are only two
RHNs. However the 2RHN model can also be regarded as a limiting case of a 3RHN
model in which one of the RHNs decouples, as occurs upon making the sequential
dominance ansatz described back in section 1.5. In this chapter, based largely upon
the paper [8], we shall consider case where the heaviest RHN decouples entirely, as
happens for M3  1014GeV and corresponding to light sequential dominance. But
rst, a convenient parametrisation of the seesaw mechanism is developed.
6.2 The Orthogonal Parametrisation
For this section I will consider a general case of 3 lots L and N lots of NR in the
seesaw Lagrangian, given below
LSeesaw = LSM   Y 
i  Ni L  
1
2
Mij  Ni  Nj + h.c. i = 1; 2; :::; N  = e; ; 
(6.1)
Our aim here is to nd a parametrisation of the seesaw mechanism that identies
which of the various parameters of Y 
i become relevant in the low energy eective eld
theory limit of Lseesaw above and which do not. This is exactly what the orthogonal
parametrisation, as developed by Casas and Ibarra [108], does. Our rst step is to
dene a 3  3 matrix U and an N  N UM according to
ji 
3 X
j=1
hjjijji 
3 X
j=1
U?
j jji (6.2)
jNi 
N X
j=1
hNjjNijNji 
N X
j=1
(UM)
?
j jNji (6.3)
132such that U and UM rotate between the mass and avour basis of L and NR respec-
tively. U and UM diagonalise the L and NR Majorana mass matrices
UymU?  Dk
U
y
MMU?
M  DM (6.4)
where we have dened the diagonal matrices Dk = diag(m1;m2;m3) and DM =
diag(M1;M2;:::;MN). In the basis where Y e is diagonal we may identify U with
UPMNS. The eective (3  3) light neutrino mass matrix m is given as
m = mDM 1mT
D (6.5)
From the above, one obtains
UymDM 1mT
DU? = Dk : (6.6)
Substituting U
y
MMU?
M = DM in the above equation we get
Uy mD U?
M D 1
M U
y
M mT
D U? = Dk : (6.7)
We now introduce a very useful parametrisation known as the R-matrix. The R
matrix is dened as [108] 1
R = D 1 p
MU
y
MmT
DU?D 1 p
k (6.8)
where R is a 3  N complex orthogonal matrix RTR = I. Substituting the above
into eq. (6.7) and rearranging, one gets the following equation relating R directly to
mD
mD = UDp
kRTDp
M (6.9)
The point of the R-matrix parametrisation is to divide the Dirac mass matrix, as
above, into the \low energy" parameters present in Leff (contained within U and Dk)
and the \high energy" parameters \integrated out" of Leff to rst order (contained
1In terms of PMNS mixing matrix R = D
 1 p
MU
y
Mm
T
DU
?
l U
?
PMNSD
 1 p
k where UPMNS = U
y
l U.
133within R and DM). In general mD above is a complex N  3 matrix with 6N  
3 physical parameters (3N lots of complex numbers, minus 3 non-physical phases
that can be eliminated by rephasing the three l elds the seesaw Lagrangian (cf.
eq. (1.35)). Of these 6N   3 parameters in eq. (6.9) U contains the L mixings and
phases, Dk contains the L masses and DM contains the NR masses. Any remaining
parameters of mD are contained within the R-matrix.
We rst discuss the N = 2 case. Since mD in general contains 6N  3 physical
parameters it contains 9 for the N = 2 case, of which 5 are contained in U (3 L
mixings and 2 phases), 2 in Dk (2 L masses) and 2 in DM (2 NR masses). This leaves
just two remaining mD parameters contained within the R-matrix (one modulus and
one phase). Given that the R-matrix is (by denition) orthogonal this information
can be put into the complex angle z  x + iy and from eq. 6.8 we obtain
R(NH) =
0
B
@
0 cosz  sinz
0  sinz  cosz
1
C
A (6.10)
R(IH) =
0
B
@
cosz  sinz 0
 sinz  cosz 0
1
C
A (6.11)
where  = 1 accounts for the possibility of two dierent choices (`branches'). These
\branches" are analogous to choosing either a left-handed or a right-handed co-
ordinate system to parametrise a space - seesaw physics is unaected by the choice
(this is shown later, in section 6.5).
We next consider the N = 3 case. For all cases N  3 there are a total of 9
parameters contained in Dk and U (3 masses, 3 mixing angles, 3 phases). Hence of
the 6N   3 parameters in a general mD a 3  N R-matrix contains the remaining
6N  12 real parameters (3N  6 moduli and 3N  6 phases). This implies a general
R-matrix has 3N   6 complex angles. Hence the 3  3 R-matrix for the N = 3 case
will have 3N   6 = 3 complex angles and may be parametrised as a combination of
three complex Euler rotations as
R(z23;z13;z12) = R23(z23) R13(z13) R12(z12) ; (6.12)
134where the overall sign accounts for a possible change of parity (choice between left-
handed and right-handed co-ordinate systems) and the Rij are dened by
R23 =
0
B
B
B
@
1 0 0
0 cos z23 sin z23
0   sin z23 cos z23
1
C
C
C
A
; R13 =
0
B
B
B
@
cos z13 0 sin z13
0 1 0
  sin z13 0 cos z13
1
C
C
C
A
; R12 =
0
B
B
B
@
cos z12 sin z12 0
  sin z12 cos z12 0
0 0 1
1
C
C
C
A
(6.13)
We can also obtain the N = 2 case as a limit of the N = 3 case when M3  1014GeV ,
which also implies that m1  m2 for normal hierarchy (NH), or m3  m1 for inverted
hierarchy (IH). Taking these limits in eq. (6.8) for the R-matrix we obtain for NH
R(NH) =
0
B
B B
B
@
0 cosz  sinz
0  sinz  cosz
1 0 0
1
C
C C
C
A
(6.14)
and for IH
R(IH) =
0
B
B B
B
@
cosz  sinz 0
 sinz  cosz 0
0 0 1
1
C
C C
C
A
: (6.15)
where we can identify z13 = z and z12 = z23 = 0 in eq. (6.13).
The results of this section for 2, 3 and N  3 RHN models are summarised in
table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Seesaw parameter space (sources of CP violation in bold)
# of NR \low energy" parameters \high energy" parameters totals
2 2 L masses 2 NR masses
3 L mixing angles
1 Dirac phase 1 complex angle
1 Majorana phase 11
3 3 L masses 3 NR masses
3 L mixing angles
1 Dirac phase 3 complex angles
2 Majorana phases 18
N  3 3 L masses N NR masses
3 L mixing angles
1 Dirac phase 3N   6 complex angles
2 Majorana phases 7N   3
1356.3 Leptogenesis in a Two-Flavoured 2RHN Model
We now consider leptogenesis in a two-avoured 2RHN model, which is the limit
of a 3RHN model, with M3 7! 1. Such a 2RHN model has the mass spectrum
109GeV  M1  1
3 M2  1012GeV , for which N2 and N1 both decay in a two-
avoured regime. The constraint M1  1
3 M2 serves to recover the hierarchical limit
M1  M2 [100] such that all equations valid in this limit - those for "i for example,
can be applied. The leptogenesis happens in two stages:
1. First, the N2s decay at temperature T  M2, producing avoured asymmetries
N
N2
 in a avour basis  = f?
2 ; g.
2. Next, the N1s decay at temperature T  M1 partially washing out the N2
generated asymmetry and producing some of their own asymmetry N
N1
 in a
basis  = f?
1 ; g)
The general avour space alignments of jl1i and jl2i were also illustrated in g. 5.1
of the previous chapter, in which I also derived an equation for the nal asymmetry
produced by both N2 and N1 processes as (cf. eq. (5.62)
Nf
B L = "1 (K1) + "2 (K2)e  3
8 K1
+ "11 (K11) +

p0
0
12"22 (K22)  
p20
1
2
(K22=2)

e  3
8 K11
+

1   p0
0
12

"22 (K22) +
p20
1
2
(K22=2) (6.16)
where I have identied ?
2  2 and ?
1  1, ?
1?  ?
1 in order to simplify the
notation of the previous chapter somewhat. To make use of eq. (6.16) it is necessary
to evaluate the projectors p0
0
12  1
2
 
jh0
1j2ij2 + jh 0
1j 2ij2
and p0
0
12  jh0
1j2ij2  
jh 0
1j 2ij2 explicitly in terms of the neutrino Yukawa matrix components The tree-
level projector is evaluated in section 6.4.2 and the loop-level projector in section 6.6.
Eq. (6.16) is the sum of three avoured components
N
f
B L = N
f
1 + N
f
?
1
+ N
f
 (6.17)
136It is also useful to split N
f
B L into an N2 generated part and an N1 generated part,
according to
Nf
B L = N
f(1)
B L + N
f(2)
B L (6.18)
where
N
f(1)
B L = "1 (K11) + "1 (K1) (6.19)
and
N
f(2)
B L =
 
p0
12"2(K22) + p12 (K2=2)

e  3
8 K1
+ (1   p0
12)"2(K22)   p0
12 (K2=2)
+ "2 (K2)e  3 
8 K1 (6.20)
The baryon-to-photon number ratio at recombination is then given by
B = asph
Nf
B L
Nrec

' 0:96  10 2

N
f(1)
B L + N
f(2)
B L

(6.21)
to be compared with the value measured from the CMB anisotropies observations [39].
In [8] the 2RHN model was \revisited" and the impact of the N
f(2)
B L term upon B
above (which had been neglected in previous studies) was incorporated and compared
to the pure N1 contribution from the N
f(1)
B L term. The results of that comparison
is the subject of the next section.
6.4 The 2RHN Model Revisited
We shall ignore the impact of phantom terms for the time being, by articially setting
p0
12 = 0 . However we shall return to consider their impact in section 6.6, where
I calculate p0
12 6= 0 explicitly and consider its impact upon the nal asymmetry.
Setting p0
12 = 0 the components of eq. (6.17) are given by
N
f
1 = "1
f
1 + p0
12"2
f
2 e  3
8 K1
N
f
?
1
= (1   p0
12)"2
f
2
N
f
 = "1
f
1 + "2
f
2e  3
8 K1 (6.22)
137We shall consider vanishing initial abundances, for which the eciency factor is
lower, thus giving a more stringent upper bound on the RHN masses - if leptogen-
esis succeeds for vanishing initial abundance it will also succeed for thermal initial
abundance, but the converse is not true. In the case of vanishing initial abundances,
the nal eciency factors 
f
i above are the sum of two dierent contributions, a
negative and a positive one, explicitly [71]

f
i '  (Ki;P0
i) + +(Ki;P0
i) (6.23)
The negative contribution arises from a rst stage where NNi  N
eq
Ni, for zi  z
eq
i ,
and is given approximately by
 (Ki;P0
i)   
2
P0
i
e 
3  Ki
8

e
P0
i
2 NNi(zeq)   1

(6.24)
The positive contribution arises from a second stage where NNi  N
eq
Ni, for zi  z
eq
i ,
and is approximately given by
+(Ki;P0
i) 
2
zB(Ki)Ki

1   e 
Ki zB(Ki) NNi
(zeq)
2

(6.25)
The Ni abundance at z
eq
i is well approximated by the expression
NNi(z
eq
i ) '
N(Ki)

1 +
p
N(Ki)
2 (6.26)
that interpolates between the limit Ki  1, where z
eq
i  1 and NNi(z
eq
i ) = 1, and
the limit Ki  1, where z
eq
i  1 and NNi(z
eq
i ) = N(Ki)  3Ki=4.
Everything is now given in terms of washouts Ki, CP asymmetries "i and a
projector p0
12. We would like to express all three quantities explicitly in terms of
the orthogonal parametrisation, such that scans over the complex angle z  x + iy
can be made to nd the allowed regions of the model. As we will see, there will be
some sensitivity to the low energy neutrino parameters, in particular to the value of
13, of the Dirac phase and of the Majorana phase. We will therefore perform the
138scans with the following 4 benchmark UPMNS choices A,B,C and D:
A : 13 = 0;  = 0;
21
2
= 0 (6.27)
B : 13 = 11:5;  = 0;
21
2
= 0 (6.28)
C : 13 = 11:5;  =

2
;
21
2
= 0 (6.29)
D : 13 = 11:5;  = 0;
21
2
=

2
; (6.30)
where for all benchmarks the solar mixing angle and the atmospheric mixing angle
are xed to 12 = 34 and 23 = 45 which are chosen to be close to their best t
values. Notice that benchmark A is close to tri{bimaximal (TB) mixing [109], with
no low energy CP violation in the Dirac or Majorana sectors, while the remaining
benchmarks all feature the highest allowed reactor angle consistent with the recent
T2K electron appearance results [110] 2. On the other hand, varying the atmospheric
and solar angles within their experimentally allowed ranges has little eect on the
results, so all benchmarks have the xed atmospheric and solar angles above. Bench-
mark B involves no CP violation in the low energy Dirac or Majorana sectors, with
any CP violation arising from the high energy see-saw mechanism parametrized by
the complex angle z. Benchmark C involves maximal low energy CP violation via
the Dirac phase, corresponding to the oscillation phase  = =2, but has zero low
energy CP violation via the Majorana phase, with 21=2 = 0. Benchmark D involves
maximal CP violation from the Majorana sector, 21=2 = =2, but zero CP violation
in the Dirac sector,  = 0. These benchmark points are thus chosen to span the
relevant parameter space and to illustrate the eect of the dierent sources of CP
violation.
6.4.1 Washouts in 2RHN Model
In order to start performing scans xing the various \benchmark" PMNS matrix
choices of the previous secion, we begin by considering how to express washout param-
2The paper [8] was completed prior to the latest results from the RENO [37] and Daya Bay [36]
experiments, which now rule out 13 = 0 for benchmarks A,B.
139eters in the orthogonal parametrisation. First recall from section 3.2 that avoured
washout parameters are dened in terms of the Dirac mass matrix mD as
Ki 
~  i
H(T = Mi)
=
jmDij2
Mi m?
(6.31)
where m? is the (SM) equilibrium neutrino mass dened by [71,111]
m? 
165=2 p
g?
SM
3
p
45
v2
MPl
' 1:08  10 3 eV: (6.32)
Also recall from section 6.2 that mD = UDkRTDM in the orthogonal parametrisa-
tion, or, in terms of its components
mDi =
p
Mi
X
k
p
mk UkRik (6.33)
Substituting the above into eq. (6.31) one obtains for the washouts in the orthogonal
parametrisation
Ki =
1
m?
 
 

X
k
p
mk Uk Rik
 
 

2
(6.34)
Ki =
X

Ki =
1
m?
X
k
mk jRikj2 (6.35)
With two RH neutrinos, we may express all quantities explicitly in terms of complex
angle z for NH (m1 = 0) as
K1 = Ksol jcoszj2 + Katm jsinzj2 (6.36)
K2 = Ksol jsinzj2 + Katm jcoszj2 (6.37)
K1 =
1
m?
j
p
msol U2 cosz + 
p
matm U3 sinzj
2 (6.38)
K2 =
1
m?
j
p
matm U3 cosz  
p
msol U2 sinzj
2 (6.39)
where we dened Ksol  msol=m?  10 and Katm  matm=m?  50.
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Figure 6.1: Contour plots showing K1 =
P
=e; K1 (upper left panel), K1 (upper right panel),
K2 =
P
=e; K2 (lower left panel) and K2 (lower right panel) dependence on complex angle z
for benchmark B (cf. eq. (6.28)),  = +1, and NH.
For IH, (m3 = 0), we can approximate m1 ' m2 = matm and simplify further
K1 ' K2 ' Katm
 
jcoszj2 + jsinzj2
= Katm cosh[2Imz] (6.40)
K1 ' Katm jU1 cosz +  U2 sinzj
2
K2 ' Katm j U2 cosz   U1 sinzj
2 (6.41)
In Fig. 6.1 we show contour plots of the avoured decay parameters K1;K1
and K2;K2 in the relevant region of the z complex plane for NH and for the
benchmark case B, since this will prove the case maximizing the eect of the N2
asymmetry production. Notice that Fig. 6.1 is periodic in  along the Rez axis
as can be also inferred analytically from eqs. (6.38) and (6.39) using double angle
identities. The most signicant feature to be noticed at this stage is that for most
of the parameter space Ki  1 holds. In these regions a strong wash-out regime is
realized and this implies that the dependence of the results on the initial conditions
is negligible and corrections due to the eects that we have listed earlier, after the
kinetic equations, are at most O(1) factors. On the other hand, as we will discuss in
sections 6.4.4 and 6.5, there are two interesting new avoured regions for leptogenesis
around z  =2 for NH, where the decay asymmetry from N2 decays dominates
141over the one from N1 decays (`N2-dominated regions'). Fig. 6.1 shows that in this
region K2 is between 2 and 5. We are therefore in a `optimal washout' region where
thermal leptogenesis works most eciently but still the dependence on the initial
conditions amounts not more than  50%. Very similar results are obtained for the
other benchmark cases as well.
6.4.2 Projector in 2RHN Model
The tree-level projector p0
12 is straightforward to calculate. First we may express
the states l1i and jl2i in terms of the C and  C of section 3.2 as
j`2i =
C2e p
jC2ej2 + jC2j2 j`ei +
C2 p
jC2ej2 + jC2j2 j`i (6.42)
The tree-level projector is then given as
p0
12 =
 

P
=e; C0
1C0?
2
 

2

jC0
1ej2 + jC0
1j2
 
jC0
2ej2 + jC0
2j2
 (6.43)
where C0
i is the tree-level part of Ci, which we may recall from section 3.2 is given
in terms of Y 
i as
C0
i =
Y 
i p
(Y y Y )ii
and  C0
i =
Y ?
i p
(Y y Y )ii
(6.44)
and so substituting the above back into eq. (6.43) one obtains
p0
12 =

 
P
=e; Y ?
1 Y 
2

 
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
(6.45)
having identied p0
1  jC0
1ej2 + jC0
1j2 and p0
2  jC0
2ej2 + jC0
2j2. Now substituting
eq. (6.9) for Y  = mD=v we obtain p0
0
12 in the orthogonal parametrisation as
p0
12 =
1
p0
1 p0
2 e m1 e m2
 
 
 
X
k;k0
X
=e;
p
mk mk0 U?
k Uk0 R?
1k R2k0
 
 
 
2
(6.46)
142where I have dened the e mi above as
e mi 
X
k
mkjRikj2 (6.47)
and -avoured branching ratios as pi = pie +pi. Fig. 6.2 gives the contour plot of
eq. (6.46) which indicates that the quantity signicantly diers from unity in general.
For NH p0
12 is periodic in  along the Rez axis and is approximately periodic in
=2. One can already see that in the new avoured regions around z  =2 the
quantity 1 p0
12 is maximal. We thus nd good conditions for leptogenesis regarding
washout from N2 as well as from N1 processes.
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Figure 6.2: Contour plots of p
0
12 for NH (left) and IH (right) (benchmark B,  = 1).
6.4.3 CP Asymmetry in the 2RHN Model
Let us now re-express the CP asymmetries in the orthogonal parametrization. The
expression (3.43) for the CP asymmetries can be recast as
"i =  
3
16v2
1
(m
y
D mD)ii
X
j6=i
 
I
ij
(M2
j =M2
i )
Mj=Mi
+ J
ij
2
3(M2
j =M2
i   1)
!
 "I
i + "J
i (6.48)
in an obvious notation where we have dened
I
ij  Im
h 
m
y
D

i
 
mD

j
 
m
y
DmD

ij
i
; J
ij  Im
h 
m
y
D

i
 
mD

j
 
m
y
DmD

ji
i
(6.49)
143Substituting eq. (6.9) for mD in the orthogonal parametrisation into the above, we
nd
I
ij = Mi Mj Im
h X
k;k0;k00
(mkmk0)1=2mk00U
kUk0 R
ik Rjk0R
ik00 Rjk00
i
(6.50)
J
ij = Mi Mj Im
h X
k;k0;k00
(mkmk0)1=2mk00U
kUk0 R
ik Rjk0R
jk00 Rik00
i
(6.51)
In order to simply the notation, it will prove convenient to introduce the ratios
ri 
"i
 "(M1)
; rI
i 
"I
i
 "(M1)
rJ
i 
"J
i
 "(M1)
(6.52)
where
 "(M1) 
3
16
M1 matm
v2 ' 10 6

M1
1010 GeV

(6.53)
is the upper bound for the total CP asymmetries [69] that is therefore used as a
reference value.
For the lightest right handed neutrino CP asymmetry we set j = 1 in eq. (6.50)
and obtain
rI
1 =
X
k;k0
mk0 p
mk0 mk
e m1 matm
Im[Uk U?
k0 R1k R1k0] (6.54)
having used RTR = I and (M2
j =M2
1) ' 1 (as is the case in the hierarchical limit,
when M2 & 3M1) to simplify the result. Recall that e m1 was dened in eq. (6.47).
This term is bounded by [72,73,112]

 rI
1

  <
q
p0
1
maxi[mi]
matm
maxk [jUkj] (6.55)
and it is the only term that has been considered in all previous analyses of leptogenesis
in the two RH neutrino model so far. It is useful to give a derivation of this upper
bound. One can rst write


rI
1
 
 
1
e m1 matm
 
 

X
k
p
mk Uk R1k
 
 

 
 

X
k0
(mk0)
3
2 U?
k0 R1k0
 
 

(6.56)
=
q
p0
1
maxi[mi]
matm
q
e p0
1 (6.57)
144where in the second line we dened the quantity
e p0
1 
 

P
k0(mk0)
3
2 U?
k0 R1k0
 

2
(maxi[mi])2 e m1
(6.58)
Considering the denition eq. (6.47) for ~ mi, this can then be maximised writing
e p0
1 
P
k0 mk0 jU?
k0 R1k0j2
e m1
 maxk [jUkj2] (6.59)
In this way one obtains the upper bound eq. (6.55).
The second term containing J1j cannot be simplied using the R orthogonality
and one obtains [76]
rJ
1 =  
2
3
X
j;k;k0;k00
M1
Mj
mk00p
mk mk0
e m1 matm
Im[U?
k Uk0 R?
1k Rjk0 R?
jk00 R1k00] (6.60)
In our case of the 2RHN model as the limit of a 3RHN model, we can substitute in
eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) for the R-matrix to obtain for NH
rI
1 =
matm
e m1
Im[sin2 z]

jU3j2  
m2
sol
m2
atm
jU2j2

+ 
p
msol matm
e m1 matm
f(matm   msol)Im[U2 U?
3]Re[sinz cosz]
+ (matm + msol)Re[U2 U?
3]Im[sinz cosz]g (6.61)
 rJ
1 =
2
3
M1
M2

msol
e m1
Im[sin2 z]
 
jU3j2   jU2j2
+ 
p
matm msol
e m1 matm

(matm   msol)Im[U?
2 U3]Re[sinz cos? z](jcoszj2 + jsinzj2)
+ (matm + msol)Re[U?
2 U3]Im[sinz cos? z](jcoszj2   jsinzj2)
	
and for IH (approximating m1 ' m2 ' matm) one obtains
rI
1 =
matm
e m1

Im[sin2 z](jU1j2   jU2j2)   2 Re[U1 U?
2]Im[sinz cosz]
	
(6.62)
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Figure 6.3: Contour plots of r
I
1 (upper left panel) , r
I
1 (upper right panel), jr
J
1=r
I
1j = j"
J
1="
I
1j
(lower left panel) and jr
J
1=r
I
1j = j"
J
1="
I
1j (lower right panel) for NH, benchmark B eq. (6.27),
 = +1 and M2=M1 = 3.
rJ
1 '
2
3
M1
M2
matm
e m1

Im[sin2 z](jU1j2   jU2j2)
+ 2
 
jsinzj2   jcoszj2
Re[U1 U?
2]Im[sinz cos? z]
	
(6.63)
Notice that while the terms rJ
1 are proportional to M1=M2, the terms rI
1 are not.
Hence the former terms are somewhat suppressed with respect to the latter.
In Figure 6.3 we have plotted the quantities rI
1 and jrJ
1=rI
1j = j"J
1="I
1j for
the benchmark B UPMNS choice eq. (6.28),  = +1 and M2=M1 = 3. Once again
there is periodicity in  along Rez, for the same reasons as with Figs. 6.1,6.2. One
can notice how jrJ
1=rI
1j  1 both for  =  and  = . Only in a very ne tuned
region this ratio gets up to about 0:5. Therefore, it will prove out the term rJ
1 can be
safely neglected in the regions of interest for this study. Also, one can notice that rI
1,
the dominant contribution to the baryon asymmetry from N1 decays, is suppressed
in the region z  =2, hence this region is potentially dominated by N2 decays.
We now repeat the same steps for the next-to-lightest NR, setting j = 2 in
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Figure 6.4: Contour plots of r
J
2 (upper left panel), r
J
2 (upper right panel),
jr
J
2=r
I
2j = j
J
2=
I
2j (lower left panel) and jr
J
2=r
I
2j = j"
J
2="
I
2j (lower right panel) for benchmark
B, eq. (6.28),  = +1, M2=M1 = 3 and NH.
eq. (6.50) and (6.51). In the hierarchical limit M2 & 3M1 we rst obtain
rI
2 '  
4
3

M1
M2

ln

M2
M1

  1


X
k;k0;k00
mk00 p
mk mk0
~ m2 matm
Im[U
kUk0 R
2k R1k0 R
2k00 R1k00] (6.64)
rJ
2 '
2
3
X
k;k0;k00
mk00 p
mk0 mk
~ m2 matm
Im[U
k Uk0 R
2k R1k0 R
1k00 R2k00] (6.65)
Specialising to the R-matrix of eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) the above imply for NH
rI
2 =  
4
3
M1
M2

ln

M2
M1

  1
 
matm
e m1
Im[sin2 z]

jU3j2  
m2
sol
m2
atm
jU2j2

(6.66)
+ 
p
matm msol
e m2 matm
(matm   msol)Im[U2 U?
3]Re[sinz cos? z][jcoszj2 + jsinzj2]
+ 
p
matm msol
e m2 matm
(matm + msol)Re[U2 U?
3]Im[sinz cos? z][jcoszj2   jsinzj2]

rJ
2 =
2
3
msol
e m2
Im[sin2 z]

jU2j2   jU3j2
(6.67)
+
2
3

p
matm msol
e m2 matm
(matm   msol)Im[U?
2 U3]Re[sinz cos? z][jcoszj2 + jsinzj2]
+
2
3

p
matm msol
e m2 matm
(matm + msol)Re[U?
2 U3]Im[sinz cos? z][jcoszj2   jsinzj2]
147and similarly, for IH
rI
2 =
matm
e m1

Im[sin2 z]
 
jU1j2   jU2j2
+ 2
 
jsinzj2 Im[U?
1 U2]Re[sinz cos? z]
+ jcoszj2 Re[U?
1 U2]Im[sinz cos? z]

(6.68)
rJ
2 =
matm
e m2

Im[sin2 z]
 
jU1j2   jU2j2
+ 2 Re[U1 U?
2]Im[sinz cos? z][jsinzj2   jcoszj2]
	
(6.69)
In g. 6.4 we have plotted rI
2 and jrJ
2=rI
2j for  = +1, M2=M1 = 3, benchmark
UPMNS choice B (cf. eq. (6.28)) and NH. This time, as one can see from the gures,
one has jrJ
2=rI
2j  1 for all values of z and M1=M2 (since jrJ
2=rI
2j gets even larger
if M2=M1 > 3 ), implying that the term rJ
2 dominates and that rI
2 can be safely
neglected. It can again be seen in g. 6.4 that rJ
2=rI
2 depends only on Rez for the
same reasons as with jrJ
1=rI
1j. Once again there is periodicity in  along Rez, for
the same reasons as with gs. 6.1,6.2,6.3.
Crucially, we nd that rJ
2, the dominant contribution to the baryon asymmetry
from N2 decays, is maximised in the regions z  =2 (just above and below the
Imz = 0 line), in contrast to rI
1, the dominant contribution from N1 decays, which
is minimised in this region (see g 6.3). Given this result and the favourable values
of K2 and p12, shown in g 6.1 and g 6.2 respectively, one expect the z  =2
regions will be N2 dominated.
6.4.4 Final Baryon Asymmetry in 2RHN Model
We can now nally go back to the expression for the nal asymmetry (cf. eqs. (6.18),
(6.19) and (6.20)) and recast it within the orthogonal parametrization. This can be
written as the sum of four terms,
Nf
B L = N
f(1;I)
B L + N
f(1;J)
B L + N
f(2;I)
B L + N
f(2;J)
B L (6.70)
148The sum of the rst two terms is the contribution N
f(1)
B L from the lightest RH
neutrinos,
N
f(1;I)
B L(z;U;M1) =  "(M1)
X
=;
rI
1(z;U)1
N
f(1;J)
B L(z;U;M1;M1=M2) =  "(M1)
X
=;
rJ
1(z;U;M1=M2)1 (6.71)
and it should be noticed that only the second one depends on M2.
Analogously the sum of the last two terms in eq. (6.70) is the contribution
N
f(2)
B L from the next-to-lightest RH neutrinos,
N
f(2;I)
B L(z;U;M1;M1=M2) =  "(M1)
M1
M2

ln

M2
M1

  1

fI(z;U)
N
f(2;J)
B L(z;U;M1) =  "(M1)fJ(z;U) (6.72)
where
M1
M2

ln

M2
M1

  1

fI(z;U) = p0
12 rI
2 
f
2 e  3 
8 K1 (6.73)
+ (1   p0
12)rI
2 
f
2 + rI
2 
f
2 e  3 
8 K1
and
fJ(z;U) = p0
12 rJ
2 
f
2 e  3 
8 K1 + (1   p0
12)rJ
2 
f
2 + rJ
2 
f
2 e  3 
8 K1 (6.74)
Notice that this time the rst term depends on M2 while the second does not. We
can then write the total asymmetry as
Nf
B L = [N
f(1;I)
B L + N
f(2;J)
B L](z;U;M1)[1 + 1 + 2](z;U;M1;M1=M2) (6.75)
where we dened 1  N
f(1;J)
B L=[N
f(1;I)
B L+N
f(2;J)
B L] and 2  N
f(2;I)
B L=[N
f(1;I)
B L+N
f(2;J)
B L].
We found that 1;2 . 0:05 for any choice of M1=M2;z;U. Therefore, one can con-
clude that the total nal asymmetry is independent of M2 with very good accuracy 3
. It should be however remembered that our calculation of N
f(2)
B L holds for M2 .
3Notice that all CP asymmetries, and consequently the nal asymmetry, are / M1. Therefore,
there will be still a lower bound on M1 contrarily to the 3 RH neutrino scenarios considered in [6].
1491012 GeV and M2=M1 & 3, implying M1 . (100=3)1010 GeV. As such, when N2 de-
cays are included the largest value of M1 we will allow is M1 = 301010GeV, whereas
when N2 decays are neglected, we will consider values as large as M1 = 1001010GeV.
In g. 6.5 we show the contours plots for M1 obtained imposing successful
leptogenesis, i.e.  = CMB
B (we used the 2 lower value CMB
B = 5:9  10 10),
for  = +1 and for initial thermal abundance. The four panels correspond to the
four benchmark cases A, B, C and D in the NH case. The solid lines are obtained
including the contribution N
f(2)
B L in the nal asymmetry and therefore represent the
main result of the paper [8]. These have to be compared with the dashed lines where
this contribution is neglected. In Fig. 6.5 and indeed in all subsequent gures, one
can notice again a periodicity in  along Rez. This is because nal asymmetries are
given from eq. (6.70), for which all terms are dependant upon quantities periodic in
 along Rez (these quantities being the washouts, p0
12 and the CP asymmetries).
As one can see, on most of the regions leptogenesis is N1-dominated as one would
expect 4. However, there are two regions, around z  =2, where the asymmetry is
N2-dominated. If N
f(2)
B L is neglected, this region would be only partially accessible
and in any case only for quite large values M1 & 30  1010 GeV 5.
When the contribution N
f(2)
B L is taken into account one can have successful
leptogenesis for M1 values as low as 1:3  1011 GeV for benchmark case B and van-
ishing initial N2-abundance. The existence of these `N2-dominated regions' is the
result of a combination of dierent eects: i) the value of (1   p0
12), setting the
size of the contribution from N2 decays that survives the N1 washout, is maximal in
these regions as one can see from Fig. 6.2; ii) the wash-out at the production is in
these region minimum as one can see from the plots of K2 and K2 (cf. Fig. 6.1);
iii) the N2-avoured CP asymmetries are not suppressed in these regions contrarily
4The N1-dominated regions are approximately invariant for z !  z, implying N
f(1;I)
B L(z) '
N
f(1;I)
B L( z). This is because r
I
1 is dominated by the rst term in the eq. (6.61), exactly invariant
for z !  z, and because the K1 are also approximately invariant for z !  z (see upper panels in
Fig. 1).
5Notice that this time there is no invariance with respect to z !  z since r
J
2 is dominated either
by the third term (for cases A, B, C,) or by the second term (for case D) in eq. (6.67) that are
not invariant for z !  z. On the other hand the second term is invariant for Rez !  Rez and
therefore one could naively expect a specular region at z   =2. However, notice that K2 is not
invariant for Rez !  Rez. In this way, for negative Rez and same values of jzj, the wash-out is
strong and prevents the existence of this specular region.
150phase the new region where leptogenesis is favoured now overlaps with the Im(z) = 0
axis. This means that CP violation for N2-dominated leptogenesis can be success-
fully induced just by the Majorana phase. We have also checked that varying the
low energy parameters within the ranges of values set by the 4 benchmark cases, one
has a continuous variation of the allowed regions.
On the other hand if we consider the IH case, the situation is very dierent
as one can see from g. 6.6. The much stronger wash-out acting both on the N1
and on the N2 contributions (cf. eqs. (6.40,6.41) suppresses the nal asymmetry in a
way that large fraction of the allowed regions disappear, including the N2-dominated
regions. The surviving allowed regions are therefore strongly reduced and strictly
N1-dominated. Analogous results are obtained for the branch  =  1, shown in
g. 6.7. A comparison between the plots obtained for the two branches shows that
the the nally asymmetry is invariant for (;z) ! ( ; z) and this is conrmed by
the analytical expressions both for the avoured decay parameters determining the
wash-out and for the CP asymmetries.
6.5 Light Sequential Dominance and the 2RHN Model
In section 6.4.4 we have seen that two new favoured region for leptogenesis have ap-
peared where z  =2, for  = 1, and for NH. Compared to previous studies where
the production of the baryon asymmetry in this region of parameters was thought
to be very suppressed, we found that, due to eects from N2 decays, leptogenesis is
quite ecient and can be realised with comparatively low M1  1011 GeV. This result
is particularly interesting since z  =2 corresponds to the class of neutrino mass
models with Light Sequential Dominance (LSD) [50], as we will now discuss. The
dictionary between the parameter z and the Sequential Dominance (SD) parameters
will be given explicitly in section 6.5.1. Finally, in 6.5.2 we will discuss the decay
asymmetries in an explicit example scenario of LSD and show the enhancement of the
asymmetry from N2 decays analytically in terms of SD parameters and the deviation
from TB mixing.
Recall from section 1.5 that for the parametrisation of the neutrino Yukawa
152matrix below
Y =
0
B
B B
B
@
A1 B1 C1
A2 B2 C2
A3 B3 C3
1
C
C C
C
A
(6.76)
light sequential dominance (LSD) involves making the ansatz
AiAj
M1

BiBj
M2

CiCj
M3
(6.77)
Constrained Sequential Dominance (CSD) is dened as [114]:
jA1j = 0 (6.78)
jA2j = jA3j (6.79)
jB1j = jB2j = jB3j (6.80)
AyB = 0 (6.81)
CSD implies TB mixing [114] and vanishing leptogenesis if M3 >> M1;M2 [115,116].
6.5.1 An R matrix dictionary for LSD
According to LSD, the \dominant" N1, i.e. its mass and Yukawa couplings, governs
the largest light neutrino mass m3, whereas the \subdominant" N2 governs the lighter
neutrino mass m2, while the decoupled N3 is associated with m1 ! 0. Ignoring
m2=m3 corrections, the R-matrix for LSD then takes the approximate form [117]:
RLSD  diag(1;1;1)
0
B B
B B
@
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1
C C
C C
A
(6.82)
where the four dierent combinations of the signs correspond physically to the four
dierent combinations of signs of the Dirac matrix columns associated with the light-
est two RH neutrinos of mass M1 and M2. The sign of the third column associated
with M3 ! 1 is irrelevant and has been dropped since it would in any case just re-
dene the overall sign of the Dirac mass matrix. These choices of signs are of course
156irrelevant for the light neutrino phenomenology, since the eect of the orthogonal R
matrix cancels in the see-saw mechanism (by denition). The four choices of sign are
also irrelevant for type I leptogenesis, since each column enters quadratically in both
the asymmetry and the washout formulas of section 6.4, independently of avour
or whether N1 or N2 is contributing. Comparing eq. (6.82) to the parametrisation
of R(NH) for the 2 RHN models in eq. (6.14), we see that LSD just corresponds to
z  =2 which correspond to the new regions opened up by N2 leptogenesis that
were observed numerically in the previous section. To be precise the dictionary for
the sign choices in eq. (6.82) are as follows: for the  = 1 branch, z  =2, cor-
responds to diag(1; 1;1), while z   =2, corresponds to diag( 1;1;1); for the
 =  1 branch, z  =2, corresponds to diag( 1; 1;1), while z   =2, corre-
sponds to diag(1;1;1). According to the above observation, all four of these regions
will contribute identically to leptogenesis, as observed earlier in the numerical and
analytical results (i.e. giving identical results for  = 1 and z  =2).
We may expand eq. (6.14) for LSD for any one of these identical regions to
leading order in m2=m3. For example consider the case  =  1 and z   =2
corresponding to the case where all the Dirac columns have the same relative sign,
diag(1;1;1). Then expanding eq. (6.14) around z   =2, dening   z + 
2, we
may write,
RLSD 
0
B B
B B
@
0  1
0 1  
1 0 0
1
C C
C
C
A
: (6.83)
Using the results in [118] we nd useful analytic expressions which relate the R-matrix
angle to the Yukawa matrix elements near the CSD limit of LSD corresponding to
small ,
Re() 
Re(AyB)v2
(m3   m2)M
1=2
3 M
1=2
2
Im() 
Im(AyB)v2
(m3 + m2)M
1=2
3 M
1=2
2
: (6.84)
Notice that  ! 0 when AyB ! 0 to all orders in m2=m3. This is just the
157case in CSD due to eq. (6.81). Thus in the CSD limit of LSD eq. (6.82) becomes
exact [117] to all orders in m2=m3. Clearly, leptogenesis vanishes in CSD which can
be understood from the fact that the R-matrix in CSD is real and diagonal (up to a
permutation) [116] or from the fact that A is orthogonal to B [115]. However in the
next section we consider a perturbation of CSD, allowing leptogenesis but preserving
TB mixing.
6.5.2 Example: perturbing the CSD limit of LSD
Using eq. (6.48), we obtain, making the usual hierarchical RH neutrino mass assump-
tion the N1 contribution to the leptogenesis asymmetry parameter is given by:
"1   
3
16
M1
M2
1
AyA
Im
h
A
(AyB)B
i
(6.85)
Clearly the asymmetry vanishes in the case of CSD due to eq. (6.81). In this sub-
section we consider an example which violates CSD, but maintains TB mixing and
stays close to LSD.
Before we turn to an explicit example, let us state the expectation for the size
of the decay asymmetries. We expect that, typically,
"1;   
3
16
m2M1
v2 ; "1e 
A1
A2
"1; (6.86)
The N2 contribution to the leptogenesis asymmetry parameter is given by the inter-
ference with the lighter RH neutrino in the loop via the second term in eq. (6.48),
which is indeed often ignored in the literature:
"2   
2
16
1
ByB
Im
h
B
(AyB)A
i
(6.87)
This leads to typically,
"2;   
1
16
m3M1
v2 ; "2e 
A1
A2
"2; (6.88)
which should be compared to eq. (6.86). The N2 contribution to the decay asymme-
158tries looks larger than the N1 contribution.
To compare the two asymmetries and the produced baryon asymmetry explic-
itly, let us now calculate the nal asymmetries in a specic perturbation of the Light
CSD form. As an example, we may consider
(A1;A2;A3) = (0;a;a)
(B1;B2;B3) = (b;b + q; b + q) (6.89)
such that
Y =
0
B B
B B
@
0 b C1
a b + q C2
a  b + q C3
1
C C
C C
A
(6.90)
Providing jqj  jbj, this perturbation of CSD stays close to LSD and allows non-
zero leptogenesis. Interestingly this perturbation of CSD also preserves TB mixing
as discussed in [118], where more details can be found. Note that z is given by
eq. (6.84) and therefore depends on a;b and q.
For our example, we now obtain (assuming real a and neglecting q in ByB):
"1   
3
16
m2M1
v2
Im[q b + q2]
ByB
; "1   
3
16
m2M1
v2
Im[ q b + q2]
ByB
(6.91)
The N2 contribution to the leptogenesis asymmetry parameter is given by the inter-
ference with the lighter RH neutrino in the loop via the second term in eq. (6.48):
"2   
2
16
m3M1
v2
Im[q b]
ByB
; "2   "2 (6.92)
For the washout parameters, we obtain:
K1 = K1 
m3
m
and K2  K2 
m2
m
(6.93)
The parameter p12 is given by (neglecting q in the last step)
p12   
jA1B2 + A2B1j2
(jA1j2 + jA2j2)(jB1j2 + jB2j2)

1
2
(6.94)
159For the nal asymmetries from N1 decay this means
N
f(1)
B L   ("1 + "1)1  2
3
16
m2M1
v2
Im[q2]
ByB
(m3=m) (6.95)
whereas
N
f(2)
B L   (1   p12)"2 2 
1
2
2
16
m3M1
v2
Im[q b]
ByB
(m2=m) (6.96)
So we can estimate:
N
f(2)
B L
N
f(1)
B L

m3
m2
(m2=m)
(m3=m)
Im[q b]
Im[6q2]
(6.97)
We see that, as already anticipated in the beginning of this subsection, there is an
enhancement of the asymmetry from the N2 decay by a factor of m3
m2 (from the decay
asymmetries). Furthermore, there is another enhancement factor from the eciency
factor  given by
(m2=m)
(m3=m). Both terms imply an enhancement of a factor of 5
each. Finally, the factor
Im[q b]
Im[6q2] can get large for small q, i.e. close to the CSD case.
However, of course, closer to the CSD case the decay asymmetries get more and more
suppressed.
In summary, in models with Light Sequential Dominance (LSD) the asymme-
try from the N2 decays is generically larger than the asymmetry from N1 decays,
in agreement with the results obtained in the previous sections in the R matrix
parametrisation. We like to emphasise that in order to calculate the prospects for
leptogenesis in models with LSD (in the two avour regime), it is thus crucial to
include the N2 decays (which have previously been neglected).
6.6 Phantom Leptogenesis in the 2RHN Model
In section 6.4.2 I gave the symmetric part of the projector p0
12 as
p0
12 =

 
P
=e; C0
1C0?
2

 
2

jC0
1ej2 + jC0
1j2
 
jC0
2ej2 + jC0
2j2
 (6.98)
160for Ci  hlijli and C0
i =
mDi r
m
y
DmD

ii
as the tree-level part of Ci. Similarly the
anti-symmetric part of p0
12, upon which the two-avour 2RHN model phantom
terms [7] depend, is given as
p0
12 =

 
P
=e;
 
C0
1C?
2   C0
1 C?
2

 
2

jC0
1ej2 + jC0
1j2
 
jC0
2ej2 + jC0
2j2
 (6.99)
Expanding the sum over avours explicitly, one nds
p0
12 =
1
p0
1p0
2
jC0
1ej2  
jC2ej2   j C2ej2
+
1
p0
1p0
2
jC0
1j2  
jC2j2   j C2j2
+
1
p0
1p0
2
 
C0?
1e C2e C0
1 C?
2   C0
1e  C2e C0?
1  C?
2

+ fe $ g (6.100)
having identied -avoured branching ratios p0
1  jC0
1ej2+jC0
1j2 and p0
2  jC0
2ej2+
jC0
2j2. We can immediately identify p0
i  jC0
ij2 and pi  jCij2   j Cij2 and so
rst term may be related straightforwardly to tree-level branching ratios and the CP
asymmetry as
1st  p0
1p0
2 = p0
1ep2e + p0
1p2 (6.101)
where the pi were calculated explicitly back in section 3.2. The second term is a
little more tricky to calculate - we require explicit expressions for the C2 and  C2 to
1-loop level. In section 3.2 these were given as
C2 =
1
p
(Y y Y )22   2Re(Y y Y  u)22
(Y 
2   (Y  u)2) (6.102)
 C 2  =
1
p
(Y y Y )22   2Re(Y y Y  ?
v)22
(Y ?
2   (Y ? v)2) (6.103)
where u and v are loop-level kinematic functions of O(Y 2), given explicitly in section
3.2. Substituting the eqs. (6.102) one may then express the second line (up to O(Y 2)
161terms) in eq. (6.100) as
2nd  p0
1p0
2 =  
Y ?
e1 (Y  u)e2 Y 
1 Y ?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
 
Y ?
e1 Y 
e2 Y 
1 (Y  u)
?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
+
Y 
e1 (Y ? v)e2 Y ?
1 Y 
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
+
Y 
e1 Y ?
e2 Y ?
1 (Y ? v)
?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
+
Y ?
1e Y 
2e Y 
1 Y ?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
"
1 +
2Re
 
Y y Y  u

22
(Y y Y )22
#
 
Y 
1e Y ?
2e Y ?
1 Y 
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22
"
1 +
2Re
 
Y y Y  ?
v

22
(Y y Y )22
#
(6.104)
and similarly for the fe $ g term, where the rst two lines above come from
the numerator of eq. (6.102) and the nal two lines from binomially expanding the
denominator. Adding the fe $ g term of eq. (6.100) also, one obtains after some
algebra an equation for the total projector as
p0
1p0
2 p0
12 = p0
1ep2e + p0
1p2 (6.105)
 
jY 
e1j
2
(Y y Y )11
2Re

Y 
1 Y ?
2
(Y y Y )22
(u   ?
v)12

 
 Y 
1
 2
(Y y Y )11
2Re

Y 
e1 Y ?
e2
(Y y Y )22
(u   ?
v)12

+ 4Re

Y ?
e1 Y 
e2 Y 
1 Y ?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22

Re

(Y y Y )21
(Y y Y )22
(u   ?
v)12

In section 3.2 during the calculation of pi I identied
"i =
X
k6=i
Re

Y ?
i Y 
k
(Y y Y )ii
(u   ?
v)ki

(6.106)
"i =
X
k6=i
Re

(Y y Y )ik
(Y y Y )ii
(u   ?
v)ki

=
X

"i (6.107)
and hence substituting the above into eq. (6.105) with i = 2; k = 1 (and a decoupled
third RHN) obtains
p0
12 =
p0
1ep2e
p0
1p0
2
+
p0
1p2
p0
1p0
2
 
2
 
p0
1e "2 + p0
1 "2e

p0
1 p0
2
+
4"2
p0
1 p0
2
Re

Y ?
e1 Y 
e2 Y 
1 Y ?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22

+ O(Y 4) (6.108)
162having also identied p0
i  jY 
ij2=(Y y Y )ii. Using the identities "2  p0
2 "2  
p2
2 , p0
1  p0
1e + p0
1 and "2  "2e + "2 this result may be further simplied,
yielding
p0
12 =  
2"2
p0
2
+
2"2
p0
1 p0
2

2Re

Y ?
e1 Y 
e2 Y 
1 Y ?
2
(Y y Y )11 (Y y Y )22

+ p0
1e p0
2e + p0
1 p0
2

In section 6.4.3 I showed that "2  "2 in the 2RHN model and so neglecting the
second term in "2 we can approximate the nal projector as
p0
12   
2"2
p0
2
(6.109)
In g. 6.9 the above equation is plotted in the z-plane, having used eq. (6.65) for
"2 = "2e + "2 in the orthogonal parametrisation.
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Figure 6.9: Contour plots of p0
12 =  "1 for NH (left) and IH (right) (benchmark B,  = 1).
Since jp0
12j & "2 and the \phantom term" containing it is washed out only
half as much as the standard -avoured terms (cf. eq. 6.16), one expects that upon
inclusion of the phantom terms the N2 dominated regions found in [8] and described
in section 6.4.4 get enhanced. This is indeed what happens - in g. 6.10 I have
plotted the nal asymmetry for vanishing initial abundance with phantom terms
included. Comparing with g. 6.5 of section 6.4.4 one can see that the N2-dominated
regions around z  
2 get enlarged upon inclusion of the phantom terms, lowering
the bound on M1 by about an order of magnitude.
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Supersymmetric Leptogenesis
7.1 Supersymmetry - The Rough Idea
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is an extended space-time symmetry. The Poincare algebra
in section 1.1 is extended to include anti-commuting generators. Altogether this
Super-Poincare algebra (for N = 1 SUSY) is given by [119]
[M;M] = i(M + M   M   M)
[P; P] = 0
[M; P] = i(P   P + )
[Q; M] = ()
 Q
  Q _ ; M

= ( ) _ 
_ 
 Q
_ 
[Q; P] =
  Q _ ; P

= 0
fQ;Qg =
n
 Q _ ;  Q _ 
o
= 0
n
Q;  Q _ 
o
= 2() _  P (7.1)
where undotted indices ;  denote components of the (1
2; 0) generator Q and dotted
indices _ ; _  denote components of the (0; 1
2) generator  Q. The generators Q and
 Q mix the representations of the Lorentz group, changing particle spin by a half
unit whilst preserving charges under gauge groups. They mix spin 1 vector bosons
with spin 1
2 fermions and spin 1
2 fermions with spin 0 scalar bosons. We can write
165schematically [120]
Qjfermioni = jbosoni  Qjfermioni = jbosoni
Qjbosoni = jfermioni  Qjbosoni = jfermioni (7.2)
In this thesis I will consider only the MSSM. The MSSM eld content [120] is specied
in the table below, which extends table 1.2 to include the SUSY partners of the SM
elds in section 1.1. We can also include a RH neutrino  N (spin 1
2) and sneutrino
e N? (spin 0) both \charged" as (1; 1; 0) under the SM gauge group, since we intend
to look at leptogenesis in the MSSM.
Table 7.1: MSSM partners of table 1.2s SM elds
eld gauge rep Lorentz rep B L

e u
e d
 
e c
e s
 e t
e b
  
3; 2; 1
3

(0; 0) 1
3 0
e u? e c? e t?   3; 1; 4
3

(0; 0)  1
3 0
e d? e s? e b?   3; 1; 2
3

(0; 0)  1
3 0

e e
e e
 
e 
e 
 
e 
e 

(1; 2; 1) (0; 0) 0 1
e e? e ? e ? (1; 1; 2) (0; 0) 0 -1
e g (gluinos) (8;1;0) (1
2; 0) 0 0
f W (winos) (1; 3; 0) (1
2; 0) 0 0
e B (bino) (1; 1; 0) (1
2; 0) 0 0
 
e +
u
e 0
u
!
(up Higgsino) (1; 2; 1)
 1
2; 0

0 0
 
e 0
d
e  
d
!
(down Higgsinos) (1; 2;  1)
 1
2; 0

0 0
1667.2 The Impact of tan on Leptogenesis
In SM leptogenesis a lepton asymmetry can be produced via the decays of RH neu-
trinos into leptons. In the MSSM case both RH neutrinos and sneutrinos may decay
into both leptons and sleptons. The MSSM seesaw mechanism is dened by the
superpotential below [96]
Wseesaw = WMSSM + Y 
i L Hu Ni +
1
2
Mi Ni Ni (7.3)
where the elds L, H, N above are chiral superelds containting spin 0 and spin 1
2
components, given explicitly by [121]
(x; ) = (x) +
p
2  (x) + F(x) (7.4)
where  is the spin 0 component and   is the spin 1
2 component (and F is a spin
0 \auxiliary" eld required to close the algebra of eqs. (7.1)). The various Feyn-
man diagrams obtained from unpacking the components of the Yi L Hu Ni term in
eq. (7.3) are shown in g. 7.1 , with the top left diagram common to both SM and
MSSM leptogenesis.
Figure 7.1: Supersymmetric Feynman diagrams for tree level neutrino decays
In MSSM models the Higgs sector works a little dierently. In the SM only
one Higgs doublet  may give masses to all the SM fermions, by acquiring a vev, v.
In the MSSM case one Higgs doublet u - with a vev vu - is needed to give mass
to the upper halves of (s)fermion doublets, and a second Higgs doublet d - with a
vev vd - is needed to give masses to the lower halves [120]. These vevs must satisfy
167v2
u + v2
d  v2 and so we can dene a parameter  as
tan 
vu
vd
(7.5)
such that vu  v sin and vd  v cos satisfy v2
u + v2
d  v2. Because the masses
of the fermions are xed by experiment, if MSSM Higgs vevs are rescaled by factors
of cos and sin then MSSM Yukawa couplings must be rescaled by factors of 1
cos
and 1
sin, such that all combination of vev  Yukawa remain invariant.
This rescaling has particular relevance for SS leptogenesis, which is directly
sensitive to the (s)neutrino and charged (s)lepton Yukawa couplings. For a lepton
doublet l = (L; eL)T the neutrino belongs to the upper half of the doublet - hence
gets its mass from vu  v sin - and the charged lepton to the lower half - hence gets
its mass from vd  v cos. So the neutrino Yukawa Y  and charged lepton Yukawa
Y e should be rescaled according to
Y  7!
1
sin
Y  ; Y e 7!
1
cos
Y e (7.6)
The leptogenesis Boltzmann equations are then sensitive to tan in two key ways:
1. Through Y 
i: this determines the decay rates for Ni 7! l + u and hence the
CP violating and washout parameters. Rescaling Y 
i rescales Ki and "i
2. Through Y e
i: the Boltzmann equations' avour basis depends upon which
avours have decohered at T  TL, the leptogenesis temperature, which in
turn depends upon the rate of l 
 R+d, as set by Y e
i. Hence rescaling Y e
i
can completely alter the leptogenesis avour dynamics.
How strong is the impact of tan? Since we observe that the up type quarks
are more massive than the down type quarks, it is also a general requirement for
MSSM models that vu > vd, or equivalently tan > 1. In cases where tan  1 not
very much changes - the rescalings to Y  and Y e introduce only O(1) corrections.
However, in many phenomenologically viable models we have that tan  1. For
such cases cos  1 meaning that Y e gets signicantly enhanced. This ensures
transitions between avour regimes happen at a much higher temperature, because
168if  l7!R+d / T is enhanced by a factor 1
cos2  
 
1 + tan2 

 1 it rst becomes
O(1) relative to H(T) / T2 at a higher temperatures than without this factor. Hence
the 1 7! 2 avour regime transition temperature T12 and the 2 7! 3 avour regime
transition temperature T23 are both shifted up according to
T12  1012GeV 7!
 
1 + tan2 

1012GeV (7.7)
T23  109GeV 7!
 
1 + tan2 

109GeV (7.8)
In section 7.5.2 we will consider an example where tan  1 changes a SM two-
avour regime at T  1010GeV into a MSSM three{avour regime through the
rescaling Y e
1 7! 1
cosY e
1 shifting T23  109GeV 7!
 
1 + tan2 

109GeV  1012GeV
for tan  30.
7.3 Supersymmetric Leptogenesis
Supersymmetric leptogenesis proceeds on more or less the same manner as in the SM,
with the modication that there are now both neutrino and sneutrino process active,
producing both a total lepton and slepton asymmetry. In the MSSM the eect is
to basically double the \x-abundance" of the heavy particles decaying t produce the
asymmetry [122]. In analogy with the standard model quantities, one may dene
^ N
f
 = ^ "i ( ^ Ki) (7.9)
where ^ N denotes a total lepton slepton asymmetry ^ "i denotes a CP asymmetry
with both internal lepton and slepton contributions included and ^ Ki denotes a total
washout parameter for inverse decays into both neutrinos and sneutrinos. In the
MSSM the decay rates satisfy [115]
 Ni l +  Ni l =  Nie l +  Nie l?
 =   e N?
i l =   e Ni l =   e Nie l =   e N?
i e l?
 (7.10)
169where for example   e N?
i l denotes the rate of the decay e N?
i ! l+ e u. From this, one
obtains from the denition of the washout parameter Ki   i
H(z=1) that
^ Ki =
2Ki
sin2 
s
g?
SM
g?
MSSM

p
2Ki (7.11)
for g?
SM = 106:75 and g?
MSSM = 228:75 [122] and where Ki denotes the SM washout.
The factor two relative to the SM comes from the doubling of \x-abundance" already
mentioned, the factor of
q
g?
SM
g?
MSSM from an increased expansion of the universe in
the MSSM due to the approximate doubling of radiative degrees of freedom and the
factor of 1
sin2  comes from the dierence between SM and MSSM Yukawa couplings,
already discussed in section 7.2. Next the CP violating parameter: in general one
has
"i =
1
8
1
(Y y Y )ii
X
j6=i
 
I
ij f
 
M2
j
M2
i
!
+ J
ij g
 
M2
j
M2
i
!!
(7.12)
where I have dened
I
ij  Im
h 
Y y
i
 
Y 
j
 
Y yY 
ij
i
; J
ij  Im
h 
Y y
i
 
Y 
j
 
Y yY 
ji
i
(7.13)
For the SM the functions f(xi), g(xi) are given by [68]
fSM(xi) =
p
xi

2   xi
1   xi
  (1 + xi)ln

1 + xi
xi

gSM(xi) =
1
1   xi
(7.14)
while for the MSSM the functions f(xi), g(xi) are given by [68]
fMSSM(xi) =
p
xi

2
1   xi
  ln

1 + xi
xi

gMSSM(xi) =
2
1   xi
(7.15)
In the hierarchical limit xi  1 it can be shown from the above that fMSSM(xi 
1) = 2fSM(xi  1). The factor of 2 can be understood given that in the MSSM
170there is a second loop{level diagram (one with an internal slepton) for Ni ! l +u
at one loop versus the SM (cf. g. 2.7). Recalling from section 7.2 that Y  7! Y 
sin
for SM 7! MSSM one obtains
^ "i =
2
sin2 
"i (7.16)
where "i denotes the SM CP violating parameter, given explicitly by eq. (3.43).
Substituting eqs. (7.11) and (7.16) into eq. (7.9) one obtains
^ N
f
B L =
X

^ N
f
 =
2
sin2 
X

"i (
p
2
sin2 
Ki) (7.17)
for the nal MSSM B   L asymmetry in terms of known SM quantities The MSSM
baryon to photon ratio is calculated by the same method as lead to eq. (3.23) in
section 3.1 and is hence given by
^ Nrec
 =
4
3
g?s
MSSM
g?s
rec
=
4
3

228:75
2 + 7
8  2  3 
  4
11
  78 (7.18)
Hence the nal baryon to photon ratio is
B 
^ N
f
B
^ Nrec

= asph
^ Nf
B L
^ Nrec

' 0:89  10 2 ^ Nf
B L (7.19)
having used asph = 8
23 in the MSSM [122] and where ^ Nf
B L was already given by
eq. (7.17). The above equation may also be expressed in terms of tan  1 as
MSSM
B  0:8910 22

1 + tan2 
tan2 
X

"SM
i 
p
2

1 + tan2 
tan2 

KSM
i

(7.20)
7.4 The Gravitino Problem
In supersymmetric leptogenesis there is a potential conict between the high reheat
temperature thermal leptogenesis requires to produce RHNs satisfying the Davidson{
Ibarra bound (cf. eq. (2.69)) and the overproduction of gravitinos. This is referred
to in the literature as \the gravitino problem". The problem is that gravitinos are
171very weakly interacting and so can still be decaying (if they are not the lightest
supersymmetric particle (LSP)) or being decayed into (if they are the LSP) during big
bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). If enough gravitinos are produced in the early universe
these extra decays will spoil agreement with the light element abundances observed
today. How many gravitinos get produced? For massive gravitinos with m3=2  GeV
the abundance is given by [123{125]

3=2 h2  0:3

1GeV
m3=2
 
TR
1010GeV
X
i
ci

Mi
100GeV
2
(7.21)
where Mi are the masses of the SUSY partners coupling to the gravitino with strength
ci and h parametrises the uncertainty of the Hubble parameter
(cf. eq. (2.24)) according to H(t0) = 100hkms 1 MPc 1 (such that h  0:7).
Gravitinos of mass m3=2 have a lifetime of
3=2 = 6  107s
 m3=2
100GeV
 3
(7.22)
and thus lighter gravitinos lead to more stringent bounds on the reheat temperature
TRH - BBN, occurring over a timescale BBN  3mins, is only \safe" for m3=2 &
40TeV. There is also an absolute bound of 
3=2  1 so as not to overclose the
universe, which translates into an absolute bound of TRH . 1010GeV, as well as
bounds from the abundances of light nuclei after BBN. These various bounds are
summarised in g. 7.2.
7.5 Supersymmetric 2RHN Model
7.5.1 Small tan case
As discussed in section 7.2, in the tan & 1 case supersymmetric leptogenesis occurs
in the same avour regime as for the SM. In section 6.4.4 we found the nal baryon-
to-photon ratio for a SM leptogenesis in the 2RHN model, occurring at a temperature
of 109GeV  T  1012GeV - the two-avour regime for the SM. Using the results
of the previous section, the nal baryon-to-photon ratio for MSSM leptogenesis, also
172Figure 7.2: Upper bounds on reheat temperature, from BBN and atness constraints on gravitinos.
Plot taken from [126].
occurring in the two-avour regime (provided tan & 1) is given by
B = 0:89  10 2

^ N
f(1)
B L + ^ N
f(2)
B L

(7.23)
where
^ N
f(1)
B L = "1 (K1) + "1 (K1) (7.24)
and
^ N
f(2)
B L =

p0
12"2(K2) + p0
12(K2=2)

e  3
8 K1
+ (1   p0
12)"2(K2) + p0
12(K2=2)
+ "2 (K2)e  3 
8 K1 (7.25)
where Ki, "i, p0
0
12 and p0
12 refer now to supersymmetric quantities, given in
terms of the SM quantities for SM 7! MSSM as Ki 7!
p
2
sin2 Ki, "i 7! 2
sin2 "i,
p0
12 7! p0
12 and p0
12 7! 2
sin2 p0
12
1. In gs. 7.3 and 7.4 this nal asymmetry is
1where the nal relation for p0
12 follows from applying Y

i 7!
1
sin Y

i and "i 7!
2
sin2 "i to
eq. 6.109 of section 6.6
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Figure 7.9: Normalised CP asymmetries "2e =  "1 (left panel) and "2 =  "1 (right panel) for benchmark
D. Upper (lower) panels are for NH (IH).
179180Discussion
I now review the key results of this work. As discussed back in the Introduction,
the origin of neutrino mass and the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU) are
two major outstanding problems for the Standard Model of particle physics and the
\standard cosmological model" of CDM. These problems were each considered, in
chapters 1 and 2 respectively. Then, in chapter 3, I discussed the hypothesis that
these problems have a common solution through the physics of the seesaw mechanism
- an idea known as leptogenesis - and developed in detail the theoretical machinery
needed to account for the many relevant lepton avour eects impacting the predicted
nal baryon asymmetry.
This theoretical machinery was subsequently put to work, rst during chapter 4
based upon the paper [6], which considered leptogenesis in the N2{dominated sce-
nario. Two novel lepton avour eects were identied { the \avour swap scenario"
and \phantom leptogenesis" { each of which was shown to be both unique to lepto-
genesis scenarios with more than one active right handed neutrino (RHN) and able
to enhance the nal baryon asymmetry order{of{magnitude{wise in relevant regions
of the parameter space. It was shown that both generically (cf. gs. 4.2 and 4.3)
and for realistic models with heavy and light sequential dominance (cf. section 4.6)
that both phantom terms and avour coupling can give relevant, and in some cases
even order{of{magnitude, local corrections to the theoretical predictions on the BAU
within an N2{dominated scenario.
In chapter 5, based upon the paper [7], I developed a more sophisticated de-
scription of leptogenesis using the density matrix formalism. The density matrix
formalism allows one to extend the description given by Boltzmann equations, which
181require that lepton avours are projected into a denite avour basis, into regions
of the parameter space for which a transition between two avoured bases is in-
duced via decoherence eects. I showed how to take into account both the eect of
damping of lepton avour oscillations induced via leptonic Yukawa interactions and
the thermalisation of gauge bosons. The latter was shown to modify the previous
chapter's expression for \phantom terms" (cf. section 4.3), with the gauge bosons
introducing some washout to these terms, but non-trivially only half the amount of
washout the ordinary avoured terms receive. A \master equation" (cf. eq. (5.50))
was given, able to account for avoured dynamics at all temperatures and which for
specic temperatures can reproduce the set of ten avoured Boltzmann equations
(cf. g. 3.4) whilst also describing the transitional regimes in which the aforemen-
tioned are invalid. I then gave two examples of this, rst rederiving the Boltzmann
equations describing the heavy avoured scenario (cf. section 3.4) and then deriving
the Boltzmann equations (including phantom terms) describing the 2RHN model in
a two-avoured regime.
In chapter 6, based upon the paper [8], I \revisited" the 2RHN model, this
time taking into account fully the impact of the decays of the next-to{lightest RHN
N2 upon the BAU. It was shown (cf. section 6.4.4) that for regions of the parameter
space z  =2 (where z is a complex angle in the orthogonal parametrisation (cf.
section 6.2) the BAU is produced via these N2 decays. These regions were shown
to correspond to models with light sequential dominance (cf. section 6.5). I also
extended the results of the paper [8] by including the phantom terms not considered
in that paper (cf. section 6.6), showing that upon including phantom terms the
N2 dominated regions become enlarged, lowering the bound on M1 in these N2{
dominated regions by about one order of magnitude, from M1 . 1011GeV down to
M1 . 1010GeV.
Finally, in chapter 7 I considered the supersymmetric version of the 2RHN
models discussed in the previous chapter. I described (cf. section 7.2) an interesting
sensitivity leptogenesis has to tan, which in principle provides a means to distin-
guish between various supersymmetric models, by using the production of the BAU
via leptogenesis as a relevant constraint on the supersymmetric seesaw parameter
182space. A striking illustration of this was shown for leptogenesis in the 2RHN model
with an inverted hierarchy, where entirely new allowed regions of parameter space
successfully realising the observed BAU become accessible when tan gets large (cf.
section 7.5.2). I also briey discussed the \gravitino problem" (cf. section 7.4) and
showed how it might be possible to just avoid this problem in cases of normal hier-
archy where tan is small (cf. section 7.5.1). It is also shown for such cases that
upon inclusion of phantom terms, one can relax the lower bound upon M1 in the
N2{dominated regions to just below the \danger zone" of M1  1010GeV, where
otherwise the requirement of sucient N2 production would lead to the problem of
overproducing gravitinos (and thus over{closing the universe).
One can see that there are quite a diversity of interesting new lepton avour
eects present, particularly in cases where more than one RHN are relevant during
the production of the BAU via leptogenesis. Certainly there is much more to be
understood before a \precision era" of leptogenesis is reached, but it seems we are
beginning to get a handle upon which of the lepton avour eects are important
and which may be safely neglected within various regions of the seesaw mechanism's
extensive unconstrained parameter space. Sometimes it is said that leptogenesis
is hard to test and perhaps \not even wrong" but I feel this is somewhat unfair
{ it is the seesaw mechanism itself that is hard to test and leptogenesis may yet
deliver us a relevant and non-trivial constraint upon its allowed parameter space. In
conjunction with other constraints, such as for example \SO(10) inspired" constraints
upon the neutrino Yukawa matrix, non-trivial predictions on the low-energy physics
can emerge [127,128] and so leptogenesis may yet serve as a \bridge" connecting
speculative GUT / Planck scale particle theories and cosmologies to testable low{
energy phenomenology. Making this \bridge" more solid for fellow travelers will be
an ongoing task, requiring the work of many hands; but a task to which I hope the
present work can provide some modest assistance.
183184Appendix on A{matrix and
C{matrix Calculations
Recall from section 3.3 that with all SM spectator process in equilibrium one obtains
the set of chemical potential constraints below
0 = li + d   R (A-1)
0 = qi + u   R (A-2)
0 = qi + d   R (A-3)
0 =
X
i
li + 3
X
i
qi (A-4)
2Q3 + tR + bR = 2Q2 + cR + sR = 2Q1 + uR + dR (A-5)
0 = 2
X
i
qi  
X

R  
X

R (A-6)
0 =
X
i
qi + 2
X

R  
X

R  
X
i
li  
X

R + u + d (A-7)
0 = u + d (A-8)
where i = 1;2;3,  = e;;,  = u;c;t and  = d;s;b.
In total there are 14 constraints on 17 SM particle abundances 2 (15 matter
elds plus the u and d elds). A simple code can be written to eliminate 14 of
the 17 variables and express everything in terms of 17   14 = 3 remaining variables
  B
3   L (for  = e;;). In particular Nl + N written in the f
0g
basis gives the C
0. For example the Mathematica code Solve[...] returns the output
ff ... gg { see the screenshots overleaf, for which C1, C2, C3 label the three rows of
2If you count them there are actually 15 constraints, but a combination of them is redundant.
185the C{matrix obtained in a temperature where all constraints apply and D1, D2, D3
label the basis e; ; . Also, \a" labels asph, the fraction of B   L asymmetry
transferred into B by sphalerons, as was given in eq. (3.68).
186Recalling now the denitions of the \A{matrix" and \C-matrix"
Nl   
X

0
A
0 N
0
Nl + N   
X

0
C
0 N
0 (A-9)
where   B
3   L, one obtains
A(T108GeV) =
0
B B
B B
@
442=711  32=711  32=711
 32=711 442=711  32=711
 32=711  32=711 442=711
1
C C
C C
A
C(T108GeV) =
0
B
B B
B
@
514=711 40=711 40=711
40=711 514=711 40=711
40=711 40=711 514=711
1
C
C C
C
A
; asph =
28
79
(A-10)
We now consider in more detail what happens as the temperature increases and
some of the above constraint cease to apply. For convenience I repeat here table 3.3,
showing the temperatures at which various processes are in equilibrium.
Processes in equilibrium at various temperatures
T [GeV] processes in equilibrium
 1013GeV top Yukawa
 1013GeV + QCD sphalerons
1012;13 + bottom, tau Yukawas
1011;12 + EW sphalerons, charm Yukawa
108;9;10 + strange, mu Yukawas
 108GeV + all remaining Yukawas
Thus the rst constraints to become redundant are eq. (A-1) (with  = e) for
the electron Yukawa coupling and eqs. (A-2, A-3) (with  = u and  = d respectively)
for the up and down quark Yukawas. The electron constraint can be simply replaced
by the condition e = 0 given that there is no active interaction to transfer any
asymmetry into the lepton avour 3. The replacemet for the u, d constraints is a bit
3Strictly speaking it is ge, the radiative degrees of freedom of the electron, rather than its chemical
187more subtle: we replace these by u = d given that there is an active process trans-
ferring asymmetry into these RH quarks, namely QCD sphalerons, which put equal
asymmetry into up and down type quarks. By making these simple replacements to
the Mathematica code shown previously, one obtains
A(T108GeV) =
0
B
B B
B
@
151=179  20=179  20=179
 25=358 344=527  14=537
 25=358  14=537 344=527
1
C
C C
C
A
C(T108GeV) =
0
B
B B
B
@
339=358 6=179 6=179
6=179 422=537 64=537
6=179 64=537 422=537
1
C
C C
C
A
(A-11)
The above C{matrix is the 3  3 matrix C(3) (cf. eq (3.67)) used throughtout the
thesis.
The next set of constraints will apply for 109GeV  T  1012GeV, where
the strange and mu Yukawa interactions go out of equilibrium and so their coupling
constraints eq. (A-3) (for  = s) and eq. (A-1) (for  = ) must be modied to
s = d (= u) (given that the strange quark asymmetry must equal the other quark
asymmetries only populated via sphalerons { the up and down quarks) and  = 0
respectively. Making these simple changes to the code yields
A(109GeVT1012GeV) =
0
B
B B
B
@
503=589  86=589  60=589
 86=589 503=589  60=589
 30=589  30=589 390=589
1
C
C C
C
A
7!
0
B
@
417=589  120=589
 30=589 390=589
1
C
A
C(109GeVT1012GeV) =
0
B B
B B
@
585=589  4=589 52=589
 4=589 585=589 52=589
52=589 52=589 502=589
1
C C
C C
A
7!
0
B
@
581=589 104=589
52=589 502=589
1
C
A (A-12)
where the mappings 3  3 7! 2  2 (recall we are in the \two{avoured" regime
potential e, which become zero, since the electron decouples from the thermal bath for T  10
8GeV.
But since the eect on ne / ge e is the same by setting either e or ge to zero, I choose to do the
latter for simplicity. A related point is that in reality ge would go from zero to two not instantly (at
T  10
8GeV, cf. the table above) but transition gradually, as a function of temperature. This is
also ignored, again for simplicity, by treating the transition as a step change at T = 10
8GeV.
188when 109GeV  T  1012GeV) are made by averaging across rows and summing
down columns. The above C{matrix is the 2  2 matrix C(2) (cf. eq (3.66)) used
throughtout the thesis.
If one wants to go the even higher temperatures, where rst the electroweak
sphalerons drop out of equilibrium, the constraints eq. (A-4) and eq. (A-5) can be
replaced by
2Q3 + t + b = 2Q2 + c + s = 2Q1 + u + d = 0 (A-13)
given that there is no longer any mechanism to transfer asymmetry from leptons to
baryons and so B = 0 for all three generations. The bottom and tau Yukawas
dropping out of equilibrium is handled in an exactly analagous way to the strange
and mu Yukawas. Making these further modications to the constraints, one obtains
A(T1013GeV) =
0
B
B B
B
@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1
C
C C
C
A
7! 1
C(T1013GeV) =
0
B B
B B
@
30=23 7=23 7=23
7=23 30=23 7=23
7=23 7=23 30=23
1
C C
C C
A
7! 44=23 (A-14)
where the mapping 33 7! 11 (given we are in the \un{avoured" regime for T 
1012GeV) is again obtained by averaging across rows and summing down columns.
Finally, when the QCD sphalerons drop out of equilibrium we replace constraint
eq. (A-6) by the initial conditions
u = d = s = c = b = 0 (A-15)
given that there is no longer any mechanism to transfer asymmetry to the RH quark
states (apart from the top quark, which still has the top Yukawa coupling at T 
1891013GeV). Making this nal modication to the constraints, one obtains
A(T1013GeV) =
0
B B
B B
@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1
C C
C C
A
7! 1
C(T1013GeV) =
0
B
B
B B
@
4=3 1=3 1=3
1=3 4=3 1=3
1=3 1=3 4=3
1
C
C
C C
A
7! 2 (A-16)
The above \un{avoured" C{matrix can be identied as the C(1){matrix of sec-
tion 3.3 (cf. eq. (3.65)). Thus we see that consistently taking into account the Higgs
asymmetry appears to double the washout in the un{avoured regime 4.
4If the top Yukawa is also taken out of equilibrium by setting t = 0 one further obtains A 7! 1
and C 7! 5=2 and so the lepton plus Higgs washout becomes even stronger.
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